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Preface

Learning classifier systems are rule-based systems that exploit evolutionary com-
putation and reinforcement learning to solve difficult problems. They were in-
troduced in 1978 by John H. Holland, the father of genetic algorithms, and since
then they have been applied to domains as diverse as autonomous robotics,
trading agents, and data mining.

At the Second International Workshop on Learning Classifier Systems
(IWLCS 99), held July 13, 1999, in Orlando, Florida, active researchers reported
on the then current state of learning classifier system research and highlighted
some of the most promising research directions. The most interesting contribu-
tions to the meeting are included in the book Learning Classifier Systems: From
Foundations to Applications, published as LNAI 1813 by Springer-Verlag.

The following year, the Third International Workshop on Learning Classifier
Systems (IWLCS 2000), held September 15–16 in Paris, gave participants the
opportunity to discuss further advances in learning classifier systems. We have
included in this volume revised and extended versions of thirteen of the papers
presented at the workshop.

The volume has been organized into four parts. Part I is dedicated to im-
portant theoretical issues of learning classifier systems research including formal
models for studying convergence properties and analysis of performance. Part II
contains papers discussing applications of learning classifier systems such as med-
ical data analysis, market analysis, data mining, and control. Part III presents
some advanced architectures in which classifier systems interact to achieve com-
mon goals. Part IV contains the most updated learning classifier systems bibliog-
raphy with more than 600 references. An appendix contains a paper presenting
a formal description of XCS, currently the most intensively studied learning
classifier system model.

We believe this volume will be the ideal companion for researchers inter-
ested in learning classifier systems and will provide useful insights into the most
relevant topics and the most interesting open issues.

April 2001 Pier Luca Lanzi
Wolfgang Stolzmann
Stewart W. Wilson
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An Artificial Economy of Post Production
Systems

Eric B. Baum and Igor Durdanovic

NEC Research Institute
4 Independence Way

Princeton, NJ 08540, USA
{eric,igord}@research.nj.nec.com

Abstract. We study the problem of how a computer program can learn,
by interacting with an environment, to return an algorithm for solving
a class of problems. The two example domains studied in this paper are
Blocks World stacking problems and Rubik’s Cube. Our approach is to
simulate the evolution of an artificial economy of computer programs
called “agents”. Simple rules imposed on the economy result in credit
assignment, factoring the problem of evolving an overall program for the
class of problems into simpler problems of evolving agents that specialize
on aspects of the problem and collaborate to solve the overall class. In
this paper our agents are Post Production Systems. Our system, called
Hayek4, has learned from random examples a program that solves arbi-
trary block stacking problems. The program essentially consists of about
5 learned rules and some learned control information. Solution of an in-
stance with n blocks in its goal stack requires the automatic chaining of
the rules in correct sequence about 2n deep. Hayek4 has also learned to
correct Rubik’s cubes scrambled with up to about 7 random rotations.
These results can also be seen in the automatic theorem proving con-
text as a way to learn domain knowledge allowing one to automatically
generate compact proofs.

1 Introduction

We study the problem of how a computer program can learn, by interacting with
an environment, to return an algorithm for solving a class of problems. This is
a problem that humans are often good at. An example can be seen in Blocks
World, c.f. Fig. 1. Humans easily describe a procedure that can solve arbitrary
size instances. Rubik’s cube is a harder, well known example. Humans, after
playing with the cube and thinking for a week, often learn so as to be able to
solve a randomly-scrambled cube quickly.

This problem is formalized as reinforcement learning(RL) [1]. In RL the
learner interacts with an environment that it can sense and take actions on,
and that makes “money” payments when a series of correct actions puts it in
the right state. The learner’s goal is to discover a strategy that earns money ef-
ficiently. The literature discusses two approaches to RL. The first, called “value

P.L. Lanzi, W. Stolzmann, and S.W. Wilson (Eds.): IWLCS 2000, LNAI 1996, pp. 3–20, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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Fig. 1. We present a series of randomly chosen Blocks World instances, gradually
increasing the size as the system learns. Each instance contains 4 stacks of colored
blocks, with 2n total blocks and k colors. The leftmost stack, stack 0, serves as a
template only and is of height n. The other three stacks contain, between them, the
same multi-set of colored blocks as stack 0. The learner can pick up the top block on
any but stack 0 and place the block on top of any stack but 0. The learner takes actions
until it asserts “Done”, or exceeds 10n log3(k) actions. If the learner copies stack 0 to
stack 1 and states Done, it receives a reward of n. If it uses 10n log3(k) actions or
states Done without copying stack 0, it terminates activity with no reward. Figure (a)
shows the initial state for an example with n = 4 and k = 3. Figure (b) shows the
position just before solution. The instance ends with the blue block on stack 1. Note
the goal is to discover an algorithm capable of solving random new instances. The best
human-generated algorithm of which we are aware uses 4n log2(k) actions.

iteration”, attempts to learn an evaluation function mapping each state to an es-
timate of its value, and then returns the algorithm: take the action leading to the
state of highest value. This approach has had one striking success in Backgam-
mon, but this is apparently due to the fact that a linear evaluation function is
effective in this domain [2]. Value iteration appears essentially hopeless in do-
mains that have huge state spaces unless they also have an extremely simple and
learnable evaluation function [3]. Blocks World has a huge state space and no
simple evaluation function. Without hand coded features, but with algorithmic
improvements designed to grapple with the problem, TD learning could only
learn to find a specific block if under no more than 2 other blocks [3]. Given a
useful hand coded feature, TD learning succeeds in training a neural net to solve
problems with up to about 8 blocks [4]. Rubik’s cube also apparently has no
simple evaluation function: it takes a long series of moves in the right direction
to reach a state at which progress is easily apparent.

The second approach (known in the RL literature as “policy iteration”) at-
tempts to learn a program directly. Evolutionary programming methods can be
applied here. However, the space of programs is huge, and its fitness landscape
is typically rough, so such methods are of limited applicability. Koza [5] applied
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GP to the far simpler problem of solving a single instance of Blocks World,
rather than producing an algorithm to solve arbitrary Blocks World instances
. Given hand coded features including “next block needed”, GP succeeded in
solving a single 9 block problem. Asked to produce an algorithm for solving
random problems, and given a powerful hand coded feature, GP succeeded in
producing a program capable of solving only instances with about 5 blocks [4].
Similarly, Inductive Logic Programming solved only about 2 block instances [6].
On Rubik’s cube as well we are unaware of pure learning or program evolution
work, most of the work being concerned with planning from a given position,
rather than reinforcement learning or developing an algorithm. The work most
closely related to ours on Rubik’s cube appears to be that of Korf [7], who fed in
a series of subgoals (getting the cubies right one by one in a specified order) and
then found, by a combination of search and cleverly tailored tricks, a program
that is able to tabulate sequences of actions achieving each subgoal from the
previous, eventually unscrambling an arbitrarily scrambled Rubik’s cube.

We view Holland’s Classifier systems [8] as a seminal approach to deal with
searching the huge program space. By using an economic model to assign credit
to modules, it might be possible to factor the search. By finding modules instead
of whole programs, the combinatorial explosion might be mitigated. However,
Holland Classifiers have not been successful at solving complex problems ei-
ther [9].

In a series of previous papers [10,11,4], we have reported results on why Clas-
sifiers fail and how their problems can be corrected. In our view, there are two
basic problems. First, their economic model is flawed, which leads to misalloca-
tion of credit. We have corrected this by imposing an economic model based on
two general principles, conservation of money and strong property rights, which
prevent these misallocations. Second, the representation language used by classi-
fiers seems insufficiently powerful. Many useful classifier programs are unstable,
since useful rules will go broke and be removed unless high bidding classifiers
tend to follow low bidding classifiers [10,12], the exact opposite of what would
be needed for Holland’s intuition [8] of “default hierarchies”. Although classi-
fiers are in principle Turing complete [13], it is unclear whether classifier systems
remain computationally universal when one restricts consideration to configura-
tions which are dynamically stable. We address this representation problem by
using more powerful agent language.

Our first economic model, Hayek1, used simple agents, and because of the
dynamic stability problem could only solve large Blocks World problems when
given intermediate reward for partial progress [10]. Our last economic model,
Hayek3, used agents that compute S-expressions [4]. This model of computation
was not Turing-complete, and so the system could not produce a program capa-
ble of solving arbitrary instances. It did, however, produce systems capable of
solving random instances with hundreds of blocks given only end reward. The
stark contrast between standard classifier systems, which have trouble forming
chains more than a few classifiers deep [9], and Hayek1 and Hayek3’s ability to
learn systems with stable chains several hundred agents deep showed the critical
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importance of imposing an economic framework respecting property rights and
conservation of money.

Here we report experiments with Hayek4. Hayek4 uses agents that are written
in a Post Production System. This language is Turing complete. Although Post
proved computational completeness of his Production systems almost as long ago
as Turing and Church [14,15], we are unaware of any previous papers studying the
automatic or evolutionary programming of Post systems. The system we describe
here, Hayek4, evolves collections of agents that solve arbitrary Blocks World
Problems. It has also learned to solve essentially all instances of Rubik’s cube
scrambled with up to 7 rotations, but has not succeeded in learning larger Ru-
bik’s cube problems because the search space for new useful agents was too large.

One can also look at Hayek4’s accomplishment here in the framework of
theorem proving. The Post Production system can be seen as an axiom and a
set of productions from which one can deduce theorems. The key problem in
theorem proving is how to decide which productions to use in which order, in
order to efficiently prove theorems. Hayek has solved this problem for Blocks
World, generating extremely concise proofs.

Section 2 will briefly review Post Production Systems. Section 3 will briefly
review our economic construction. Section 4 will describe our experimental re-
sults on Blocks World. Section 5 discusses how this can be viewed from a theorem
proving context. Section 6 will describe our results on Rubik’s cube. Section 7
is a conclusion.

2 Post Systems

A Post System consists of an axiom and a sequence of productions (also called
rules). The axiom consists of a string of symbols. The productions are of form
L → R where L is the antecedent and R is the consequent. R and L are each
strings of symbols and variables, such that any variable appearing in the conse-
quent also appears in the antecedent. Computation proceeds by looking through
the productions in order, until a production is found whose antecedent matches
the axiom, that is there is some instantiation of the variables as strings of symbols
making the antecedent identical to the axiom. This instantiation of the variables
is then substituted in the consequent, which replaces the axiom. One iterates this
procedure, looking through the productions in order to find a legal substitution,
making the substitution, and replacing the axiom, until no production matches,
at which time computation halts.

Post proved that any formal system (e.g. any Turing machine) can be reduced
to a Post system and indeed even a Post system in canoncial form, i.e. having a
single axiom and productions only of the form g$→ $h, where the $ are variables
[15,14]. The tape of the Turing machine corresponds to a string fed into the Post
system as its axiom, and appropriate productions represent the Turing Machine’s
transition table. (Since the tape of the Turing Machine is usually called its Input,
it might be clearer to refer to the axiom of the Post system as an Input, but we
will stay with the terminology of [16].)
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In this paper we discuss programs composed of a number of agents, organized
into an artificial economy as described in the following section. The agents are
each composed of a number of productions. The world is presented to the agent
as the axiom, and the agent then computes as a Post system, iteratively applying
its productions that match.

For example, in the Blocks World problem, the world is encoded as a string:
a(b)(c)(d)(e) where a is either not there or a single symbol chosen from the set
C = {c1...ck} of colors, and b, c, d, and e are each strings of symbols chosen from
the set C. Here a represents the block in the hand (or is missing if there is no
block in hand), b, c, d, e represent respectively the stacks 0,1,2,3.

Our productions are strings over {xi for i = 1, ..., 8, y, g1, g2, g3, d1, d2,
d3, ∗, (, )}. Here g1...g3 (resp. d1, ..., d3) mean grab (drop) from stack 1,2,3; ∗
denotes “done” ending the instance, variables xi match a string and variable
y matches only a single character. We use a greedy variable match where the
largest string that allows a match is chosen.

It is, of course, essential to allow only changes to the world corresponding
to physical actions. If we allowed it to, our system might readily evolve a set of
string rewrites that resulted in a string representing a solved world, but using
intermediate states not respecting the physics of Blocks World, e.g. that a grab
picks up one block off the top of one stack. We don’t want to reward agents for
such fantasies. The way we imposed the restriction of physicality was to consider
the string manipulations that the agents compute as pure internal thought, not
affecting the world. At the end of an agent’s computation, we look at the string
it generates and extract the physical actions: grabs, drops, and dones. We then
execute these actions on the world (but if and only if the agent wins the auction,
as discussed in the next section).

Examples of rules that have evolved include (x0)(x0)(x7)(x1) → ∗ ∗ g1 and
(x0y0x1)(x0)(x7)(x3y0x5) → g3g2d1. For more such, and explanations of how
they work, see section 4. Assuming the latter rule matches it generates a sequence
of actions g3g2d1 that would then (if it wins the auction) be executed on the
world.

An alternative, equivalent view of the Post Production system as a Theorem
Proving system is discussed in section 5.

3 Economic Model

Our system, which we call Hayek4, consists of a collection of rules, and a collec-
tion of agents. Each agent is composed of a sequence of rules from the collection,
a wealth, and a numerical bid.

Computation proceeds in a series of auctions. In each auction, each agent
computes its next action by executing a Post-system with the world as initial
axiom. The actions of the highest bidder are applied on the world leading it to
the new state.

The winning agent in each auction pays its bid to the winner of the previous
auction. If it solves the instance and says done, it collects reward from the world.
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After each instance, all agents are assessed a tax proportional to the amount
of computation they have done, in order to promote evolution of efficient agents.
Also, any agent with less money than it was initiated with is removed and its
money returned to its creator. Any rule not used in some living agent, and any
rule that has not been applicable in the last 1000 instances is removed.

A number W is initiated as 0, and then raised as larger instances are solved,
to be slightly larger than the reward for solving the largest instances being
presented. Each auction, any agent with wealth at least 10W creates a child,
giving it an initial endowment ofW . The system is initiated with a single special
agent called “Root”. Root does not bid but simply creates random agents. The
random creation process is discussed more below. At the end of each instance,
each agent passes .25 fraction of its profit in that instance, plus an additional
increment of 10−4 to its parent.

This structure of payments and capital allocations is based on simple princi-
ples. The system is set up so that everything is owned by some agent, property
rights are respected, and money is conserved. Under those circumstances, if
agents are rational in that they choose to make only profitable transactions, a
new agent can earn money only by increasing payment to the system from the
world. The agents are not initially rational, indeed they are random, but less
rational agents are exploited and go broke.

We ensure that everything is owned by auctioning the world to a single agent.
The guideline for all ad hoc choices, e.g. the one quarter fraction of profit passed
to one’s creator, is that the property holder might reasonably make a similar
choice if given the option. Creators are viewed as investors-in, (or alternatively
owners-of) their children. For example, endowing one’s child with W is reason-
able since it will need about this amount of money to bid rationally. We did not
experiment with these various choices. Our experience with past experimenta-
tion in related models is that within reasonable ranges performance is not very
sensitive to parameter values, and since runs are stochastic and take a day or
more it is impossible to optimize.

By contrast, such property rights are not enforced in most multi-agent sys-
tems. For example, Holland’s classifiers have multiple agents active at once, so
there is no clear title to payments from the world, which are then typically di-
vided among active agents. This is a recipe for “Tragedy of the Commons”, since
all agents want to be active when payment is expected, whether or not their ac-
tions harm the system. Zero Based Classifier Systems, sometimes known as ZCS,
[17] have only one action active, but decide which action wins the auction prob-
abilistically, with probability proportional to bid. This violates property rights
by forcing agents to accept low bids for their property. When we modify our
system to choose the winning bidder probabilistically in this fashion, it imme-
diately breaks and can no longer form long chains of agents or learn to solve
Blocks World instances larger than a handful of blocks.

When property rights and conservation of money are not enforced, agents
can profit at the expense of the system. Evolution maximizes the interests of
the agents. But a local optimum of the system will not be a local optimum for
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the agents. Thus the system can not converge to a local optimum. No wonder
you can’t form long chains of agents. The problems with Holland Classifiers and
related models and the necessity for imposing property rights and conservation
of money are discussed in more detail in [10,11,4].

Our creation process for new agents/rules is as follows.

Root:
creates agent with randomly between 1..4 rules
where each rule with p=0.5 is random (new rule)
or with p=0.5 is a randomly picked existing rule.

Wealthy Agent:
creates agent that is a modification of itself. To modify
repeat with exiting p=0.25 the following:
with p=0.3 it inserts a new rule
with p=0.3 it deletes an old rule
with p=0.15 it reshuffles rules
with p=0.15 it replaces an old rule with new rule
with p=0.10 it mutates an old rule.

insertion of a new rule:
with p = 0.25 a new random rule is created
with p = 0.75 an existing rule is picked

replacement of a rule:
with p = 0.5 a new random rule is created
with p = 0.5 an existing rule is picked

mutation of a rule
left side:
repeats with exiting p=0.25:
with p = 1/3 delete a symbol
with p = 1/3 insert a symbol
with p = 1/3 replace a symbol

right side:
repeats with exitting p=0.25

with p=0.25 delete a symbol
with p=0.25 insert a symbol
with p=0.25 replace a symbol
with p=0.25 reshuffle symbols.

Brackets, i.e ‘‘(’’ and ‘‘)’’, are being used for structuring
purposes only and are neither inserted nor deleted.

Any new rule so created is inserted in the rule population.

This rule creation process was also not experimented with, simply picked ad hoc.
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New agents are assigned a numeric bid using the “bid-epsilon” procedure [10]:
the first time a new agent has a production that matches, the agent is assigned
a bid ε higher than the currently winning bid, with new agents bidding last. A
new agent thus wins that auction, and its bid is then fixed. ε was .01 in these
experiments.

We initially tried running using a Root that produced random productions.
Unfortunately, the system could not get started. The search space for produc-
tions is so huge that randomly produced strings rarely do anything useful. More-
over, they can match themselves and generate loops that are slow to simulate,
and also rarely do anything useful. The upshot is that when we used the pure
Post system with a Root that created purely random strings, the system never
succeeded in solving even 1 block examples. Until it starts solving small exam-
ples, it gets no feedback, and thus is engaged in purely random search for a
working program, which is essentially hopeless.

The solution we used in this paper is to write a Root that created initial
productions which respected the syntax of the problem. That is, our root agent
created only productions that had the brackets in the appropriate places to
match the syntax we were using for the world. That is, Root produced rules
that had antecedents of form S0(S1)(S2)(S3)(S4) where the Si were random
strings of variables. Moreover, the rules Root produced had consequents that
were simply strings of actions. Then, at the end of the auction, we applied the
string of actions generated by the winning agent to the world. New rules were
then produced by mutations of the rules produced by root, as described above.

We are continuing research in how to get a purer Post production system to
initialize itself effectively.

4 Experimental Results on Blocks World

Hayek4 was trained by presenting random Blocks World instances, with size
chosen according to a distribution that presented increasingly larger instances
as Hayek4 learned to solve smaller ones. The distribution was as follows. We
present instances of size 1 until one instance is solved. Then we initiate c = 1, and
present instances of size i with probability chosen from a Gaussian distribution
around instances of size c. To be precise, we let σ = c/10 + 2 and choose i with
probability p(i) proportional to exp(−(c− i)2 ∗ 0.5/σ2). We maintain a running
estimate solved(c) of the fraction of the last 100 instances of size c that have
been solved. When solved(c) > 0.75 we increase c by 1, and when solved(c) < .25
we decrease it by 1. This presents larger instances as we learn.

After a day of computation on a 300 MHz Pentium II processor, Hayek4 learns
a program capable of solving arbitrary Blocks World instances. The learned
program solves random, new, 100-block instances in several seconds. Figure 2
shows evolution of such a run. In this case, among the over 1000 agents present,
agents 1134, 1147, 1154, and 1161 are currently winning all bids, and serve
together as a program solving arbitrary instances. The program is simple and
intuitive. It first clears blocks off stack 1, putting them on stack 3, until only
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Fig. 2. Figure (a) shows the number of alive rules and alive agents. Figure (b) shows the
moving average, over the last 100 instances, of the score, computed as

√
2
∑

i
p(i)i for

p(i) = fraction instances of size i solved. “Solved” gives score as the system is running,
“sampled” gives score on periodic samples where we turn off new agent creation. In
sampled mode, Hayek4 is solving all instances presented (which are up to size about
158) and is using a program that would solve arbitrary instances. The horizontal axis is
in millions of instances. We are showing the period between 2 and 2.18 million instances
where it discovered how to solve arbitray instances.

correctly colored blocks remain on stack 1. Then, if the next block it needs is
on stack 3, it digs down in 3 to find it, putting all the blocks it removes on 2.
Alternatively, if the next block it needs is on 2, it digs down in 2 to find it,
putting all blocks removed on 3.

This program is embodied in the following rules. The respective agents con-
tain other rules that don’t fire. We have cleaned some semantically unimportant
symbols from the rules for pedagogical clarity.
(1) (x5)(x6)(x1)(x7)→ g1d3 in agent 1147, which bids 7.78.
(2) (x6y0x2)(x6)(x5y0)(x3)→ g2d1 in agent 1154, which bids 8.07.
(3) (x2y0x5)(x2)(x3)(x7y0x0)→ g3d2 also in agent 1154.
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(4) (x3y0x5)(x3y0)(x0)(x1)→ g2d3 in agent 1134, which bids 8.05.
(5) (x4y0)(x4)(x7y0)(x1)→ g2d1∗ in agent 1161, which bids 35.8.

These agents work together as follows. Rule 1 always matches. All rules
contained by higher bidding agents in the population match only when stack 1
contains no incorrect blocks, i.e. when every block in stack 1 is the same color
as the corresponding block in stack 0. Thus, whenever there are incorrect blocks
on stack 1, agent 1147 wins and clears a block from stack 1. This will occur as
many auctions in a row as necessary to clear all incorrect blocks from stack 1.
Once stack 1 contains no incorrect blocks, the next block needed to extend it
must be on stack 2 or stack 3. If the next needed block is on top of stack 2,
rule 2 matches (matching y0 to the color of the next block needed) and moves
this block to stack 1. Otherwise, if the next needed block is on stack 3, rule 3
matches, and moves the top block from from stack 3 to stack 2. As long as the
next need block is on stack 3, 1154 wins successive auctions and digs down 3 to
find the correct block. When the next needed block is not on 3 or on top of 2,
1134 wins the auction, and uses rule (4) to move blocks from stack 2 to stack
3, until it uncovers the next needed block on stack 2. Finally, when stack 1 and
stack 0 are identical except for the last needed block, which is on stack 2, agent
1161 wins with a bid of 35.8 and applies rule (5), which moves the last block to
1 and says “done”.

Note: (a) this program will solve arbitrary instances. (b) All the agents are
profitable: 1147 comes earliest and bids least, 1134 is always followed by itself or
1154. 1154 loses tiny amounts of money when it is followed by 1134, but more
than makes up for it by being eventually followed by 1161. 1161 is profitable for
any instances with final reward over 35, and so is wealthy in the distribution
the system was seeing at the time this set of agents was winning bids. (c) This
particular set of agents is winning auctions at the moment, but new agents are
continually created and the set of agents winning auctions is thus changing as
time goes on. It continues, however, to stably solve instances, sometimes briefly
disrupting the universal solver, but soon reassembling it from available rules.
(d) Solution of instances depends on all of the more than 1000 agents in the
population having bids in appropriate ranges (so that they don’t interfere). (e)
Solution involves chaining roughly 2n agents to solve an instance with n blocks
on the goal stack. (g) The solution is intuitive and reasonably efficient. For the
distribution of instances presented, it is unclear whether any strategy would
be substantially more efficient. To use substantially fewer actions in worst case
requires a sophisticated strategy that temporarily stacks incorrect blocks on
stack 1.

We have done a few comparison experiments. First, we used the exact same
scheme except that we chose the winning bidder in each auction with probabil-
ity proportional to bid, as advocated in Zeroth level Classifier Systems [17] (a
widely studied CS variant). This breaks property rights, and immediately broke
performance. Such systems solved only problems with about 4 blocks.

Second, we attempted to learn a Post system by a stochastic hill climbing
search. We initiated a CBS (current best solution) as an agent containing the rule
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(x1)(x2)(x3)(x4)→ g3g2d1∗ which solves 1 block instances. We then iteratively
modified the CBS (exactly as described in §3), tested the modified solution,
and replaced the CBS with the modified solution whenever the new solution
performed better. We used an instance distribution calculated to work well with
this hill climber, presenting instances of a fixed size and increasing the size by one
when the CBS succeeded in solving 80% of the current size. This approach built
a single Post Production agent, without use of the economic framework. The
best this approach could do, after testing several hundred million Post systems,
was to produce a Post system that solved about 40% of 10 block problems.

5 Theorem Proving

There is an alternative way to look at what Hayek4 is doing here: namely as
theorem proving. In this formalism, Blocks World is defined by an axiom:

Axiom : A1 (x0)(x0)()().

and a series of productions:

Grab1 : (x0)(x1y0)(x2)(x3)→ y0(x0)(x1)(x2)(x3)

Grab2 : (x0)(x1)(x2y0)(x3)→ y0(x0)(x1)(x2)(x3)

Grab3 : (x0)(x1)(x2)(x3y0)→ y0(x0)(x1)(x2)(x3)

Drop1 : y0(x0)(x1)(x2)(x3)→ (x0)(x1y0)(x2)(x3)

Drop2 : y0(x0)(x1)(x2)(x3)→ (x0)(x1)(x2y0)(x3)

Drop3 : y0(x0)(x1)(x2)(x3)→ (x0)(x1)(x2)(x3y0)

where again xi match strings and y0 matches a single variable. Now, given any
conjecture, i.e. potential Blocks World

C1 : S0(S1)(S2)(S3)(S4),

where again S0 is a single color or empty, and S1, S2, S3, and S4 are strings
of colors or empty, one’s goal is to prove C1. In order to prove that C1 is a
statement in Blocks World one has to find sequence of rules R1 . . . RN , for each
Ri ∈ {Grab1, Grab2, . . . , Drop3}, that reduce statement C1 down to the axiom
A1:

C
R1

→ S1
R2

→ S2
R3

→ . . . Rn−1

→ SN−1
RN

→ A1

where the first → comes from the application of R1 etc. and the Si are some
intermediate states reached by sequential application of the rules Ri. Note that
Grab1 and Drop1 are inverses.

If we were to make an attempt to find such a proof by brute force for an
arbitrary Blocks World statement, say an instance of size n using k colors, we
would have to search 24∗n∗log2(k) different states (since the best human generated
algorithm needs 4 ∗ n ∗ log2(k) actions).
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Hayek4 however, has learned control rules, so it finds a proof in less than
10 ∗ n ∗ log3(k) steps! Finding control rules that allow rapid theorem proving is
the central problem in automatic theorem proving. Hayek4 has solved it well in
this case.

6 Rubik’s Cube

We also did experiments training Hayek4 to solve Rubik’s cube. We tried a
variety of presentation and reward schemes and encodings, which had roughly
similar results. We will briefly describe one such here.

Hayek4 was presented with training instances formed by taking a solved cube
and applying a sequence of random rotations to it. Initial instances were formed
with one quarter rotation (on a randomly chosen face), and as Hayek learned we
supplied instances generated using longer sequences of random rotations. Each
instance ended when Hayek said done or timed out. If Hayek said done, and the
cube was correct it was given reward 1, else it was given reward 0.

Agents consisted of several productions as in the Blocks World system, each
production having a condition and an action. The action consisted of a sequence
of rotations, and possibly a done. We allowed 12 possible rotations: a quarter turn
of each of the 6 faces in either direction. The condition consisted of a sequence
of 54 variables: (a1, a2, . . . , a54). The condition matched the cube if there was
some assignment of colors to the variables that matched the colors of the 54
faces on the cube. Again we faced the problem of getting the system started.
This problem was even worse in Rubik’s cube than in Blocks World because
the productions are so long: the world is represented by a string 54 elements
long, plus syntax markers. This is an enormous search space. We dealt with this
again by introducing productions respecting the syntax of the world. The best
performance occured when we used a method that initiated new agents based on
the state of the world as follows. If at the beginning of a new instance no agent
matched, then we added a new production to the system and a new agent using
it. The condition of the new production was given by taking the exact position
of the cube, expressed in 6 variables (corresponding to the 6 colors on the cube)
and generalizing it by replacing up to 10% of the variables with new variables.
The action of the new production was given by taking the known sequence that
would solve the instance, and using the first few actions of it. Thus this new
agent could immediately bid, and would earn money, and would advance the
current instance towards solution. Again, at the end of the auction, we applied
the action sequence of the winning agent to the world. We also introduced new
agents as before as mutations of existing agents. An example instance and its
solution is shown in the Appendix.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, Hayek then learned to solve instances with up to
about 7 random rotations. At this point we had so many agents in the population
(about 20,000) that the simulation was very slow, and so didn’t improve much
over a week of running. At this final point, Hayek is using about 20,000 agents
to solve about 35 million states– all the states reachable with up to 7 rotations.
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Fig. 3. Figure (a) shows the number of agents alive vs instance. Figure (b) shows the
sampled and solved scores. Solved gives score as we are running. Sampled gives score
on periodic samples where we turn off new agent creation and present 10 examples of
each rotation length from 1 to 30. Score in each case is computed as

√
2
∑

i
p(i)i for

p(i) = fraction instances of i rotations solved. Hayek is solving almost all instances
with up to 7 rotations and few beyond that. Figure (c) shows the bids in the final, next
to last, and first auction, as well as the reward. Bid rises smoothly starting low and
rising till the final bid accurately estimates the reward.
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Solution of each instance utilized approximately 3 auctions– that is we had three
(or sometimes up to 5) agents following each other. Bids rose as the instance
came closer to solution, with Hayek’s agents learning to accurately estimate the
proximity to solution.

7 Discussion

The success of Hayek4 on Blocks World, coupled with the success of previous
Hayek versions using radically different representations, shows that our economic
model is consistently able to assign credit and achieve deep chaining of agents and
solution of hard Blocks World Problems. Control experiments where property
rights are broken, or where no economic structure is used at all, indicate the
importance of the property rights in promoting the evolution of cooperation
among modules, dividing and conquering problems that are far too complex to
solve by alternative means. This is the first Hayek version for which the agents
are potentially Turing universal, and accordingly the first to evolve universal
solvers from end reward only. The Rubik’s cube results again show that the
economic model is capable of building stable chains, and that it can divide and
conquer hard problems.

In both the Blocks World and the Rubik’s Cube problems, the size of the
search space was initially a problem. The economic model seems to be capa-
ble of stably assigning credit to collections of agents and organizing them to
collaborate. However, we have to be able to generate useful agents in order to
progress. The search space in Blocks World was prohibitive until we imposed
the syntax, and after that random mutation was able to find useful agents. The
search space in Rubik’s cube was even bigger, with a state of the world being
represented by a 54 symbol string. This prevented Hayek from learning a general
solver. It worked best when we introduced agents that matched the world and
made progress, but we did not find a small collection of agents capable of gener-
alizing to all instances. One reason for this may have been simply the number of
instances we were able to process. Because of the much bigger search space, in-
volving 54 symbol strings, Hayek evolved more agents, and thus ran much slower
than in Blocks World. For this reason, after a week or so of running we have only
seen a few hundred thousand instances. For Blocks World we evolved programs
that solve arbitrary instances, but only after a few million or so instances. Hayek
has not had the time to discover such sophisticated programs for Rubik’s cube.

The economic model greatly reduces the search for a program to solve hard
problems by factoring the problem. Instead of finding a whole program to solve
the problem, one can make progress as long as it is possible to find useful mod-
ules. But for very complex problems, finding useful modules is still a difficult
problem. Future work is needed in automatic extraction of the syntax of the
problem, and in whether some sort of meta-level learning is capable of suggest-
ing useful new agents.

The present work is the first of which we are aware where a Post system
has been trained. This is the first Hayek version for which the agents are poten-
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tially Turing universal, and accordingly the first to evolve universal solvers from
end reward only. This is also the first theorem Prover we are aware of where
the proof strategy has been learned. The pattern matching ability of the Post
system appears powerful and potentially of wide application. Post rules appear
to have a very different quality from the S-expression representation of Hayek3.
S-expression and many other representations perform numerical computations.
The Post system is evolving to match structural properties of the system that
may be difficult to express numerically.
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8 Appendix: A Rubik Example

Below is shown some of the data from an instance. First we see a sequence
of Rubik positions as an instance is solved. The first instance was generated
by the randomly generated 7 rotation sequence FRfkKtK. (Each of these letters
corresponds to a 1/4 rotation of one face.) No agent matched the initial position,
so a new rule was added, as pictured, that matched (in this case exactly) and
took the action k, which undoes the last rotation, K, with which the instance
was generated. (The six possible clockwise rotations are denoted F, K, R, L,
T, B, and the corresponding six possible counterclockwise rotations are denoted
f,k,r,l,t,b.) Agent 14566 was added that incorporated this rule. It won the first
auction with bid 0.

Below is pictured the sequence of positions, the winning agent in each po-
sition, and the actions it took. The letters w,y,b,r,g,o stand for the six colors
of the cube facelets. Below that we see the listing of the auctions, showing the
auction number, the cumulative number of moves done to the cube, the number
of the agent that won the auction, its ID number, the reward it received, and its
winning bid.

Below that are pictured 6 rules used by winning agents, and below that a
listing of the 4 agents that won auctions in this instance. This final listing shows
which rules are part of which agent. (There are of course many more agents and
rules in the system, not shown here.)

Note that the system solved this instance using 5 auctions. It accurately
estimates as it is nearing solution, with the winning bid in each auction higher
than in the last, so all the agents that participated made money. Agent 472
(which has ID number 4374) contains 3 different productions, and won the last
two auctions, using different productions. Its final action was *, indicating done.

Task: 0/35.7/40
wwyyyyyyy
brgbbrbbr
oogggoggo
bggywwyww
rbboobooo
rrrrrgwww
’.FRfkKtK’
add: y1y1y4y4y4y4y4y4y4y0y3y5y0y0y3y0y0y3y2y2y5y5y5y2y5y5y2

y0y5y5y4y1y1y4y1y1y3y0y0y2y2y0y2y2y2y3y3y3y3y3y5y1y1y1 -> k
405214 bid: 0.0000000 k
Task: 2/35.8/40
wwyyyyyyy
brrbbbbbb
goooggogg
wggwwwwww
yyboobooo
rrrrrgrrg
’FRfkKtK.k’
1396 bid: 0.0100000 KT
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Task: 3/35.10/40
bbgrrgrrg
bbobbobbo
ywwyooyoo
rrrwwwwww
yybyyryyr
ggoggoggw
’FRfkKtKk.XKT’
40420 bid: 0.9800000 f
Task: 4/35.11/40
obbobbobb
ggggggggg
wwrwwrwwr
yyyyyyyyy
woowoowoo
brrbrrbrr
’FRfkKtKkXKT.Yzf’
4374 bid: 0.9900000 k
Task: 5/35.12/40
ggggggggg
wwwwwwwww
yyyyyyyyy
bbbbbbbbb
ooooooooo
rrrrrrrrr
’FRfkKtKkXKTYzf.Yk’
4374 bid: 0.9900000 *
Task: 6/35.12/40
ggggggggg
wwwwwwwww
yyyyyyyyy
bbbbbbbbb
ooooooooo
rrrrrrrrr
’FRfkKtKkXKTYzfYk.’
Time:11.491000, 11.500000
Size:7 307999.6 success
a# move# A# A_ID# reward bid
0. 8 14566 405214 0.0000000 0.0000000
1. 10 218 1396 0.0000000 0.0100000
2. 11 1664 40420 0.0000000 0.9800000
3. 12 472 4374 0.0000000 0.9900000
4. 12 472 4374 1.0000000 0.9900000

Rules: 14461 Total R/A: 402806/405215
R#
0 y4y4y4y4y4y4y4y4y4y0y0y0y0y0y0y0y0y0y5y5y5y5y5y5y5y5y5

y1y1y1y1y1y1y1y1y1y2y2y2y2y2y2y2y2y2y3y3y3y3y3y3y3y3y3 -> *
2 y4y4y4y4y4y4y4y4y4y0y0y3y0y0y3y0y0y3y5y5y5y5y5y5y5y5y5

y2y1y1y2y1y1y2y1y1y0y0y0y2y2y2y2y2y2y3y3y3y3y3y3y1y1y1 -> k
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5 y2y2y2y4y4y4y4y4y4y5y0y0y2y0y0y2y0y0y5y5y3y5y5y3y5y5y3
y1y1y4y1y1y3y1y1y3y5y2y2y5y2y2y1y1y1y0y0y0y4y3y3y4y3y3 -> f

10 y4y4y4y4y4y4y4y4y4y2y0y3y2y0y3y2y0y3y5y5y5y5y5y5y5y5y5
y2y1y3y2y1y3y2y1y3y0y0y0y2y2y2y1y1y1y0y0y0y3y3y3y1y1y1 -> fk

291 y4y4y4y4y4y3y4y4y3y0y0y0y0y0y4y0y0y4y5y5y5y0y5y5y0y2y2
y3y1y1y3y1y1y1y1y1y1y1y2y2y2y2y2y2y2y3y3y5y3y3y5y5y5y3 -> KT

14460 y1y1y4y4y4y4y4y4y4y0y3y5y0y0y3y0y0y3y2y2y5y5y5y2y5y5y2
y0y5y5y4y1y1y4y1y1y3y0y0y2y2y0y2y2y2y3y3y3y3y3y5y1y1y1 -> k

Agents: 14567
A# ID# BID_eps Rules

218 1396 +0.010 R291
472 4374 +0.990 R2 R10 R0

1664 40420 +0.980 R5
14566 405214 +0.010 R14460
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Abstract. Michigan-style Classifier Systems use Genetic Algorithms to
facilitate rule-discovery, where rule fitness has traditionally been prediction-
based. Current research has shifted to the use of accuracy-based fitness. This
paper presents a simple Markov model of the algorithm in such systems,
allowing comparison between the two forms of rule utility measure. Using a
single-step task the previously discussed benefits of accuracy over prediction
are clearly shown with regard to overgeneral rules. The effects of a niche-based
algorithm (maximal generality) are also briefly examined, as are the effects of
mutation under the two fitness schemes.

1   Introduction

Learning Classifier Systems (LCSs) [Holland et al. 1986] use Genetic Algorithms
(GAs) [Holland 1975] to discover new rules/generalizations for a given problem
space. In the original formalism rule fitness is prediction-based, i.e. fitness (strength)
serves as a predictor of future payoff. Current research has shifted to the use of the
accuracy in such rule predictions as the fitness measure, after [Wilson 1995] (see also
[Frey & Slate 1991]). Under this scheme the problems due to overgeneral rules which
receive a high average payoff but are sub-optimal in numerous situations can be
avoided, as highlighted in [Wilson 1995] and developed in [Kovacs 1996].

In this paper results from developing a simple Markov model of the GA in LCSs
are presented, where the model is based on that introduced by Goldberg and Segrest
[1987]. Using a single-step task it is shown that the current shift in fitness scheme has
significant effects on the resulting transition matrices of the GA’s Markov chain and
hence on expected system behaviour. That is, as has been discussed in the literature,
results show the use of rule prediction accuracy as the fitness measure for the GA
greatly improves the ability of LCSs to produce effective mappings of the problem
space through a bias against overgeneral rules.

The paper is arranged as follows: the next section introduces the model. Section
3 presents the task considered here and Sect. 4 the results from its use in the model.
The formation of maximally general rule-sets and the use of a niche-based GA are then
briefly examined. Finally, the behaviour of mutation is explored.

P.L. Lanzi, W. Stolzmann, and S.W. Wilson (Eds.): IWLCS 2000, LNAI 1996, pp. 21−28, 2001.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001



2   The Model

Goldberg and Segrest [1987] introduced a simple Markov model of a one-bit two-class
(binary), generational genetic algorithm. Using a population of size N, they note that
there are N+1 possible states i, where i is the population with exactly i individuals of
class A, and hence N-i individuals of class B. The model defines an (N+1)x(N+1)
transition matrix P(i,j) mapping the current state i to the state j, a population
containing exactly j individuals of class A. Horn et al. [1994] used the model to
examine niching in a single-step task LCS.

The simple GA model uses fitness-proportional selection. If fA denotes the fitness
of class A and fB of class B, the probability of selecting an individual from A (pA) is :

Hence the probability of selecting an individual of class B is pB = 1 - pA.
This has been used to define a simple steady-state GA model, assuming one rule

reproduces and one rule is replaced randomly per GA invocation [Bull 2000]:

where the first term corresponds to the absorbing states of the selection only model,
the second term says that the number of individuals of class A will increase if one is
selected as a parent and a class B individual is replaced, the third is the opposite case,
and the last terms cover all other possibilities.

In this paper a simple single-step task is used. The single bit of the above model
is taken as a rule type such that the behaviour of an accurate rule which matches just
one situation and an overgeneral rule which matches a number of situations can be
considered under the two fitness schemes. Hence this is similar to the afore mentioned
work of Horn et al. [1994].

Under the traditional prediction-based scheme, with the accurate rule represented
by individuals of class A and the overgeneral by class B :

where [A]x denotes an action set to which a rule of class X belongs and reward([A]x)

      fA i

fA i +  fB (N-i)
        pA  =                                                                                                    (1)

P(i,j)  =    

1                                                 i     {0,N}, j=i
pA ( (N-i)/N )                              i = 1,....,N-1, j=i+1
pB (i/N)                                       i = 1,....,N-1, j=i-1
1 - pA ( (N-i)/N ) - pB(i/N)          i = 1,....,N-1, j=i                         
0                                                  otherwise                                     (2)

     fA  = reward( [A]A )                          

            Σ  reward([A]r)                                                                          (4) 
                        

R

      [A]B      [A]r

        (3)

1
n      fB  =

22 L. Bull



is the payoff obtained by a rule in action set X. Note fB is in n action sets and [A]A O
[A]B .

For the accuracy-based case, simplified functions of those presented in [Lanzi &
Wilson 1999] are used in conjunction with Equations 3 and 4, i.e. :

prediction error, ε = | reward([A]x - fx) |

accuracy, k = 0.1(ε/ε0)-3,   where ε < ε0 then k = 1 and ε0 = 0.01
relative accuracy, k’ = k / Σk,   where k’ replaces fx in Eq. 1

                                (5)

In all cases the implication is that sufficient time passes between GA invocations for
parameter convergence (as in the related [Bull 2000]). 

3   The Task 

This paper considers a simple single-step task as defined by the following table:

Input Action Payoff
1 1 1000
1 0 0
0 1 1000
0 0 3000             2000         1000

The extra entries in the payoff for input 0:output 0 will be used to examine effects in
reward variance.

The rule of class A considered here (the specific rule) is 1:1 and the rule of class
B (the overgeneral) is #:0, where the first bit corresponds to the condition and the sec-
ond to the action.

Hence, under the traditional prediction-based fitness scheme the fitness of A fA =
1000 (Eq. 3) and the fitness of B in the first case (0:0 = 3000) is fB = 1500 (Eq. 4).
Conversely, under the accuracy-based scheme  fA  and fB  0 (both Eq. 5).

These fitnesses can then be used in conjunction with the Markov model derived
in Equation 2 to examine the behaviour of the GA under the two schemes.

4   Results

Due to the simplicity of the model it is possible to visualise the resulting transition
matrix P(i,j). Figure 1 shows graphs of the resulting probabilities from varying the
payoff of the last entry in the reward table given above, with rule-base size N=50. 

In the first case of prediction-based fitness (Fig. 1a) it can be seen that, as dis-
cussed in the literature [e.g. Kovacs 1996], there is a greater selection pressure to
increase the number of overgeneral rules (B) when they receive a higher average pay-
off than the accurate rules (A), i.e. when 0:0 = 3000 here. Hence in this case, the action
of the GA will cause the LCS to lose the appropriate rule for input 1 (i-> 0). As the

≅ A ≅
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size of the average payoff of the overgeneral decreases, the selection pressure towards
increasing the number of overgenerals decreases: when 0:0 = 2000, the selective pres-
sure is the same (random drift), i.e. P(i,i+1) = P(i,i-1) since fA = fB; and when 0:0 =
1000, P(i,i+1) > P(i,i-1). Therefore these results clearly show how an LCS using the
prediction-based fitness scheme is sensitive to the reward scheme with regard to the
generation of an effective rule-set for the problem domain; the model shows predic-
tion-based fitness promoting incorrect rules.

Figure 1b shows the resulting transition matrices for the accuracy-based case.
Here it can be seen that there is no significant selective pressure for the overgeneral
rule (P(i,i+1) >> P(i,i-1)) and that as the number of instances of the accurate rule
increases (>i) its selective pressure decreases from a maximum due to the use of rela-
tive accuracy. Also, again unlike the prediction-based scheme, the GA using accuracy
as the fitness measure has no noticeable change in selective pressure as the reward
function is changed here. Hence, as simulations have shown, accuracy-based fitness
promotes appropriate rules in the generation of an accurate mapping of the input/out-
put space (see [Kovacs 1999] for discussion of other issues).

A second aspect of the use of accuracy-based fitness is now examined with the
presented model.

5   Maximal Generality and a Niche-Based GA

Wilson’s "generalization hypothesis" [1995] suggests that in the accuracy-based XCS,
given two rules of equal accuracy with one more general than the other, the former will
become dominant due to its increased chance of being involved in a reproduction
event (since it is a member of more match sets).

The model can be used to (simply) demonstrate the prerequisite of this hypothesis
by considering the progress of the previous accurate rule 1:1 and the more general rule
#:1 (class B) on the task described above. For the two inputs of the rule #:1 the pre-
dicted payoff is 1000 and so both rules are equally accurate. Therefore the selective
pressure for either should be equal (random drift) under the panmictic GA of the
model. Figure 2a shows this to be the case.

If a further term is added to Equation 2 to consider the effects of a niche GA, pnga,
the generalization hypothesis can be shown in principle. That is, pnga > 1 implies more
chances of reproduction per LCS cycle. Hence, if the reproductive bias of the maxi-
mally general rule is assumed: 

Figure 2b shows the effect of pnga = 2. It can be seen, as expected, that there is
now a greater selective pressure for the maximally general rule (P(i,i-1) > P(i,i+1)).

P(i,j)  =    

1                                                 i     {0,N}, j=i
pA ( (N-i)/N )                              i = 1,....,N-1, j=i+1
pB (i/N)  pnga                              i = 1,....,N-1, j=i-1
1 - pA ((N-i)/N) - pB(i/N) pnga    i = 1,....,N-1, j=i                         
0                                                  otherwise                               (6)  
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(a)                                                   (b)

     Fig. 1. Probabilities for the single-step task under the different reward levels. For clarity, 

                                                                 

    the absorbing states are not shown here. 
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6   Mutation

It has recently been suggested that self-adaptive mutation techniques, such as those
used in Meta-Evolutionary Programming [Fogel 1992], can be used in LCSs [Bull et
al. 2000]. Results showed that it is possible to allow the mutation rate to evolve over
time in LCSs which make use of either prediction-based fitness or accuracy-based
fitness. However, in the latter case the LCS (XCS) showed a greater sensitivity to the
mutation rate pm, with a significant drop in comparative performance until the average
rate dropped closer to that typically used; XCS appeared much less robust to changes
in the mutation rate.

The above model derived in Equation 2 can be extended to consider mutation:

where, for example, the first term corresponds to the case where a class A individual
is selected, survives mutation and a class B individual is replaced, or a class B
individual is selected, altered by mutation to class A and a class B individual is
replaced. Note the chain is now ergodic under mutation, rather than absorbing.

Figure 3 shows the magnitude of effects on the resulting transition matrix when
the mutation rate is varied under the two reward schemes (pm = 0.02 and 0.2). Here
the worst case is considered, that of the overgeneralist rule (class B) having fitness
1500, i.e. 0:0 = 3000. It can be seen (Figure 3a) that under the prediction-based

Fig. 2. Comparison of probabilities under the generalization hypothesis. (a) shows the pan-

   (a)                                                         (b)

    mictic GA and (b) approximates a niche GA. 

P(i,j)  =    

pA ( (N-i)/N ) (1- pm) + pB ((N-i)/N) pm                 i = 0,....,N, j=i+1
pB (i/N) (1- pm) + pA (i/N ) pm                               i = 0,....,N, j=i-1
1 - ( pA ( (N-i)/N )(1- pm) + pB ((N-i)/N) pm ) -                                   
       ( pB (i/N) (1- pm) + pA ( i/N ) pm )                   i = 0,....,N, j=i
0                                                                              otherwise 
                              
                                                                                                            (7) 
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scheme, the probability of increasing the number of accurate rules is actually greater
than that of the overgeneralist (P(i,i+1) > P(i,i-1)) whilst the former’s proportion of
the rule-base is low, roughly i<20. Thereafter the probability of increasing the number
of overgeneralists remains significantly higher than that for the accurate rule (as
before), with an increase as i increases under higher mutation.

The accuracy-based system (Fig. 3b) experiences a steadily increasing (almost
linear) probability for increasing the number of overgeneralists as the number of accu-
rate rules increases, i.e. >i. With the increase in mutation rate it can be seen that this
becomes significant. Rough calculation of the area under j=i-1 with pm = 0.2 shows a
ten-fold increase in probability over the case with pm = 0.02. That is, a direct correla-
tion is seen between the increase in probability of increasing the number of
overgeneralists and the magnitude of increase in pm.

This result therefore appears to support the findings of Bull et al. [2000] in that
the change in behaviour under a raised mutation rate seems more marked under accu-
racy-based fitness than prediction. Of course, fitness inheritance and rule
reinforcement are also very different in XCS than a standard LCS and these aspects
may also be contributing to the change in behaviour - this is currently under investi-
gation. The model is also being used to examine the sensitivity of other accuracy
functions to the underlying mutation rate, in combination with empirical experiments.
The use of different selection schemes for the GA is also being investigated.

7   Conclusions

Learning Classifier Systems use GAs to discover appropriate rules. This paper has
presented a simple Markov model of the GA in LCSs, with the aim of examining the
effects of different types of fitness scheme in a single-step task. It has been shown that
the traditional prediction-based scheme is sensitive to the reward levels of the task and

   (a)                                                         (b)

     .based system and (b) the accuracy-based. Equalising pressure i=j not shown for clarity.
Fig. 3. Comparison of probabilities under different mutation rates. (a) shows the prediction-
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hence can promote overgeneral rules at the expense of more specific/appropriate rules.
In contrast, it has been shown that accuracy-based fitness, as in XCS for example, is
not sensitive to reward levels and does not promote higher average prediction rules.

The effects of a niche-based GA and varying mutation rates have also been
examined.

The results from this model are now being extended to more complex Markov
models of GAs in LCSs, as well as to examine the effects of accuracy functions in
general.
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Abstract. Michigan-style Classifier Systems use Genetic Algorithms to
facilitate rule-discovery. This paper presents a simple Markov model of the
algorithm in such systems, with the aim of examining the effects of different
types of interdependence between niches in multi-step tasks. Using the model it
is shown that the existence of, what is here termed, partner rule variance can
have significant and detrimental effects on the Genetic Algorithm’s expected
behaviour. Suggestions are made as to how to reduce these effects, making
connections with other recent work in the area.

1   Introduction

Learning Classifier Systems (LCSs) [Holland et al. 1986] use Genetic Algorithms
(GAs) [Holland 1975] to discover new rules/generalizations for a given problem
space. Booker [1985] suggested a restricted mating scheme to improve the
maintenance of niches in LCSs whereby rules active on one given time-step do not
necessarily compete and interbreed with rules active on another step. That is, rules in
an individual niche can be seen to "coevolve" with the rules in other niches. This is
particularly relevant for delayed reward tasks in which multiple niches must be
maintained for the LCS to function effectively; a number of appropriate rules must be
learnt which lead the system, in a piecemeal and highly interdependent way, from an
initial stimulus to the goal.

In this paper results from developing a simple Markov model of a niched-GA LCS
are presented, where the model is based on that introduced by Goldberg and Segrest
[1987]. It is shown that the type of relationship between the coevolving niches -
"match-sets" [Wilson 1994] - of a multi-step task can have significant effects on the
resulting transition matrices of the GA’s Markov chain and hence on expected system
behaviour. That is, the existence of partner rule variance (see later) is shown to
severely affect the expected behaviour of the rule-discovery process.

The paper is arranged as follows: the next section introduces the model. Section 3
presents the payoff landscapes considered here and Section 4 the results from their use
in the model. Finally, all findings are discussed.

P.L. Lanzi, W. Stolzmann, and S.W. Wilson (Eds.): IWLCS 2000, LNAI 1996, pp. 29−36, 2001.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001



2   The Model

Goldberg and Segrest [1987] introduced a simple Markov model of a one-bit two-class
(binary), generational genetic algorithm. Using a population of size N, they note that
there are N+1 possible states i, where i is the population with exactly i individuals of
class A, and hence N-i individuals of class B. The model defines an (N+1)x(N+1)
transition matrix P(i,j) mapping the current state i to the state j, a population
containing exactly j individuals of class A.

The simple GA model uses fitness-proportional selection. If fA denotes the fitness
of class A and fB of class B, the probability of selecting an individual from A (pA) is :

Hence the probability of selecting an individual of class B is pB = 1 - pA.
Further, the probability of going from a state with i A’s to a state with j A’s is:

Substituting for pAand pB :

Thus Equation 3 defines the transition matrix for a population of size N under a simple
generational GA using selection only. Goldberg and Segrest note this is an absorbing
Markov chain, in that P(0,0) = P(N,N) = 1, rather than ergodic.

To create a simple steady-state GA version of this model (note the above model
was used by [Horn et al. 1994] to examine niching in a single-step LCS), assuming
one rule reproduces and one rule is replaced randomly per GA invocation the
following transition probabilities can be used:

where the first term corresponds to the absorbing states, the second term says that the
number of individuals of class A will increase if one is selected as a parent and a class
B individual is replaced, the third is the opposite case, and the last terms cover all other
possibilities.

In this paper the simplest form of multi-step task is used: a two-step task is
examined in which a rule from one niche/match-set is partnered with a rule from a

      fA i

fA i +  fB (N-i)
        pA  =                                                                                                    (1)

N
j(  ) ( pA ) j  ( pB) N-j

P(i,j)  =                                                                                                     (2)

N
j(  )P(i,j)  =                                                                                                                   (3) 

      fA i

fA i +  fB (N-i)(      )  j                 fA i

           fA i +  fB (N-i)(         )          N-j

1   - 

P(i,j)  =    

1                                                 i     {0,N}, j=i
pA ( (N-i)/N )                              i = 1,....,N-1, j=i+1
pB (i/N)                                       i = 1,....,N-1, j=i-1
1 - pA ( (N-i)/N ) - pB(i/N)          i = 1,....,N-1, j=i                          (4)
0                                                  otherwise       
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second match-set before payoff is received. The behaviour of the last of these match-
sets will be considered, to avoid/reduce reinforcement issues, with the genetic
constituency of the other being altered manually to examine effects; one Markov chain
is used. The single bit of the above model will be taken as the action of the rules and
all rules in a match-set are assumed to have the same, and appropriate, condition;
generalization (#) is not included. 

Further, for simplicity, it is assumed that the offspring rule generated on each GA
invocation is evaluated with a random individual from the other match-set (similar to
an "explore" cycle in XCS [Wilson 1995]) and that there is no internal memory, i.e. :

where fA= f1,  fB = f0, f10 denotes the fitness/payoff obtained by an individual whose
action is a one and whose partner’s action was a zero, and so on, and where i’ is the
number of individuals in the other match-set with an action value of one. The size of
both niches is assumed to be both equal and constant here (N, hence rule-base = 2N).

Substituting into Equation 1:

It is noted that this implies sufficient time passes between GA invocations for strength/
fitness convergence. 

3   Task Landscapes

In coevolutionary systems two general classes of inter-entity relationship can be
identified with regard to an entity’s fitness/payoff landscape: in the first, the higher
possible rewards are reachable from one configuration, regardless of the configuration
of the entity’s evaluation partner; and in the second, the opposite is true in that the best
configuration of an entity changes depending upon the configuration of its partner.
This (epistasis) is here termed as "partner rule variance" for the match-sets of an LCS.
For example, without partner rule variance, in a two-step maze task, the higher payoffs
may always be received by going left on the last step, regardless of whether a left or
right move is made on the first step. Figure 1 shows the example payoff landscapes
used in this paper for each of these two classes of interdependence. It is noted that
absolute values are not important, as long as there is some noticeable difference
between configurations, e.g. in (a) f11 = f01, as will be seen.

           N-i’

            N
         f1  =   f10                       +       f11                                                                         

f0  =   f00                      +                   
            N-i’

            N

             i’
    
            N

             i’
f01                                                                                  (5)

            N

                           i  ( f10  ((N-i’)/N) + f11 (i’/N) )

i  ( f10  ((N-i’)/N) + f11 (i’/N) ) + (N-i’) ( f00 ((N-i’)/N) + f01 (i’/N) )
   pA  =                                                                                                                        (6)
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Fig. 1. The two payoff landscapes used throughout. The first bit corresponds to the rule action
value action value of the evaluating individual, the second to that of its partner from
the other match-set. E.g. in (a) action 0 followed by 1 leads to reward 1.0.

4 Results

Due to the simplicity of the model it is possible to visualise the resulting transition
matrix P(i,j). Figure 2 shows graphs of the resulting probabilities from varying the
constituency of the partnering match-sets with N=50. In both cases, as the number of
ones increases (i’), the "part" of the given payoff landscape the evolving match-set
experiences changes. For example, without partner rule variance (2(a)), when i’=0,
f1=1.0 and f0=0.1 (Figure 1). Similarly, when i’=N f1=0.8 and f0=0.4. Under these two
(extreme) conditions the selective pressure varies since 0.1/1.0 < 0.4/0.8. This can be
seen in the graphs since the relative difference in the possible changes in population
(j=i) is much less in the latter case; the probability of increasing the number of ones
(j=i+1) is significantly lower when i’=N than when i’=0. However, in all cases
P(i,i+1) > P(i,i-1). That is, regardless of whether the evaluating rule’s partner from
the first match-set has action one or zero, its best action value is a one and the simple
GA identifies this fact.

The same general behaviour occurs under partner rule variance. However, here
the selection pressure can actually disappear depending on the constituency of the
other match-set. Figure 2(b) shows the probabilities of j=i+1 and j=i-1 become
roughly equal thus representing the case of genetic drift (around i’=N/2); a change in
either direction, increasing or decreasing i, is equally likely. Hence, under normal rule
discovery in an LCS, the effective selection pressure can vary over time, possibly
dramatically, until an equilibrium is reached and the constituency of the coevolving
match-sets stops changing. 

5 Conclusions

Learning Classifier Systems use GAs to discover appropriate rules. This paper has
presented a simple Markov model of the GA in LCSs, with the aim of examining the
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(a)                                                   (b)

Fig. 2.  Probabilities for the two multi-step tasks in Fig. 1 under a niche scheme. For clarity, 
           

                                                               

                                                                

                                                                

the absorbing states are not shown here. 
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effects of different types of interdependence between niches in multi-step tasks. It has
been shown that the existence of partner rule variance, whereby optimal behaviour in
one niche changes with a change in behaviour in another niche of the task, can have
significant and detrimental effects on expected behaviour. This is due to varying
selection pressure caused by changes in the relative differences between action
payoffs; for a given degree of interdependence between LCS match-sets, as the
constituency of those match-sets changes under the GA, the selection pressure of the
GA is dynamic, possibly passing through periods of random drift. 

In the model presented here the simplest possible action selection strategy was
used - random, as under XCS’s explore trials. Traditionally, LCS have used a fitness
proportionate scheme [Holland et al. 1986] which would slightly reduce the effects of
partner variance discussed here. Wilson [1995] proposed an equal bias between
stochastic and deterministic action selection, however consecutive explore trials
during the majority (early part) of a run is not uncommon [e.g. Lanzi & Wilson 1999].
Conversely, with Q-learning [Watkins 1989], due to its use of maxQ(cond.,action),
variance on all but the last time step during exploit trials would show little variance
(depending on the number of null entries in the Q-table) which may help to counter
effects. These issues are currently under examination.

Similarly, the use of selective pressure in the replacement strategy of the GA
would reduce the effects of partner variance. Related to this, the use of a rank-based
reproduction selection scheme is currently under investigation both within the model
and experimentally.

It is noted that although payoff and fitness are synonymous in the model used, as
in the traditional LCS formalism, the classification of the type of relationship between
niches applies equally to fitness based on accuracy (e.g. [Frey & Slate 1991][Wilson
1995]). However, it is predicted that such a system, i.e. XCS, will not suffer from
partner rule variance as much since a significant change in a partnering match-set will
cause a significant change in accuracy, thereby causing a faster response (change)
locally (see [Kovacs 1999] for related discussions). That is, the transitory periods are
predicted to be much shorter in an accuracy-based LCS. This is now being examined
experimentally and shares similar features to Lanzi and Colombetti’s [1999] work in
stochastic environments.

Since selection pressure for the rule-discovery component is not constant in LCS
during exploration, this implies that the effects of the genetic search operators also
vary over time. That is, with a traditionally fixed mutation rate decreasing/increasing
search (or drift) is obtained with increasing/decreasing selection pressure. In light of
this, and the general benefits reported in the literature, self-adaptive mutation
operators based on those used in Evolution Strategies [Rechenberg 1973] and later
forms of Evolutionary Programming [Fogel 1992] have recently been added to LCS.
Initial results indicate that self-adaptation is possible and that improvements in
performance can be obtained [Bull & Hurst 2000].

The use of fixed genetic and activation links between rules in succeeding match-
sets - Corporate Classifier Systems [e.g. Tomlinson & Bull 1998] - may also reduce
this effect by reducing the chance of partner variance. Again, this is being examined.
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Finally, the results from this model are now being extended to more complex
Markov models of GAs in LCSs, based on the work of Nix and Vose [1992]. More
complex models of the reward component are also being incorporated (after
[Westerdale 1999]).
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Abstract. The Anticipatory Classifier System (ACS) recently showed
many capabilities new to the Learning Classifier System field. Due to
its enhanced rule structure with an effect part, it forms an internal en-
vironmental representation, learns latently besides the common reward
learning, and can use many cognitive processes. This paper introduces a
probability-enhancement in the predictions of the ACS which enables the
system to handle different kinds of non-determinism in an environment.
Experiments in two different mazes will show that the ACS is now able to
handle action-noise and irrelevant random attributes in the perceptions.
Furthermore, applications with a recently introduced GA will reveal the
general independence of the two new mechanism as well as the ability of
the GA to substantially decrease the population size.

1 Introduction

In contrast to the condition-action-payoff structure of classifiers in other Learn-
ing Classifier Systems (LCSs), the Anticipatory Classifier System (ACS) has
a condition-action-effect-payoff structure (Stolzmann, 1997, Stolzmann, 1998).
Furthermore, the learning is based on the accuracy of the predicted effects (i.e.
the anticipations) rather than on the payoff predictions, as in original LCSs, or
the accuracy of the payoff predictions, as in XCS (Wilson, 1995).

The anticipation based learning enables the ACS to learn latently (i.e. learn-
ing an environmental model without getting any reward) which was already
investigated in Stolzmann (1997). In combination with the enhanced classi-
fier structure, the learning mechanism results in a complete internal model of
the environment rather than a condition-action-payoff model. This model en-
ables the ACS to use more sophisticated processes (i.e. cognitive processes).

P.L. Lanzi, W. Stolzmann, and S.W. Wilson (Eds.): IWLCS 2000, LNAI 1996, pp. 37–51, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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Stolzmann, Butz, Hoffmann, and Goldberg (2000) investigated the present cog-
nitive capabilities, introduced two new ones and outlined possible future appli-
cations.

Until now, the ACS considered all changing attributes as results from its
actions. Butz, Goldberg, and Stolzmann (1999) revealed the limits of such an
approach. It was shown that the ACS relies on a perceptual causality in the en-
vironment and that any non-determinism challenges the learning mechanism. In
particular, an environment was investigated where randomly changing attributes
or noise in the actions challenged the ACS. Stolzmann (1997) already proposed
the formation of an attention spot in the ACS by introducing an additional ’don’t
care’ symbol in the effect part (rule right-hand side). However, an attention spot
cannot solve tasks where an action in a particular situation can lead to different
results. Thus, this paper introduces probability-enhanced effects (PEEs) in the
right-hand side of a rule, that can form an attention spot as well as can consider
different possible changes in the environment.

The next section gives an overview of the ACS with all its current mech-
anisms. Next, Sect. 3 introduces the PEEs of a classifier and the associated
mechanism. Section 4 gives results in mazes with disturbing random attributes
as well as noise in the actions. Finally, a discussion is provided.

2 Overview of the ACS

In Stolzmann (1997) the basic structure of the ACS with its anticipatory learn-
ing process (ALP) was introduced. Stolzmann (2000) published the additional
mark in the ALP. Finally, Butz, Goldberg, and Stolzmann (2000) introduced an
enhancement of the application of the ALP and a genetic algorithm (GA) to
the ACS. This section gives an overview of the current state-of-the-art. Further
details of the mechanisms in the ACS can be found in the cited papers.

2.1 The Basic Structure

An ACS always interacts with an environment. In order to be able to learn,
it relies on a perceptual causality in successive states. At each time step t it
perceives a state σ(t) ∈ I = {ι1, ι2, ..., ιm}L, executes an action α(t) ∈ A =
{α1, α2, ..., αn} and receives payoff ρ(t) ∈ �, where m represents the number of
different possible detector values, ιi the different detector values, L the number
of detectors, n the number of different executable actions, and αi the different
actions.

The ACS stores its knowledge in rules, which are called classifiers. A clas-
sifier consists of a condition part C, an action part A, an effect part E and a
mark M (C,E ∈ {ι1, ..., ιm,#}L, A ∈ {α1, ..., αm} and M = (m1, ...,mL) with
mi ⊆ {ι1, ..., ιm}). A ’#’-symbol in C (i.e. a ’don’t-care’ symbol) matches any de-
tector information in the attribute while a ’#’-symbol in E (i.e. a ’pass-through’
symbol) predicts that the corresponding detector value does not change after the
execution of the action A. Furthermore, each classifier cl has got the following
parameters:
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– The quality q ∈ [0, 1] measures the accuracy of the anticipations.
– The reward measure r ∈ � predicts the payoff from an environment.
– The time stamp ts specifies the time when last the GA was applied in a set
where cl was in.

– The experience measure exp counts how often the classifier’s quality was
updated.

– The numerosity measure num measures the number of traditional or micro-
classifiers the macroclassifier cl represents (identical to the macroclassifiers
in XCS, Wilson, 1995).

Learning in the ACS starts always with a completely general knowledge (i.e.
classifiers for each action with only ’#’-symbols in C and E). A behavioral act
(see Fig. 1) forms at first a match set out of the current population considering
the current state σ(t). Next, the ACS decides with a probability of ε whether
to choose an action randomly or whether to choose a classifier by roulette-wheel
selection with the bid q ∗ r in the match set and choose its action. Considering
the action, an action set is formed. After the execution of the action, first the
ALP (with respect to the resulting state σ(t+ 1)) and then the GA modify the
action set and produce the learning set. Finally, the reward measure r is updated
considering the perceived payoff ρ(t) and the maximal reward prediction q ∗ r in
the next match set Mset(t+ 1).

Fig. 1. A behavioral act in the ACS with all the involved learning procedures

2.2 The ALP

The ALP modifies the action set with respect to the resulting state σ(t+1). In the
ALP new, more specialized classifiers are formed out of inaccurate, more general
ones considering the mark M , the anticipation of the classifier, and σ(t + 1).
Furthermore, the quality q of each classifier is updated with learning rate bq.

increase :q = (1− bq) ∗ q + bq (1)
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decrease :q = (1− bq) ∗ q (2)

If q decreases under θi = 0.1, the classifier is considered as inadequate and is
deleted. If q is greater than θr = 0.9, ACS considers the classifier as reliable and
uses it in the internal environmental model.

The ALP distinguishes between a perceived change or non-change. If a change
was perceived, it further distinguishes between correct and incorrect anticipation
of each classifier in the action set.

In the case where no change occurred, the so called useless case, each classifier
in the set is marked (M ′

cl = (m
′
1, ...,m

′
L) with m

′
i = mi ∪ {ιi}) and its quality is

decreased (Eq. 2).
If a change occurred, each classifier is considered separately. If a classifier

anticipates the effects of the action incorrectly, the so called unexpected case, its
quality is decreased (Eq. 2) and it is marked. Moreover, if the classifier can be
specialized in the effect part (resulting in a classifier that predicts the encoun-
tered changes correctly), then a new classifier will be formed. On the other hand,
if a classifier anticipates the effects correctly, the so called expected case, its qual-
ity is increased (Eq. 1). Moreover, if the classifier is marked and the difference
between mark and previous state reveal a possibility to specialize the condition
part to prevent the encountered error(s), a new classifier is generated.

A more detailed description of the ALP can be found in Butz, Goldberg, &
Stolzmann (2000).

2.3 The GA

While the ALP only specializes rules and thus resembles a specialization pressure
in the ACS, the GA generalizes. It is applied, after the ALP modified the learning
set. It is only applied, if the average time since the last GA in the set is greater
than the threshold θga. Two classifiers are then selected with roulette wheel
selection where the bid of each classifier is the cube of its quality (q3). With a
probability μ a non-#-symbol in the condition part of the selected classifiers is
changed to a #-symbol (i.e. mutated). Crossover is applied only in the conditions
with a probability of χ. The resulting classifiers are inserted into the population
if they are not completely general. If a produced classifier already exists, its
numerosity is increased. Finally, classifiers are deleted in the action set, if the
size of the resulting set is greater than the action set size threshold θas.

2.4 Subsumption

In order to balance the specialization due to the ALP and the generalization due
to the GA, subsumption (similar to XCS (Wilson, 1998)) was introduced to the
ACS (Butz, Goldberg, & Stolzmann, 2000). When a new classifier is generated
and there is an accurate, more general, unmarked classifier with a sufficient ex-
perience (exp > θexp), then the new classifier is not inserted into the population
but q or num of the old classifier is increased dependent if the ALP or the GA
generated the new classifier, respectively. Although subsumption was introduced
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together with the GA it works independent from the GA and is applied in all
the experiments presented here.

2.5 Reinforcement Learning

In order to realize reward learning, the reward measure r of the classifiers in the
resulting learning set is updated similar to Q-learning (Watkins & Dayan, 1992)
and the Bucket-Brigade (Holland, 1985) idea:

r = r + br ∗ (γ ∗ max
cl∈Mset(t+1)

(qcl ∗ rcl) + ρ(t)− r) (3)

br is the learning rate and γ the discount factor. However, this paper investi-
gates only the latent learning abilities of the ACS and thus, the formation of
an environmental representation. The reinforcement learning abilities are not
investigated herein.

3 The Probability-Enhanced Effects (PEEs)

In Butz, Goldberg, and Stolzmann (1999) two particular problems of non-deter-
minism were identified that challenged the ACS mechanism. (1) Violated Rel-
evance: When an environment sends additional randomly changing attributes,
each classifier predicts the outcome of a random attribute with a probability of
50%. Thus, no classifier gets reliable and no environmental model is formed. (2)
Action-Noise: When the result of an action is not deterministic (identical to the
stochastic environments in Lanzi, 1999), the environmental model can only be
built, if the probability of a successful execution is greater than 0.9 (otherwise,
most classifiers do not get reliable). This section introduces the PEEs that will
solve both challenges.

3.1 The New Structure of the Effect Part E

To be able to generate classifiers that predict all possible effects correctly and
thus become reliable in these environments, the effect part E can be enhanced.
Each attribute in E is no longer a symbol, but instead is replaced by a set of
symbols with respective probabilities for the occurrence of each symbol, where
the probabilities in each attribute always sum to one. Thus, for example the
not enhanced effect part E = [0, 1,#, 2] is now coded as E = [{(0, 1.0)},
{(1, 1.0)}, {(#, 1.0)}, {(2, 1.0)}]. We will write a not enhanced attribute in E
simply as x rather than {(x, 1.0)} to allow the old notation for not enhanced
effects and to simplify the notation of PEEs. Enhancing the first attribute of
E predicting a 60 to 40 percent change of 0 or 1, respectively, changes E to
[{(0, 0.6), (1, 0.4)}, 1,#, 2].

A classifier with PEEs is treated identical to a normal classifier in the GA.
However, in the ALP application we need to make further distinctions.
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We need to redefine when a classifier made a correct anticipations since the
new classifiers do not predict certain states anymore, but rather give a proba-
bility distribution over the possible attributes in the next state. A classifier in
our method anticipates correctly if in each attribute one particular value corre-
sponds to the value of the attribute in the resulting state. For now, the respective
probabilities of the particular symbols are not considered in the learning process.
However, when a classifier with PEEs anticipates correctly, the respective prob-
ability values in the PEEs are increased with the update parameter bp = 0.05:
p = p+ bp(1− p) and next, the relative probability of each value in an attribute
is recalculated dividing each probability by the sum of the probabilities in one
attribute. A closer observation of the evolving classifier lists (not shown here)
showed that the probabilities in the PEEs reflect the environmental settings
accurately.

Moreover, the useless case needs to be modified. If an enhanced classifier
anticipates that no change occurs, the quality of the classifier will be increased.
This is necessary to enable the learning of cases where an action only sometimes
causes an actual change. The next section explains when an enhancement of an
effect part occurs.

3.2 How and When to Enhance an Effect Part E

The enhancement in E can easily lead to an over-generalized rule. What about
a classifier that is fairly general in C and predicts that basically anything can
happen? Such a classifier would become reliable, since it always predicts correct
changes. Right now, there is no mechanism that detects such an over-generalized
effect part. Thus, an enhancement in E may only occur if it is really necessary.

Consequently, each classifier gets an additional boolean parameter ee (the
’enhance effects’ parameter) which specifies if the classifier should be enhanced
in E. The idea is that when a classifier cannot be further differentiated in the
conditions and still does not predict the correct effects all the time, it sets ee to
true indicating that in the specified situation the execution of the specified action
results in different effects. When a classifier is generated, ee is always set to false.
Moreover, ee is set back to false when the classifier gets an additional mark that
differs from the current M (indicating that the classifier can be differentiated
from this state). The parameter ee is set to true, when the classifier cl is (1) in the
expected case, (2) it has a mark M , and (3) C cannot be further differentiated
from M .

An enhancement can occur in two cases. If the criterions for setting ee are
true and there is another classifier clj in the current learning set that is ready to
be joined, a new, effect-enhanced classifier will be generated. It must be assured
that eeclj = true,Mclj is not enhanced, andMclj =Mcl. In the new classifier the
two effect parts E of the parental classifiers are merged into one part E with the
above structure. The C parts are combined so that the resulting C has #-symbols
only in the attributes in that both parents have #-symbols. Moreover, to allow
the representation of state-action pairs where a change occurs only sometimes, a
new, enhanced classifier is also generated, if a classifier with ee = true takes part
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in the useless case (and the marking in this process does not alter the current
mark). In this case the condition part C of the new classifier stays the same,
and E is enhanced in the attributes with non-#-symbols.

An example of the enhancement process is given in Sect. 4.1.

4 The Resulting Performance in Different Mazes

This section presents results from experiments using the ACS with PEEs in
two two-dimensional mazes with additional misleading properties. The Woods1
environment was previously investigated with ZCS and XCS (Wilson, 1994,
Wilson, 1995). The Maze4 environment was introduced by (Lanzi, 1997) for
XCS. In the presented results we use the following parameters: ρ = 1, bq =
br = 0.05, γ = 0.95 and ε = 0.8. The parameters for the GA were set to
θga = 100, thetaas = 20, μ = 0.3, χ = 0.0, and θexp = 20. Perceptions in the
two mazes are coded as a string with eight attributes for the eight adjacent cells.
σ ∈ {., O, F}8 where a ’.’ represents an empty position, an ’O’ an obstacle, and
an ’F ’ a position with food. Executable actions are movements in the eight di-
rections, α ∈ {N,NE,E, SE, S, SW,W,NW}. All results are averaged over ten
runs. After examining an example of the new mechanism in Woods1, we will give
results without GA and in Sect. 4.4 with GA application in both environments
violating relevance as well as adding action-noise.

4.1 Performance in Woods1

Woods1 is very suitable to examine the behavior of a

Fig. 2. Woods1

learning agent. It is a Markov environment where the ac-
cessibility of all states is equal. Figure 2 shows Woods1
with an animat indicated by the ‘*’. This section gives
first an example of the mechanism associated with the
PEEs. Next, it presents first results.

The animat at the indicated position perceives the sit-
uation σ = (.....OOF ). When adding an additional ran-
dom attribute, the animat either perceives σ=(.....OOF0)

or σ = (.....OOF1). At a particular time t the ACS may perceive σ(t) =
(.....OOF0) and move one step north (α(t) = N). The consequent state is either
σ(t+ 1) = (.....OF.0) or σ(t+ 1) = (.....OF.1). Both results will be experienced
sometimes resulting in two classifiers
cl1 = [######OF#]−N − [######F.#] and
cl2 = [######OF0]−N − [######F.1]
(showing C−A−E). cl1 can still be applied in σ = (.....OOF1). Thus, applying
the marking mechanism a new classifier cl3 will be formed where the #-symbol
in the last attribute is specialized to 0
cl3 = [######OF0]−N − [######F.#].
Now, cl2 and cl3 can only be applied in σ = (.....OOF0) and will be eventu-
ally marked by the state itself, since they predict a result which occurs at a
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50% chance. Thus, ee of both classifiers will be set to true since there is no
difference between the mark and the indicated state when applied successfully.
Consequently, a new, effect-enhanced classifier will be formed that has the struc-
ture
cl4 = [######OF0]−N − [######F.{(0, 0.5), (1, 0.5)}].
This classifier now predicts correctly the deterministic changes due to the exe-
cution of N and further predicts that the last attribute will change to 1 with a
50% chance. Since this classifier always anticipates correctly, its quality q will in-
crease over 90% and will consequently become part of the internal environmental
representation.

The left-hand side of Fig. 3 shows the resulting performance in Woods1. As a
comparison, also the learning curve without any non-determinism in the environ-
ment is shown. The correct anticipations measure is evaluated by considering in
each situation in the environment each possible movement and checking if there
is a reliable classifier that matches in the conditions and predicts the correct
effects of the movement. The population size is the number of distinct classifiers
in the population. When adding randomly changing attributes, the evolution of
the whole internal environmental representation takes longer, but the ACS is
able to build it completely. The population size grows to a relatively high level,
when adding the random attributes as should be expected. In a maze with i
random attributes one situation looks like 2i different situations. Although the
ACS is able to solve the effect-problem, it still needs to solve the puzzle for all
possible situations, which can also be observed in the above example. Classifiers
with different stages of PEEs increase the population size further.
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Fig. 3. The ACS is able to learn the Woods1 environment with additional randomly
changing attributes on the left hand side and action-noise on the right hand side due
to the PEEs.

The right-hand side of Fig. 3 shows results in Woods1 with action-noise pn.
With a probability of pn an executed action does not lead to the intended position
but to the position on the left or right. If a position is blocked, the action does not
cause any effect. The figure reveals that the ACS is able to learn the relations.
Interestingly, the best performance is not reached when the action-noise is on
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the lowest level but on the highest level. This is because when pn is high, all
three outcomes of the action have approximately the same probability. Thus,
all three necessary classifiers evolve with the same probability and get joined
quickly. When pn is low, the classifiers that predict the improbable changes take
longer to evolve and often get inadequate and thus deleted. Consequently, it
takes longer to form classifiers with adequate PEEs.

4.2 Performance in Maze4

The Maze4 environment (Fig. 4) is a different chal-

Fig. 4. Maze4

lenge for the ACS. While in the Woods1 environ-
ment every position is equally probable to access,
in Maze4 the probabilities are distributed unequally.
The whole area in the North-West quadrant of the
maze is much less likely to be explored than the east-
ern area (because of the additional obstacles barring
access to the North-West quadrant). Figure 5 shows
the resulting performance in Maze4. The compari-
son of different numbers of random attributes shows
again how the size of the population grows when ad-

ditional random attributes are added. Furthermore, it shows how much longer
it takes until a complete internal model is formed. As predicted, it is harder
to achieve a complete knowledge since it takes much longer until all parts of
the maze are experienced often enough. When adding action-noise to the envi-
ronment, the same effect as in Woods1 can be observed. When pn is low, the
knowledge in the beginning increases faster but a 100% knowledge is hardly
reached as the merging of classifiers is much more unlikely. When the noise level
is on 70% the performance is the best, but also the population grows the most.
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Fig. 5. Also in Maze4 with additional random attributes on the left hand side and
action-noise on the right hand side, the ACS is able to learn the internal environmental
representation due to the PEEs.
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4.3 Action-Noise Combined with Random Attributes

So far, we have shown that the PEEs and the associated mechanism are able
to detect attributes that change independently from their own actions as well
as detect that an action can cause different effects with a certain probability.
However, it still needs to be shown if the combination of the two sources of non-
determinism can be detected. Is the mechanism able to focus on the relevant
eight attributes and realize in the mean time that an action can cause three
different effects? Figure 6 shows that this is indeed possible. The ACS is able to
form a complete internal model of the environment. It is forming classifiers that
predict that after an action, the random attribute is going to change with an
approximately 50% probability and furthermore that the action can cause three
different effects. Maze4 again takes longer to be learned completely. However, as
in all experiments with additional random attributes, the population size grows
to a high level. In the next section we will show that the GA is able to decrease
this population growth.
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Fig. 6. The ACS is also able to handle the combination of a random attribute and
action-noise.

4.4 Combining the PEEs with the GA

In the experiments with random attributes, the population size increases with
the number of random attributes. We claimed that there are two reasons for this
behavior: (1) classifiers evolve that predict a part of the possible changes and
stay as suboptimal classifiers in the population, and (2) classifiers that predict
all possible changes specify one specific constellation of the random attributes
in the conditions. Consequently, a classifier is needed for each combination of
random attributes.

Overcoming this difficulty is exactly what the GA is meant for. The genetic
generalization pressure can form an attention spot on those attributes which
are relevant in the conditions. The ALP cannot realize that the result does
not depend on the random attributes but the GA can. Generalizing the good
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classifiers by mutation leads to classifiers that match more often in each situation.
Eventually, classifiers will evolve that completely ignore the random attributes
in the conditions and predict that they will either change or stay the same.

Figure 7 shows that the ACS with GA is really able to generate the intended
classifiers. The change in the population size shows that the ACS with GA is
exploring early in the run. Once the knowledge increases, the population size
starts to decrease and converges to the above-mentioned classifiers. In Woods1
with two additional random attributes, this results in a complete environmental
representation with a ten times smaller population size. In Woods1 with three
additional random attributes the population size in the ACS without GA in-
creases to a level of 25000 classifiers while with GA the size of the population
never reaches a size of 5000 and converges in the end to less than 600 classi-
fiers – more than 40 times less than without GA. Also in Maze4 the population
size decreases substantially. However, we can observe that the knowledge does
not reach a 100% knowledge level permanently. This is the case because of the
unequal frequencies of experiencing each of the states in Maze4. Since the ACS
experiences part of the states much more often, the GA generalizes over this
subset of states and sometimes drives out part of the classifiers necessary for
the seldom experienced states. Nevertheless, the environmental representation is
still near perfect.
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Fig. 7. When the ACS with PEEs and GA is applied in Woods1 and Maze4 with
additional random attributes, the result is a great decrease in the size of the classifier
list and in no decrease in the performance.

When we add the GA in the mazes with action-noise the knowledge does
not completely stay at 100% (Fig. 8). A closer look at the classifier list in this
case shows that classifiers evolve that match in different situations and predict
all possible changes in those situations. The GA generalizes classifiers that have
PEEs. Accidently, such a classifier can now also predict a part or even all pos-
sible changes in another situation. If it predicts a part of another situation, the
ALP will generate a more specialized classifier that suddenly only matches in
the new situation but actually predicts more changes than are possible in this
situation. However, for now, the GA works completely independently from the
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Fig. 8. Applying the ACS with PEEs and GA in Woods1 and Maze4 with additional
noise results again in a decrease in size but also a slight decrease in the performance.

PEEs. We have shown that the GA is able to substantially decrease the size of
the population while the formation of the environmental representation stays
very close to perfect.

5 Discussion

Although a detailed observation of the evolving classifier lists (not shown herein)
revealed that the probability distribution in the PEEs accurately reflect the
current environmental settings, the usefulness of this distribution was not further
investigated as yet. Enhancements in the reinforcement learning mechanisms as
well as in the cognitive capabilities of the ACS are imaginable. The update rule
of the reward prediction (Eq. 3) could for example be modified to consider the
transition probability reflected by the probabilities in the enhanced effect parts.
In planning applications, the probabilities of the enhanced effects could be used
as a measure for the probability of actually reaching the aimed position. The
advantages and limits of such approaches need to be investigated in detail.

Moreover, as already mentioned in Butz, Goldberg, and Stolzmann (1999),
there are other possibilities of representing PEEs. One other possibility is to
allow different effect strings in one classifier concretely specifying the distinct
possible changes. Especially, a hybrid of the two approaches sounds reasonable,
which consequently should form classifiers that predict a 50/50 chance in the
random attributes in each effect-string. In the example of Section 4.1 with one
additional attribute and 50% noise the perfect classifier would look like this:

[#######F#]−N −
0.25 : [####O##.{(0, 0.5), (1, 0.5)}]
0.50 : [######F.{(0, 0.5), (1, 0.5)}]
0.25 : [##OO#...{(0, 0.5), (1, 0.5)}]

Future research will show if the ACS is able to form such classifiers reliably.
Nonetheless, this paper has demonstrated a first approach in the ACS to

handle non-determinism in an environment with PEEs. The resulting ACS was
able to handle randomly changing attributes as well as action-noise. Due to the
carful detection of non-determinism and the consequent effect-enhancement, an
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accurate and complete environmental model evolved. When additionally apply-
ing a GA, the ACS was able to solve the tasks with a substantial decrease in
the population size. However, a slight problem of over-generalization was ob-
served.

In order to prevent the over-generalization of PEEs in the application of
the ACS with GA in an environment with action-noise, the GA could consider
the amount of enhancement in the PEEs in some way. It should prefer the
classifiers that are accurate, maximally general but not over-general in the effect
parts for reproduction and the over-general classifiers in the effect parts for
deletion.

Considering the observed over-generalization of conditions in environments
with an unequal probability distribution of experiencing states, we first need to
reconsider what is our main goal. When we want to build a system which behaves
similar to real animals, then this observation should actually not bother us too
much. The loss of knowledge is similar to the process of forgetting special excep-
tions that occur seldom. Moreover, the present near-complete internal environ-
mental representation could directly be used to overcome the loss of knowledge.
By introducing a new cognitive process, the ACS could directly explore regions
in an environment that it did not experience for a long time (a first approach
is given in Stolzmann & Butz, 2000). On the other hand, if we view the ACS
as a traditional LCS, we could approach the problem with default hierarchies
(Holland, Holyoak, Nisbett, & Thagard, 1986). This should result in an implicit
formation of more specialized exception rules that overrule more general rules
in the special cases. A modification of the GA as well as a hierarchy in the us-
age of the environmental representation would be necessary to realize such an
approach.

Nevertheless, without any enhancement in the GA and thus a complete inde-
pendence from the PEEs, the ACS was still able to form a near-optimal represen-
tation of the environment with a much smaller population size. In the application
with only additional randomly changing attributes the environmental represen-
tation even got perfect and the population size decreased enormously. Thus, the
ACS is now able to handle non-deterministic environments generating classifiers
that are accurate and maximally general. More research is needed to reveal in
what other types of environments the PEEs are useful as well as where they are
limited.
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Abstract. This paper describes our work on the use of anticipation
in Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) applied to Markov problems. We
present YACS1, a new kind of Anticipatory Classifier System. It calls
upon classifiers with a [Condition], an [Action] and an [Effect ] part.
As in the traditional LCS framework, the classifier discovery process re-
lies on a selection and a creation mechanism. As in the Anticipatory
Classifier System (ACS), YACS looks for classifiers which anticipate well
rather than for classifiers which propose an optimal action. The creation
mechanism does not rely on classical genetic operators but on a special-
ization operator, which is explicitly driven by experience. Likewise, the
action qualities of the classifiers are not computed by a classical bucket-
brigade algorithm, but by a variety of the value iteration algorithm that
takes advantage of the effect part of the classifiers.
This paper presents the latent learning process of YACS. The description
of the reinforcement learning process is focussed on the problem induced
by the joint use of generalization and dynamic programming methods.

1 Introduction

Our work takes place in the reinforcement learning framework. We model an
agent which acts on this environment and receives a reward and a new percep-
tion. More precisely, we use the Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) framework
whose principles have been set down by [Holland et al., 1986], [Goldberg, 1989]
and [Booker et al., 1989].

More recent achievements in this framework are due to [Wilson, 1994] and
[Wilson, 1995], [Dorigo, 1994], [Stolzmann, 1998] and [Lanzi, 2000] among oth-
ers. Most of these research efforts deal with Markov problems, i.e. problems in
which the distribution of probability for getting a perception only depends on
the previous perception and action. The system we present here is designed to
solve such problems, although we envision extending our work to non-Markov
problems in the future, as [Cliff and Ross, 1994] and [Lanzi, 1998] do.

In this framework, our basic assumptions are the following:

1 YACS stands for “Yet Another Classifier System”

P.L. Lanzi, W. Stolzmann, and S.W. Wilson (Eds.): IWLCS 2000, LNAI 1996, pp. 52–69, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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– rather than generating new classifiers with random genetic operators and
evaluating them afterwards, we drive the classifier discovery process by ex-
perience, slightly improving what [Dorigo, 1994] did;

– rather than using a plain reinforcement learning process, the agent performs
latent learning 2 to use its anticipation capabilities. This latent learning pro-
cess can take place even if no reward is given by the environment. The joint
use of latent learning and dynamic programming algorithms speeds up the
convergence towards an optimal behavior once reward sources are identified.
It has already been exploited in DynaQ+ [Sutton and Barto, 1998];

– we want to reduce the number of classifiers as much as possible. So, we never
have two classifiers such that one is strictly more general than another.

In the next section, we present the components of YACS. As both our system
and Stolzmann’s ACS3 [Stolzmann, 1998] deal with classifiers with an effect
part, we will highlight how the learning process detailed in Sect. 3 differs in
both systems. In this section, we pay a particular attention to the joint use of
generalization and dynamic programming. In Sect. 4, we present the preliminary
results obtained on a very simple application.

2 Features of the System

The system we designed uses a set of different classifiers4. Each classifier is a
set of ordered messages. Each message is a set of ordered tokens. All classifiers
share the same structure and message lengths.

Tokens may take discrete values in a range [0, NbPossibleV alues − 1], in
which case they are specialized token, or they may take a # value. We have two
kinds of tokens: action tokens and perception tokens. Action tokens are symbols
representing elementary actions, for example the activation level of a particu-
lar engine in a robot. Perception tokens are symbols representing elementary
perceptions, for example the value given by a particular sensor.

The system deals with two kinds of messages: action and perceptionmessages,
containing respectively action and perception tokens. The range of all tokens at
the same place are the same for all messages of the same kind.

Two tokens are said to match if at least one is a # token, or if both have the
same value. Two messages of the same kind are said to match if all their tokens
match the corresponding token in the other message.

If every token of a perception message is less general or equal to the corre-
sponding tokens of a second message, and if at least two corresponding tokens
are different, the first message is more specialized than the second one. Special-
ized/general token ratios do not make sense in YACS. If a message is neither

2 The term latent learning comes from the psychology field and was first used by
[Riolo, 1991] in the LCS framework..-+

3 Anticipatory Classifier System
4 A classifier is never added to the classifier set if another one in the set has the same
[Condition], [Action] and [Effect ] parts.
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more nor less general than another one, then YACS does not draw any relation
between their specialization level.

As in ACS [Stolzmann, 1998], a classifier is composed of three parts: the
[Condition] and the [Effect ] parts are perception messages, the [Action] part is
an action message.

The tokens of an [Effect ] part act as a filter: a # in the [Effect ] part is a don’t
change token and means “the elementary perception represented by the token
will remain unchanged at the next time step if the classifier is fired”; any other
value is interpreted straight-forwardly. When the condition of a classifier matches
a perception, we use the passthrough operator to predict the next perception if the
action of the classifier is chosen: The passthrough operator works on perception
tokens 5 as follows :

passthrough(tp, te) =
{
tp if te = #
te otherwise

Applying the passthrough operator on perception messages consists in applying
the operator on their tokens.

Let C be a classifier with a [Condition] part matching the [Perception] mes-
sage. Then C anticipates the perception [Perception].passthrough(C.[Effect ])6

when the action C.[Action] is performed just after [Perception] occurs. r We also
use the reverse operator of passthrough – the difference operator – which works
on perception tokens7 as follows:

difference(t2, t1) =
{
# if t2 = t1
t2 otherwise

Given two successive perceptions, this operator allows to compute what an
[Effect ] part should have been to predict correctly the second one if given the
first.

An immediate reward estimate R is associated to each classifier. R reflects the
expected immediate reward if the classifier is fired8. It is estimated from direct
experience. Dynamic programming algorithms like value iteration take advantage
of immediate reward estimates and information provided by the [Effect ] part to
compute an optimal policy.

Each classifier also keeps a trace T of good and bad markers memorizing past
anticipation mistakes and successes. The length of this trace is bounded by a
fixed memory size m.

When two classifiers share the same [Action] part and if a [Condition] part is
more specialized than the other one, the first classifier is more specialized than
5 tp is the token of a [Perception] and te is the token of an [Effect ] part.
6 We use the dot symbol (.) to identify a part of a composed item. For example,

C.[Condition] means “the [Condition] part of the classifier C”; C.R means “the
R estimate of the classifier C” (its immediate reward estimate); t.S means “the S
estimate of the token t”. Hence, we always use the “×” symbol for multiplication.

7 t2 is a token of a perception occuring just after the perception containing t1
8 The default R is 0.
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the other. We do not consider the [Effect ] part of a classifier to determine its
specialization level because a # in the [Effect ] is a don’t change token and not a
don’t care token as in a [Condition] part.

For every classifier, each general token of the [Condition] part keeps an ex-
pected improvement by specialization estimate S9 which helps to drive the spe-
cialization process (see Sect. 3.3)

The system also uses a set of every perception encountered during the lifetime
of the agent. This set only contains one instance of each perception. It is not
ordered.

3 The Algorithm

Like [Stolzmann, 1998] and [Witkowski, 1999], we have an [Effect ] part in the
classifiers. The classifier discovery process builds a set of classifiers which antici-
pate well rather than classifiers which act optimally. This knowledge about state
transitions allows the system to plan its actions or to use a variety of the value
iteration algorithm. It becomes able to adjust his policy very fast when a new
reward source is discovered.

As in many other works, we divide the life-time of the agent into discrete
time steps. During a time step, the agent acts as follows:

1. It gets a reward and a perception from the environment;
2. It learns about the dynamics of its environment and the optimality of actions;
3. It selects an action according to what it learned;
4. It acts correspondingly in the environment.

The latent learning process is in charge of discovering adequate classifiers
which model the dynamics of the environment. In ACS [Stolzmann, 1998] the
ALP10 modifies at the same time [Condition] and [Effect ] parts in order to reflect
the changes in the dynamic of the environment. In YACS the [Effect ] part alone
provides all the information about changes in the environment. A specialized
token in the [Effect ] part always indicates a change in the environment, regardless
of the corresponding token in the [Condition] part. In YACS, the latent learning
process can be divided into two simple and separate processes:

– adjusting the [Effect ] parts (Sect. 3.2);
– discovering relevant [Condition] parts (Sect. 3.3).

A [Condition] part may specify a state of the environment even if it is not
fully specialized. Furthermore, the minimal set of tokens necessary to specify a
state does not necessarily correspond to the changing tokens of the perceptions
when the classifier is fired. However, in ACS [Stolzmann, 1998], the ALP always
specializes the [Condition] part and the [Effect ] part at the same time, and only
when the corresponding token in the perceptions is changing. As a result (see

9 The default S is 0.5.
10 Anticipation Learning Process
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[Butz et al., 2000a]), some [Condition] parts may be over-specialized. Splitting
the anticipatory learning process into two separate processes helps to overcome
this problem.

The reinforcement learning process takes advantage of the model of the dy-
namics of the environment computed by the latent learning process. In Sect. 3.5
we present a problem induced when we jointly want to take advantage of gener-
alization and use dynamic programming algorithms like value iteration, and we
propose a solution.

The action selection uses a winner-take-all strategy (see Sect. 3.6).

3.1 Getting a Reward and a New Perception

When the system comes to time step t, it gets from the environment the new
perception [Perception]t and the reward value Rewardt resulting from the last
selected action.

If the new perception is not present in the set of encountered perceptions, it
is added. YACS only keeps one instance of every encountered perception. One
may argue that this set can become very large in huge environments. But in
Sect. 3.5 we show that anyway, the system must deal with information about
specific situations in order to use dynamic programming. So this list is also in a
part of the algorithm which would not work if it was not available.

As the system learns from one step temporal differences, the latent learning
process relies on a memory of the last perception. So the system stores the last
perception [Perception]t−1 and forgets [Perception]t−2.

If the [Condition] part of no classifier matches it for a particular [Action]
message, one is added to the classifier set. The [Effect ] part of the new classifier
is set to difference([Perception]t, [Perception]t−1). The [Condition] part is such
that:

– it matches [Perception]t;
– it is neither more general nor more specialized than any [Condition] part of
the [Condition] part of any other classifier with the same [Action] part.

– it is as general as possible, considering the previous constraints.

These conditions allow to add maximally general classifiers without introducing
redundancies with already specialized ones.

3.2 Learning to Anticipate

This process is the part of the latent learning process which is in charge of
discovering accurate [Effect ] parts. When the system learns to anticipate, it may
create some new classifiers, with suitable [Effect ] parts straight-forwardly settled
according to experience. As [Witkowski, 1999] and [Butz and Stolzmann, 1999]
do, the algorithm does not only evaluate the classifiers which have been fired,
but also takes advantage of experience to evaluate all the classifiers which could
have been fired.
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At each time step, the [Desired Effect ] message is computed according to the
formula:

[Desired Effect ]← difference([Perception]t, [Perception]t−1)

This message corresponds to the anticipation of a classifier that would have
anticipated well at the last time step and whose selection (see Sect. 3.6) would
have driven the system to act as it actually did. Classifiers can be involved in
the anticipation learning process even if they were not actually selected. These
classifiers C are such that C.[Condition] matches [Perception]t−1 and C.[Action]
matches [Action]t−1.

Let us consider such a classifier C.

– If C.[Prediction] equals [Desired Anticipation], the classifier would have an-
ticipated well, and we add a good marker to its trace T of anticipation
mistakes and successes.

– In either case, the classifier C would have made an anticipation mistake
and we add a a bad marker to its trace. Moreover, if no classifier did an-
ticipate correctly, we add a new classifier which anticipates well. As in
[Stolzmann, 1998], the anticipation is covered and we add a new classifier
which is the same as the initial one but its [Effect ] part which is set to the
[Desired Effect ]. Its trace T only contains a single good marker.

Our anticipation covering mechanism creates classifiers with relevant [Effect ]
parts by taking advantage of direct experience rather than genetic algorithms
(GA). It differs from the ACS anticipation covering since it does only modify
the [Effect ] part. The anticipation covering mechanism allows to learn straight-
forwardly when an action does not change the perceptions of the system.

3.3 Learning Relevant Conditions

In Sect. 3.2 we have explained how, while learning to anticipate, the system adds
new classifiers to adjust [Effect ] parts. This section explains how [Condition]
parts are adjusted.

The MutSpec Operator. The classifier discovery problem is usually solved
by a GA using a creation process driven by mutation and crossover on classi-
fiers selected by their quality. operators. These blind operators do not explic-
itly take advantage of the experience of the agent. Dorigo’s MutSpec operator
[Dorigo, 1994] improves the classifier discovery process by driving the special-
ization of the classifiers according to its experience. Our purpose is to build
a classifier system without mutation nor crossover operators. Like McCallum’s
U-Tree algorithm [McCallum, 1996], our system starts without making any dis-
tinction between world states, and incrementally introduces experience driven
specializations in [Condition] parts.

At the first time step, the classifier set contains one general classifier for each
possible action. The [Condition] and [Effect ] parts only contain # tokens.
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At each time step, we add good and bad markers in the trace T of anticipation
mistakes and sucesses (see Sect. 3.2) of several classifiers. This trace works as
a FIFO list with a finite length m. When the trace is full -i.e. its size equals
m-, we assume that the anticipation accuracy of the classifier has been checked
enough and

– if the trace of the classifier only contains good markers, it always anticipated
well and it does not need to be more specialized;

– if the trace of the classifier only contains bad markers, and if it is not the
only one matching a particular perception of the encountered perception set
for a particular action, it is discarded;

– if the trace of the classifier contains good and bad makers, it sometimes an-
ticipates well and sometimes not. The classifier oscillates and its [Condition]
part needs to be specialized.

The specialization process is designed to discover relevant [Condition] parts, it
uses the MutSpec operator introduced by [Dorigo, 1994]. The MutSpec oper-
ator selects a joker token of the classifier and produces one new classifier for
each possible specialized value of the selected token. The original classifier is
discarded.

For instance, when the first token is selected, and assuming that it only may
take two values (0 or 1) the classifier [#|#|#|#] [0] [#|#|#|#] produces two
classifiers:

– [0|#|#|#] [0] [#|#|#|#];
– [1|#|#|#] [0] [#|#|#|#].

So, if the [Condition] part of the original classifier was matching several states
of the environment, each resulting [Condition] part will match a subset of these
states. We want YACS to be able to choose the token to specialize in such a way
that the two resulting subsets have an equal cardinality, in order to reduce the
number of specializations and thus the over-specialization.

The Expected Improvement by Specialization Estimate. Choosing at
random the token to specialize as in Dorigo’s original work would lead to an
over-specialization of the [Condition] parts and thus to a sub-optimal number
of classifiers. We improve this selection by using the expected improvement by
specialization estimate S associated to each general token of each [Condition]
part. This value estimates how much the specialization of the token would help
to split the state set covered by the [Condition] part into several sub-sets of
equal cardinality.

Let us consider a classifier which tries to anticipate the consequences of an
action in several situations. If the value of a particular feature of the percep-
tion when the classifier anticipates well is always different from the value when
it makes anticipation mistakes, then the [Condition] part must be specialized
according to this particular feature, and the estimate S will get a high value.
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In order to compute the estimates S, each classifier memorizes the percep-
tion preceeding the last anticipation mistake [BadPerception] and the last per-
ception preceeding the last anticipation success [GoodPerception]. Each time the
[Action] part of a classifier matches [Actiont−1] and its [Condition] part matches
[Perceptiont−1], the [Perceptiont] allows to check the accuracy of the [Effect]
part.

– If the [Effect ] part is correct, for each feature of the environment:
• if a particular token of [BadPerception] equals the corresponding feature
of [Perceptiont−1], then the corresponding estimate S is decreased using
a Widrow-Hoff delta rule;

• if a particular token of [BadPerception] differs from the corresponding
feature of [Perceptiont−1], then the corresponding estimate S is increased
using a Widrow-Hoff delta rule;

– If the [Effect ] part is incorrect, for each feature of the environment:
• if a particular token of [GoodPerception] equals the corresponding feature
of [Perceptiont−1], then the corresponding estimate S is decreased using
a Widrow-Hoff delta rule;

• if a particular token of [GoodPerception] differs from the corresponding
feature of [Perceptiont−1], then the corresponding estimate S is increased
using a Widrow-Hoff delta rule;

This process allows every classifier to identify which general token should be
first specialized in order to improve the relevance of the [Condition] part.
These estimates allow to specialize unchanging features without requiering a
dedicated mechanism like the specification of unchanging components in ACS
[Stolzmann, 1999].

3.4 The Specialization Process

The expected improvement by specialization estimates allow the classifier special-
ization mechanism to be driven by experience and are used in the [Condition]
specialization process.

When a classifier sometimes anticipate well and sometimes not - ie when
its anticipation trace contains good and bad markers – it oscillates and its
[Condition] part needs to be specialized. If such a classifier is oscillating, thanks
to the anticipation covering mechanism, the classifier set contains at least one
other classifier with the same [Condition] and [Action] parts and with a different
[Effect ] part.

The specialization process is very careful: YACS waits that every classifier
with the same [Condition] and [Action] parts has been identified as an oscillating
classifier, and that its anticipation trace is full. At this point, these classifiers
elect together the feature to specialize. The estimates S corresponding to each
feature of the environment are summed among the classifiers, and the feature
with the highest sum is chosen to get specialized. The MutSpec operator is then
applied to every classifier.
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MutSpec may create classifiers that will never be used nor evaluated because
their [Condition] part matches no possible perception. To avoid such classifiers,
we remove every classifier which does not match any perception in the set of
already encountered perceptions.

In this section, we described how YACS performs latent learning in two
separate processes:

– learning accurate [Effect ] parts by temporal difference learning;
– carefuly specializing the [Condition] parts.

The set of classifiers discovered by the latent learning process is a model of
the dynamics of the environment which provides information about the state
transitions. It takes advantage of the generalization to discover regularities and
keep the model small.

3.5 Learning to Act

In this section, we will describe how YACS takes advantage of the model of the
environment to speed up the reinforcement learning process. We first introduce
the value iteration algorithm and the way YACS identifies the reward sources.
Then we explain how the use of generalization forbids to compute one single
quality for each classifier. We finally present two strategies that may be used
and our reasons to propose a different one.

Value Iteration. To back-propagate the reward, we use a simplified variety of
value iteration: a dynamic programming algorithm which solves the Bellmann
equations [Bellman, 1957] by iteratively refining qualities for (state, action) pairs
by using the formula:

Q(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ
∑

s′
T (s, a, s′)V (s′) (1)

where

V (s) = maxaQ(s, a) (2)

Q(s, a) is the quality of action a in state s. γ is the temporal discount factor.
V (s) is the desirability value of the state s. R(s, a) is the immediate expected
reward when the agent performs action a in state s. T(s,a,s’) is the probability
for reaching state s′ when performing action a in state s.

As our system is designed to deal with deterministic environment, we do
not use the transition probabilities and replace the expected future cumulative
reward

∑
s′ T (s, a, s

′)V (s′) by maxs′V (s′) where s′ is a state anticipated when
the system performs the action a in state s.
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Learning about Immediate Reward. The latent learning provides the in-
formation about state transitions. In order to use a dynamic programming al-
gorithm, the system computes the immediate expected rewards corresponding
to R(s, a). At each time step, the immediate reward estimates R of every clas-
sifier such that C.[Condition] matches [Perception]t−1 and C.[Action] matches
[Action]t−1 are updated according to the formula:

R← (1− β)×R+ β × CurrentReward
Here again, the algorithm updates values of classifiers which have not been ac-
tually fired.

The Generalization Problem. If YACS would not use generalization, it would
be easy to compute a single quality of action for each classifier by using the
formula:

C.Q← C.R+ γ ×maxC′C ′.Q
In classifier systems without an [Effect ] part, a classifier is kept when it helps
maximizing reward on the long run, or when it is able to predict the reward.
When we use classifiers with an [Effect ] part, the decision to keep or remove a
classifier ony relies on its ability to predict the next perceptions. It does not take
the reward into account.

This way of considering the fitness of a classifier gives rise to a new way of
considering generalization. A classifier is too general when a joker token prevents
the anticipation to be accurate, regardless of the payoff. It is too specialized if
its anticipation ability would remain accurate if some joker were added in its
[Condition] part, regardless of the payoff.

For example, let us consider a classifier which could be interpreted in a maze
environment as “when the agent percieves a wall on the north, if it tries to move
north, nothing will change in its perceptions: it will remain in the same square”.
Such a classifier is accurate, since it would not anticipate better if a joker token of
its [Condition] part was specialized. It is kept and will not be further specialized.
The problem is that such an accurate classifier is not too general with respect
to anticipation, but it introduces a kind of perceptual aliasing since it matches
in several different situations.

Because of the discount factor (γ in formula 1), the qualities associated to the
states which are close to the goal are much higher than the qualities associated
to the states which are far from the goal. So one can not compute a single quality
for a classifier whose [Condition] part matches a several perception recieved at
different distances from the goal.

So, as the generalization helps to discover regularities in the environment
instead of simply providing a kind of selective attention, some classifier may be
fired in several states and thus it becomes impossible to compute a single quality
for each general classifier.

Possible Solutions. In order to avoid this problem, one solution could be to
introduce the detection of over-general classifiers with respect to payoff and to
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specialize such classifiers. But this solution is not coherent with our approach:
the latent learning process, which provides a model of the dynamics of the en-
vironment, must take place even in the absence of rewards. We want to model
dynamics of the environment with as few classifiers as possible in order to reduce
computation time. Thus the model must take advantage of every regularities of
the environment. So, classifiers which do not anticipate well should be further
specialized.

Another solution is the use of a lookahead planning algorithm rather than a
variety of the value iteration algorithm. At each time step, the system would have
to build a plan starting with the current perception. [Butz and Stolzmann, 1999]
proposes an enhancement to ACS which uses explicit goals to perform bidirection-
nal planning, but comes out of the reinforcemnt learning framework. A general
classifier used at different levels of the planning process is interpreted in differ-
ent contexts and this should solve the problem of perceptual aliasing introduced
by over-general classifiers with respect to payoff but accurate with respect to
anticipation. But as a result, the system may suffer from a lack of reactivity.

Storing Values for Every Already Encountered Perception. The solution
we propose is to associate a desirability value to each specialized [Perception]
in the already encountered perception list. YACS stores values corresponding to
V (s) in the formula 2 – one for each [Perception] – instead of storing qualities
corresponding to Q(s, a) – one for each [Perception]/[Action] pair – as it is the
case for Q-Learning [Watkins, 1989] and DynaQ+ [Sutton and Barto, 1998].

To compute the quality associated to a [Perception], we first identify all the
classifiers C such that C.[Condition] matches [Perception]. If such a classifier
was fired, the immediate reward would be C.R and the expected cumulative
reward would be the value of the perception anticipated by the classifier. In a
more formal way, the quality Q associated to a [Perception] can be updated by
using the formula:

[Perception].Q← maxCC.R+ γ × [Perception].passthrough(C.[Effect ]).Q

where C.[Condition] matches [Perception]
So the system computes values for each perception and takes advantage of the

model provided by the latent learning process to update these values without
actually experiencing every transition. When the classifier system anticipates
well in every situation, the agent may adapt its behavior quickly to new reward
sources.

3.6 Selecting an Action

When the system gets a [Perception] from the environment, it selects all the
classifiers C whose [Condition] part matches it. These classifiers anticipate the
following perception by computing [Perception].passthrough(C.[Effect ]). Then
they compute a quality by adding the immediate reward estimate C.R and the
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discounted expected reward which is the value of the following perception muti-
plied by the discount factor γ. The selected action is the action of the classifier
with the highest quality.

4 Preliminary Results

4.1 A Simple Maze Problem

We use the maze problem described in Fig. 1 in order to evaluate our algorithm.
This maze illustrates a state transition diagram with nine states and four possible
transitions starting from each state.

West
[3]

North
[0]

East
[1]

F

0 1 2
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8

S

[2]
South

Fig. 1. A simple maze problem

The agent is always situated in a square. It can perceive the abscence or
presence of walls in each cardinal direction (N, E, S and W). For instance, the
agent percieves [1|0|0|1] in square 0 and [1|1|0|0] in square 2. The agent is
given four possible actions: to move in any of the four cardinal directions.

An experience is divided into several trials. For each trial, the agent starts in
square S. At each time step, it can make every possible action, including dumb
actions like hitting a wall. When it comes to square 6, it gets a reward of 1 and
it is given the opportunity to learn about the state transition. Then a new trial
starts in square 3.

This goal can be reached optimaly in 8 successive time steps. The number
of time steps is one more than the number of actions, because we let the agent
perceive the walls arround the square 6 when it is rewarded.

4.2 Presentation of the Results

The results we present here have been obtained with a learning rate β of 0.1 and
a memory size m of 3.
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Latent Learning. We let the system move in the maze for 1000 time steps
without any reward. During this time, it moves randomly and performs latent
learning to model the dynamics of the environment. Figure 2 shows the evolution
of the average number of classifiers over 1000 experiments.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the number of classifiers on a representative
single experiment.
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Fig. 2. Average evolution of the number of classifiers
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The minimal number of classifiers to accurately model the whole environment
is 20. The number of fully specialized classifiers needed to model the dynamics
of the environment is 32. The number of classifiers produced by YACS converges
arround 23.

YACS finds very accurately regularities like “when there is a wall on the
north, moving north does not produce any changes in the perceptions”, but
sometimes specializes the classifiers in a non optimal way in early time steps,
because of some partially representative samples of experience. As a result, the
number of classifiers may be sub-optimal.

Reinforcement Learning. After these 1000 time steps of exploration, the
system is given a reward when it reaches the goal. Figure 4 shows the average
number of time steps the system needed to achieve successsive trials with reward,
over 1000 experiments. Figure 5 shows the number of time steps the system
needed to achieve successive trials for the same single experiment as for Fig. 3.
The number of time steps of the first trial is high because the system has not
already been rewarded yet and thus has no way to find the optimal way to the
goal.

After this first trial, the system has identified a reward source and takes
advantage of its model of the environment to quickly find the optimal path to
the goal. The agent does not immediately behave optimaly because the system
does not perform a complete value iteration each time step. In order to get a
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Fig. 5. Number of time steps to reach the goal in successive trials for one experi-
ment.YACS was able to build an accurate model of the environment within the 1000
exploration time steps

good reactivity/planning tradeoff, only one step of value iteration is performed
each time step. As a result, the agent needs several time steps to adjust its policy.

In Fig. 4, the average convergence looks slower because the average values
take into account several experiments like the one shown in Fig. 6. In such
experiments, the model of the environment was not perfectly accurate after the
1000 time steps of exploration. The system needed some more sub-optimal trials
to adjust the model.

5 Discussion

The results presented in Sect. 4 are encouraging but YACS still suffers two major
drawbacks.

5.1 The Exploration/Exploitation Tradeoff

In YACS, the reinforcement learning process works fine only if the model pro-
vided by the latent learning is complete and accurate. If the classifiers are not
specialized enough, the system may “imagine” transitions which are incorrect in
the actual environment, and which may prevent the system to find the way to
the goal. Over 1000 experiments, the system was 17 times unable to reach the
goal within 1000 time step after the exploration steps and the first trial leading
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Fig. 6. Number of time steps to reach goal in successive trials for one experiment.
YACS was not able to build an accurate model of the environment within the 1000
exploration time steps

to the identification of the reward source. These experiments are not taken into
account in Figs. 2 and 4. This drawback forbids YACS to simultaneously build
the model while exploiting safely a partial model of the environment.

5.2 The Need for a Generalization Mechanism

Having an efficient generalization mechanism is important in the LCS approach
since generalization is one of the most original features of LCS with respect
to basic reinforcement learning algorithms. Even if YACS is able to stop the
specialization process when there is no more need for more specialized classifiers,
it still lacks a specific generalization process. This leads our system to sub-
optimality problems:

– choosing to specialize a bad token in early time steps may lead to a sub-
optimal number of classifiers;

– in a changing environment, the adaptation of YACS relies on the condi-
tion covering mechanism, and leads to over-specialized classifiers and a sub-
optimal number of classifiers.

A generalization mechanism should offer the opportunity for the system to recon-
sider early choices of tokens to specialize, and to discover reliable and accurate
classifiers.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

Our work takes place in a recent trend on LCS research which focuses on the
use of anticipation in order to improve the quality of classifiers and increase
the learning speed. As most researchers in this trend [Stolzmann, 1998] and
[Witkowski, 1999], we have designed YACS, a system which combines latent
learning and reinforcement learning. We have highlighted difficulties due to gen-
eralization when we use latent learning through dynamic programming algo-
rithms. We also presented some experimental results which were dealing with
YACS involved in a simple maze environment, but YACS is also used for bigger
applications as in [Sigaud, 2000].

But YACS still lacks a generalization process. Recent works like [Lanzi, 1999]
and [Butz et al., 2000b] has shown that this generalization concern is shared by
other researchers. [Butz et al., 2000b] proposes a solution using the selection
pressure of a GA to favor the emergence of reliable and general classifiers in
ACS. Since we are reluctant to use the blind search mechanisms of GAs, we will
investigate alternative solutions in the short term future.
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Abstract. The use and benefits of self-adaptive parameters, particularly
mutation, are well-known within evolutionary computing. In this paper we
examine the use of parameter self-adaptation in Michigan-style Classifier
Systems with the aim of improving their performance and ease of use. We
implement a fully self-adaptive ZCS classifier and examine its performance in
a multi-step environment. It is shown that the mutation rate, learning rate,
discount factor and tax rate can be developed along with an appropriate
solution/rule-base, resulting in improved performance over results using fixed
rate parameters. We go on to show that the benefits of self-adaptation are
particularly marked in non-stationary environments.

1   Introduction

Within Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [Holland 1975] and Genetic Programming [Koza
1991] the parameters controlling the algorithm are traditionally global and remain
constant over time. However, in Evolutionary Strategies [Rechenberg 1973] and later
forms of Evolutionary Programming (Meta-EP) [Fogel 1992], the mutation rate is a
locally evolving entity in itself, i.e. it adapts during the search process. This “self-
adaptive” form of mutation not only reduces the number of hand-tunable parameters
of the evolutionary algorithm, it has also been shown to improve performance (e.g. see
[Bäck 1992] for results with a self-adaptive GA). In this paper we examine the use of
self-adaptive parameters within Michigan-style Classifier Systems (CSs) [Holland et
al. 1986], more specifically in Wilson’s ZCS [Wilson 1994] system.

The performance of self-adapting all learning parameters simultaneously within
ZCS is examined using the “animat” [Wilson 1985] task Woods 14-06. This
environment was originally used by Ross and Cliff [1995] to investigate rule chaining
and the addition of temporary memory in ZCS. This paper demonstrates that when
using adaptive parameters, the same performance is produced as when using the
parameters suggested by the system designer. 

One of the claims of using adaptive parameters is that they are particularly useful
in changing environments. We present a non-stationary version of the Woods 14-06
environment and show that the use of self-adaptation significantly improves
performance over the traditional approach. Previous work [Bull & Hurst 2000] has
concentrated on just using an adaptive mutation rate in ZCS. Experiments within the
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changing environments illustrate the advantage of adapting the other parameters in the
system and not just the mutation rate. 

The paper is arranged as follows: the next section briefly introduces ZCS,
Section 3 describes how self-adaptation is implemented, Section 4 describes the task
and examines the effects of the self-adaptation. Section 5 presents results from a non-
stationary Woods 14-06 environment. Section 6 examines the level of adaptation
within each niche of the Woods 14-06 environment.

2   ZCS

ZCS is a “Zeroth-level” Michigan-style Classifier System without internal memory,
where the rule-base consists of a number (N) of condition/action rules in which the
condition is a string of characters from the usual ternary alphabet {0,1,#} and the
action is represented by a binary string. Associated with each rule is a strength scalar
which acts as an indication of the perceived utility of that rule within the system. This
strength of each rule is initialised to a predetermined value termed S0.

Reinforcement in ZCS consists of redistributing strength between subsequent
“action sets”, or the matched rules from the previous time step which asserted the
chosen output or “action”. A fixed fraction (β) of the strength of each member of the
action set ([A]) at each time-step is placed in a “common bucket”. A record is kept of
the previous action set [A]-1 and if this is not empty then the members of this action
set each receive an equal share of the contents of the current bucket, once this has been
reduced by a pre-determined discount factor (γ). If a reward is received from the
environment then a fixed fraction (β) of this value is distributed evenly amongst the
members of [A]. Finally, a tax (τ) is imposed on all matched rules that do not belong
to [A] on each time-step in order to encourage exploitation of the stronger classifiers. 

ZCS employs two discovery mechanisms, a panmictic GA and a covering
operator. On each time-step there is a probability p of GA invocation. When called,
the GA uses roulette wheel selection to determine two parent rules based on strength.
Two offspring are produced via mutation (probability μ) and crossover (single point
with probability χ). The parents then donate half of their strengths to their offspring
who replace existing members of the rule-base. The deleted rules are chosen using
roulette wheel selection based on the reciprocal of rule strength. If on some time-step,
no rules match or all matched rules have a combined strength of less than φ times the
rule-base average, then a covering operator is invoked. 

The default parameters presented for ZCS, and unless otherwise stated for this
paper, are: N = 400, S0=20, β = 0.2, γ = 0.71, τ = 0.1, χ = 0.5, μ = 0.002, p = 0.25,
φ = 0.5

Thus ZCS represents a “basic classifier system for reinforcement learning that
retains much of Holland’s original framework while simplifying it so as to increase ease
of understanding and performance” [Wilson 1994]. For this reason the ZCS architecture
has been chosen to examine the basic behaviour of classifier systems with self-adaptive
parameters. The reader is referred to [Wilson 1994] for full details of ZCS.
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3   Self-Adaptation in Classifier Systems

3.1   Mutation

Previously [e.g. Bull & Hurst 2000], we have shown that it is possible to self-adapt the
mutation rate within learning classifier systems using the same form of self-adaptive
mutation as in Meta-EP. That is, each rule has its own mutation rate μ, stored as a real
number. This parameter is passed to its offspring either under recombination or
directly (depending upon the satisfaction of χ). The offspring then applies its mutation
rate to itself using a Gaussian distribution, i.e. μi’ = μi + N(0,μi), before mutating the
rest of the rule at the resulting rate. It is noted that this form of self-adaptation is
simpler than that typically used in Evolutionary Strategies, where a Lognormal is
applied to μ. However, the simpler form was shown to be effective and has been
suggested to work better in noisy environments [Angeline et al. 1996].

Results showed that suitable mutation rates could be evolved and that a positional
bias occurred in the inductive chains formed. It is usual for the mutation rate to go to
zero as the population converges to a solution to maintain fitness [Bäck 1992]. The
same effect was found in the CSs, but the time taken for a rule’s mutation rate to drop
was dependent upon its position; rules for environmental stimuli closest to reward lost
their mutation rate first and vice versa.

We also note that this is in contrast to the adaptive form of genetic search
(crossover) introduced by Wilson [1987] for CSs, under which a system entropy
measure was used to alter the operator rate; Wilson showed benefits from increasing
crossover as entropy dropped using predetermined rules of adjustment to a global rate.

3.2   Learning Rate, Tax Rate, and Discount Factor

We have examined the effects of self-adapting the learning rate parameter [Hurst &
Bull 2000]. Initial results from using the same mechanism as for mutation showed
unpredictable behaviour. After the initial learning of the problem sporadic loss in
performance occurred. This behaviour is explained by the selfish adaptation of the
parameter. When the problem has been learnt there is little utility for the individual
classifier to continue to increase the fitness of other classifiers. As a result the learning
rate is turned down as the run proceeds. This is fine when the system remains
unperturbed by the genetic operators. When this disruption occurs the system exhibits
a loss of performance. To overcome this effective loss of co-operation the learning rate
used at each reinforcement cycle is chosen from the rules in the previous action set.
The choice is made by roulette wheel selection based on the fitness of the classifiers.
In this way co-operation is maintained and enforced between action sets and suitable
learning rates are seen to develop. Note that mutation is via a  creep operator at the rate
specified by μ, i.e. β’= β + N(0,1).

The performance of a Michigan-style classifier system - ZCS - with the
simultaneous self-adaptation of the mutation rate, learning rate, discount factor and
tax rate is now examined. To maintain co-operation within the system the tax rate has
to be treated in the same way as the learning rate, i.e. the tax rate at each step is
obtained from the previous action set. The discount factor’s linkage is in the opposite
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direction. The discount factor is obtained from the current action set and applied to the
previous action set. Therefore, each classifier holds a parameter for mutation rate,
learning rate, discount factor and tax. These parameters are altered and changed by the
genetic operators of the classifier system.

4    Self-Adaptive ZCS in the Wood 14-06 Environment

4.1   The Task

Wilson [1994] introduced the simple multi-step Woods 1 environment to examine the
performance of ZCS. Woods 1 is a two dimensional rectilinear 5x5 toroidal grid.
Sixteen cells are blank, eight contain rocks and one contains food. ZCS is used to
develop the controller of a robot/animat which must traverse the map in search of
food. On each time step the animat receives a sensory message which describes the
eight surrounding cells. The message is encoded as a 16-bit binary string with two bits
representing each cardinal direction. A blank cell is represented by 00, food (F) by 11
and trees (T) by 10 (01 has no meaning). The message is ordered with the cell directly
above the animat represented by the first bit-pair, and then proceeding clockwise
around the animat. Experiments using self-adaptive parameters in Woods 1 failed to
give informative results (not shown). It was found that the parameter settings appeared
to have no negative effect on performance.

A variation on this environment, Woods 14-06, is used in the experiments
described in this paper. This is shown in Fig. 1. This is a more difficult problem for
ZCS to solve than the Woods 1 environment. It is a harder problem as it requires the
formation of longer chains of rules to solve the problem. At each cell there is a unique
sense vector, and only one action which takes the animat closer to the food F. This
makes the environment particularly useful for experiments involving environmental
change. If the food is moved as in Fig. 1b to form Woods 14-06b the optimal action
for each cell will have to change. The numbering in Fig. 1b, is used in the niche
analysis described in Section 6. Using the Woods 14-06 environment rather then the
Woods 1 environment allows ZCS to demonstrate the potential of parameter
adaptation.
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Fig. 1. The environment Woods 14-06. a) The original configuration. b) The configuration after
the food has been moved
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The performance of ZCS is evaluated by indicating how many steps the “animat”
takes to obtain food after being randomly positioned in the environment. This is
displayed as a running average of the last 50 problems and is averaged over ten runs
(as in [Ross & Cliff 1995]).

4.2 Results

Fig. 2a illustrates the performance of ZCS with fixed and adaptive parameters. It
shows the results of three experiments: 

1) ZCS run with adaptive parameters which are initially seeded randomly between
0 and 1. 

2) ZCS run with the parameters fixed at the suggested values.
3) ZCS run with fixed parameters at the average rate of the self-adaptive ZCS, i.e,

0.5. 
The graph illustrates that with adaptive parameters the system is able to perform

as well as the system with the suggested values. Fixing the parameter values at 0.5
results in disruptive performance. This is not entirely surprising as a mutation rate of
0.5 is high. If this experiment is carried out in the Woods 1 environment this disruptive
effect is not detected (result not shown). This result indicates that the system is
sensitive to parameter settings and that the environment is complex enough to demand
specific settings of the parameters. 

Fig. 2b shows the average values of the parameters in the rule base, i.e. when
ZCS is run with the parameters initially seeded randomly between 0 and 1. The
mutation rate falls off from its initial value (as in [Bull & Hurst 2000]), while the other
parameters move little from their initial values. This last point is returned to.     

a) b)
Fig. 2. ZCSj in Woods 14-06. a) Performance of ZCS with adaptive and fixed parameters. b)
Parameter adaptation of ZCS with parameters seeded ~0.5    
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5   Non-stationary Wood 14-06 Environment

5.1   The Tasks

It has been noted that the use of self-adaptive mutation can be particularly useful
within non-stationary/changing environments [Bäck 1998]. We have examined the
behaviour of our fully self-adaptive classifier in a non-stationary version of the Woods
14-06 environment. This is achieved by moving the position of the food source from
one end of the “passage” to the other. This forces a complete change in the rule-base
as three new niches are created and the remaining niches have to change their optimal
rule to obtain maximum reward. This environmental change is carried out halfway
through the ZCS run, at problem 2500.   

5.2   ZCS Performance

Figure 3 shows the results from experiments in the Woods 14-06 environment.
In Fig. 3a the results from two experiments are presented, ZCS is run with

parameters fixed at the suggested values for the system and adaptive parameters. The
adaptive parameters are initially seeded randomly between 0 and 1 as before. The
graph indicates a significant benefit in performance using the adaptive parameters,
over the fixed parameters at the suggested values.

Our previous work [Bull & Hurst 2000] [Bull et al 2000] has concentrated upon
adapting the mutation rate in a learning classifier system and the advantage in doing
so. Fig. 3b shows the performance of ZCS with all the parameters adapting and ZCS
with only the mutation rate adapting with the other parameters fixed at the suggested
values. It can be seen that the system with only the mutation rate adapting experiences
a larger decline in performance than when all the other parameters adapt. However,

a) b)
Fig. 3.  ZCS in a changing Woods 14-06 environment.   a) Performance of ZCS with adaptive
and fixed parameters. b) Performance of ZCS with adaptive parameters and adapting only the
the mutation rate.
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this performance is still better than when all the parameters are fixed at the suggested
values. 

The improvement in the performance when adapting all the parameters over just
adapting the mutation rate could be due to the system either finding better values for
the parameters initially or the dynamic response of the system in reaction to the change
in the environment.

In Fig 4a the results from two experiments are shown:
1) ZCS run with fully adaptive parameters.
2) ZCS is run with parameters fixed at 0.5.
When the parameters are fixed at 0.5, we do not see a decline in performance at

the point of change but overall the system is nosier and does not converge. This
experiment further confirms that the system is indeed sensitive to parameter settings. 

The result in Fig. 2b indicated that there is very little movement of the
reinforcement learning parameters during the run from their initial seeding values,
which on average were 0.5. To determine if 0.5 is the best setting for the reinforcement
learning parameters further experiments were carried out.

In Fig. 4b the results from two experiments are shown:      
1) ZCS run with adaptive mutation rate and reinforcement learning parameters

fixed at the suggested values.
2) ZCS run with adaptive mutation rate and reinforcement learning parameters

fixed at 0.5
 Examination of the traces in Fig. 4b show that when the reinforcement learning

parameters are fixed at 0.5 performance is better then fixing the reinforcement
learning parameters at the suggested values, there is also a slight improvement over
the fully adaptive reinforcement learning parameters (see Fig. 4a). In this environment
0.5 appears to be the best value for the reinforcement learning parameters. However,
finding the parameters settings for machine learning algorithms can be a time
consuming process, and the use of self-adaptive parameters may be an effective
approach to side-step this problem. 

a) b)
Fig. 4.   ZCS in a changing Woods 14-06 environment.  a) Performance of ZCS with adaptive
parameters and parameters fixed at 0.5. b) Performance of ZCS with adaptive mutation rate all 
other parameters fixed at 0.5 and the suggested values.
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6   Niche Analysis in Woods 14-06

Instead of considering the average parameter values for the entire rule-base the
parameter values for each niche in the Woods 14-06 environment can be examined. In
this way distortions caused by redundant rules in the rule-base can be removed. It also
allows examination of the level of adaptation down the rule chain.  At each step the
parameter values of the rules which apply to the current niche are averaged. The niches
are identified according to the scheme set out in Fig. 1. This analysis starts
immediately after the change in the environment from Woods 14-06a  to  Woods 14-
06b (see Fig. 1). It finishes after each niche has been updated 1500 times. Each niche
is sampled every 50 updates. The results presented here are the average of ten runs.
For clarity of presentation the results from only 3 of the 6 niches are shown.  

Fig 5a. shows the analysis of the mutation rate in three niches after the change in
environment from Woods 14-06a to Woods 14-06b. The Y axis shows the average
mutation rate for the classifiers matching each niche, the X axis shows the number of
times each niche is updated. 

The mutation rate for all three niches initially increases after the change in
environment. The size of this change varies according to how close the niche is to the
reward. Niche 0 which is nearest the reward has the smallest change. While, Niche 5
which is the furthest niche from the reward has the largest increase in mutation rate.
This pattern is repeated again in Fig. 5b. Instead of the mutation rate being extracted
from the matching classifiers the learning rate is taken. The graph indicates that after
starting off with fairly similar learning rates, the niches furthest from the reward move
to a higher learning rate then the niches more proximal to the reward. This pattern was
not clear for the discount factor or the tax rate (results not shown). The learning rate
increase, in the niches more distant from the reward is not continous, but eventually
forms a plateau (result not shown).

a) b)

Fig. 5.  Niche analysis of ZCS in Woods 14-06 after the change. a) Mutation rate analysis. b)
Learning rate analysis.
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Fig. 5 indicates that the adaptive parameters respond to changes in the
environment, and that these adjustments are not uniform across the entire rulebase but
are specific depending upon the local environment of each classifier. 

7   Conclusions

There are two main justifications for using self-adaptive rather than fixed value
parameters for controlling machine learning algorithms. First, suitable values for
parameters are not usually known a priori, they are generally found by a process of
trial and error. A self-adaptive approach will be able to bypass this step. Second,
suitable values may depend upon the current environmental conditions which may
change after changes in the environment.

Both of these advantages have been utilised in the experiments detailed in this
paper. New suitable values for the reinforcement learning parameters in this
environment have also been discovered (Fig. 4b), and the adaptive mutation rate  and
learning rate have displayed a dynamic response to changes in the environment
(Fig. 5a). 

ZCS is a robust and simple classifier system. The advantages of self-adaptation in
these environments, while not dramatic appears promising. With more complex
Classifier Systems and further challenging environments, these advantages may be
more clearly realised. To determine if this is the case, we are implementing a fully
adaptive CS to work in a robotic environment based at the Intelligent Autonomous
Systems Laboratory, University of the West of England. Initial results from our XCS
work indicates that adapting just the mutation rate shows similar behaviour to the ZCS
implementation [Bull et al. 2000]. However, some difference may be expected with
the other parameters, particularly in the non-stationary case because XCS generalizes
over the problem space rather than solely identifying optima (after [Hartley 1999]).
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Abstract. Despite two decades of work learning classifier systems re-
searchers have had relatively little to say on the subject of what makes
a problem difficult for a classifier system. Wilson’s accuracy-based XCS,
a promising and increasingly popular classifier system, is, we feel, the
natural first choice of classifier system with which to address this issue.
To make the task more tractable we limit our considerations to a re-
stricted, but very important, class of problems. Most significantly, we
consider only single step reinforcement learning problems and the use
of the standard binary/ternary classifier systems language. In addition
to distinguishing several dimensions of problem complexity for XCS, we
consider their interactions, identify bounding cases of difficulty, and con-
sider complexity metrics for XCS. Based on these results we suggest a
simple template for ternary single step test suites to more comprehen-
sively evaluate classifier systems.

1 Introduction

Two basic questions to ask about any learning system are: to what kinds of
problems is it well suited? To what kinds of problems is it poorly suited? Despite
two decades of work, Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) researchers have had
relatively little to say on the subject. Although this may in part be due to
the wide range of systems and problems the LCS paradigm encompasses, it is
certainly a reflection of deficiency in LCS theory.

Delving into the subject more deeply, a host of other questions arise. What
is it about a problem that makes it difficult or easy for a given system? In other
words, what factors are involved in determining a problem’s difficulty? How do
these factors interact? What effects do the representation(s) used by the system
have? What effects does the rule discovery system have? In short, we want to
know about the dimensions of problem complexity for the system of interest.
Clearly this is a difficult subject even for one particular learning system. At
present we consider only Wilson’s XCS [10] classifier system, although we hope
much of the approach and some of the results will transfer to other LCS. To
simplify matters, we restrict consideration to the standard ternary LCS language,
to a binary action space and to single step reinforcement learning problems.

P.L. Lanzi, W. Stolzmann, and S.W. Wilson (Eds.): IWLCS 2000, LNAI 1996, pp. 80–99, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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One reason to ask questions like those above is, of course, to find out when
we can hope to successfully apply a given system to a given problem. Another
reason is to better understand how to evaluate a system. Since we can’t test our
systems on all possible problems, we must consider only a subset. How can we
choose this subset? There are at least two conflicting criteria. First, the subset
should maximise the coverage of the dimensions of difficulty in order to more
fully represent the space of all possible problems. That is, it should include as
many as possible of the features which make a problem difficult for the system
in question. Otherwise the test set may not detect deficiencies in an algorithm
which would become apparent on other problems. Second, we would like to
minimise the number of tests which must be made in order to make testing
more manageable. Optimising these two criteria requires a good understanding
of the dimensions of problem complexity for the system in question.

We address questions of problem complexity by considering the space of all
possible test functions (i.e. learning problems) given our various restrictions.
Based on our insights into this space we suggest a simple ternary single step test
suite for LCS, and provide some results for XCS on it. To begin with, however,
we consider how to approach the study of problem complexity in XCS.

2 Methodological Considerations

In this section we briefly motivate our study, consider some representational
issues, and outline our approach.

2.1 Why Study Single Step Tests?

Single step functions are those in which the LCS’s actions have no influence on
which inputs it receives in the future. This contrasts with sequential (also called
multi step) functions, in which actions do influence future inputs.1

In previous work we have mainly studied single step functions and we con-
tinue that practice here for two reasons. First, some applications, e.g. data min-
ing, are single step, so it is of interest to understand and to optimise LCS for
single step problems. Second, single step functions avoid many complications of
sequential ones. Even if we’re interested only in sequential problems, it seems
reasonable to first evaluate, understand, and possibly improve our systems in the
simpler single step case. When we have a good understanding of the basic LCS
mechanisms we can go on to look at issues which are specific to the sequential
case. This seems easier than starting with the more complex case and having to
face a host of additional problems at the outset. We would argue that present
understanding of LCS is limited enough to justify this approach. (Clearly, how-
ever, useful work is being done with sequential tests, not all of it addressing
problems exclusive to them.)

Of course we have to be careful when evaluating potential improvements to
ensure that we’re not overfitting; optimising performance in single step problems
1 We’ll refer to states and inputs interchangeably.
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at the expense of sequential ones. If we are interested in sequential problems we
need sequential tests in our test suite.

2.2 Representing and Manipulating Functions

In Reinforcement Learning (RL), feedback to the learner about the value of its
actions consists only of numeric values, called rewards, and the goal of any re-
inforcement learner is to maximise (some function of) the rewards it receives.
Rewards are defined a priori by the experimenter in the form of a reward func-
tion, which (for our purposes) maps input/action pairs to integers. The reward
function is an essential component of any RL problem specification; changing
the reward function changes the problem.

As an aside, XCS – like most other reinforcement learners, but unlike tra-
ditional LCS – learns an approximation of the entire reward function. That is,
every input/action pair is represented. Traditional LCS, in contrast, are only
concerned with representing the more rewarding parts of this space [10,6].

Specification of SL and RL Problems. Working with LCS, we often refer
to test problems in terms of an input/output mapping. One example is the 6
multiplexer, which has often been used as an LCS test. Figure 1 shows the 3 mul-
tiplexer, a related but simpler function. This exhaustive listing of input/output
cases is called a truth table.

The 3 multiplexer is defined on binary strings of length 3, and treats the
string as being composed of an index segment (the first bit) and a data segment
(the remaining two bits). The value of the function is the value of the indexed
bit in the data segment, so, for example, the value of 000 is 0, the value of 001
is 0, the value of 101 is 1 and so on. Knowing the value of the string, we can do
Supervised Learning (SL); that is, we know which action the LCS must respond
with in order to be correct.

However, the input/output mapping of Fig. 1 alone is not a complete spec-
ification of an RL problem, since it does not specify rewards. In adapting a
boolean function to an RL paradigm we need to extend it by defining a reward
function. So the 3 multiplexer is not a complete RL problem – we need to extend
it with a reward function, which we have done in Fig. 2. (Horizontal lines have
been inserted between different inputs in this and other long figures simply as a
visual aid.) Note that this figure refers to actions rather than the output of the
function, because we are now dealing with a learning agent which acts (predicts
the output of the function). Note also that we specify the reward for both the
correct and incorrect action for each input, since we must specify a reward for
each possible input/action pair. By “correct” we mean the action which receives
the higher reward for that input.

In RL Rewards Determine Input/Output Mappings. We associated cer-
tain rewards with input/action pairs in Fig. 2 but clearly could have used other
values. Other rewards will produce a 3 multiplexer problem as long as the correct
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Input Output
000 0
001 0
010 1
011 1
100 0
101 1
110 0
111 1

Fig. 1. The 3 multiplexer function.

Input Action Reward
000 0 1000
000 1 0
001 0 1000
001 1 0
010 0 0
010 1 1000
011 0 0
011 1 1000
100 0 1000
100 1 0
101 0 0
101 1 1000
110 0 1000
110 1 0
111 0 0
111 1 1000

Fig. 2. The 3 multiplexer, with
one possible reward function.

action in each state is the output specified for that state in Fig. 1. If this is not
the case, we no longer have a 3 multiplexer problem since it is the rewards which
determine what input/output mapping will be learnt.

Even when rewards are consistent with the 3 multiplexer input/output map-
ping, 3 multiplexer RL problems differ when their reward functions differ. We’ll
see an example of this shortly.

Representing Generalisations. In the original and standard representation
used with XCS [10], each rule has a single fixed-length l-bit condition which is
a string from {0, 1,#}l, and single action which is a string from {0, 1}a. In this
work a = 1. A condition c matches a binary input string i if the characters in
each position in c and i are the same, or if the character in c is a #, so the
# is the means by which conditions generalise over inputs. For example, the
condition 00# matches two inputs: 000 and 001. Actions do not contain #s and
so, using this representation, XCS cannot generalise over actions.

The input/action/reward structure of the 3 multiplexer in Fig. 2 admits a
number of accurate generalisations over inputs, and XCS seeks to find them.
Figure 3 shows how XCS will learn to represent the problem defined in Fig. 2
using ternary classifier conditions to express generalisations over inputs. Using
generalisation allows us (and XCS) to represent functions with fewer rules.

Notice that a table like Fig. 3 can be used in two ways, both as a specifi-
cation of the function to be learned by XCS, and by XCS to representation its
hypotheses about the function it is learning.
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Input Action Reward
00# 0 1000
00# 1 0
01# 0 0
01# 1 1000
1#0 0 1000
1#0 1 0
1#1 0 0
1#1 1 1000

Fig. 3. The 3 multiplexer, with
rewards and generalisations ex-
pressed with the ternary syntax.

Input Output
000 1
001 0
010 0
011 1
100 0
101 1
110 1
111 0

Fig. 4. The even 3 parity function.

Input/Output Functions Constrain Generalisation. The amount of gen-
eralisation possible depends on the input/output mapping and the representa-
tion used. Consider the even 3 parity function, whose output is 1 when there
are an even number of 1s in the input, and 0 otherwise (Fig. 4). While the 3
multiplexer admits considerable generalisation using the ternary LCS language,
a parity function admits none whatsoever. That is, any condition which contains
1 or more #s is overgeneral.

Consequently, to represent the even 3 parity function (regardless of what
reward function is associated with it) XCS must use the full set of rules with
fully specific conditions (i.e., conditions which have no #s) of the appropriate
length. Note that this set includes rules with identical conditions but different
actions. The 3-bit version of the fully specific rule set (with different rewards)
can be found in Figs. 2 and 5. Note that we can represent any 3-bit Boolean
function with this same rule set by introducing an appropriate reward function.

Rewards Can Constrain Generalisation. Input/output mappings and rep-
resentations constrain what generalisation is possible, and adding rewards to
an input/output mapping can further constrain what generalisations XCS can
make. For example, if we choose a reward function in which the rewards for each
state are sufficiently2 different, as in Fig. 5, XCS will be unable to generalise at
all.3 In this case XCS needs to use the set of all rules with fully specific condi-
tions to represent the function. That is, XCS will need a rule for each row in the
table in Fig. 5 (16 rules) rather than a rule for each row in Fig. 3 (8 rules).

Note that the altered reward function still returns a higher reward for the
correct action in each state, and a lower reward for the incorrect action. For

2 What constitutes sufficiently different rewards depends on XCS’s tolerance for dif-
ferences in rewards, which in turn depends on how XCS has been parameterised.

3 This reward function was constructed by allocating a reward of 1000 for the correct
action and 0 for the incorrect action in the first (topmost) state and incrementing
the rewards for correct and incorrect actions by 100 for each subsequent state.
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Input Action Reward
000 0 1000
000 1 0
001 0 1100
001 1 100
010 0 200
010 1 1200
011 0 300
011 1 1300
100 0 1400
100 1 400
101 0 500
101 1 1500
110 0 1600
110 1 600
111 0 700
111 1 1700

Fig. 5. The 3 multiplexer with rewards which may cause XCS to learn to represent it
without generalisation.

example, for input 000, action 0 receives more reward than action 1, and so is
to be preferred by a system whose goal is to maximise the rewards it receives.
This reward function is consistent with the input/output mapping we call a 3
multiplexer function. If we changed the rewards so that action 0 received less
reward than action 1 for input 000 then we would no longer be dealing with a 3
multiplexer function.

Although the reward function in Fig. 5 is consistent with the 3 multiplexer
function, from XCS’s point of view, however, the change in rewards means the
problem is equivalent to the 3-bit parity problem, since with the new reward func-
tion XCS cannot generalise accurately over inputs at all. That is, even though
the input/output mapping remains that of a multiplexer problem, XCS cannot
generalise and must represent each input/action pair individually, as in a parity
problem. Thus the representational complexity of this particular 3 multiplexer
problem is equivalent to that of a parity problem (again, assuming XCS is pa-
rameterised such that it cannot generalise). This demonstrates that referring to
input/output functions (e.g. multiplexer and parity functions) can be misleading
when we are really referring to RL problems.

To summarise, the representational complexity of a single step RL problem
depends not only on the input/output mapping but on the rewards associated
with actions, the representation used, and XCS’s parameterisation.

Optimal Rule Sets. Notice how we represented the 3 multiplexer in Fig. 3
using the language of classifier conditions to express generalisations over inputs.
That is, each line in the table can be interpreted as a classifier, and the function
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can be represented by a set of classifiers. We could have used other sets of rules
to represent the function, e.g., the set of fully specific rules used in Figs. 2 and
5. The set we used was chosen because it has certain properties. It is:

1. Complete. The rule set maps the entire input/action space.
2. Accurate. For our purposes this means each rule maps only to a single
reward.

3. Non-Overlapping. No input/action pair is described by more than one rule.
4. Minimal. The rule set contains no more rules than are needed to satisfy the
other three properties.

A set of rules with these 4 characteristics is called an optimal population or
optimal rule set, denoted [O] and pronounced as the letter O [4]. We’ll see in
Sect. 3.2 that it is interesting to know the size of an optimal population, denoted
|[O]|.

We find it convenient to represent test functions by their optimal populations
because we can easily manipulate them to produce other optimal populations
with their own corresponding functions. Working directly with the target repre-
sentation makes it obvious what effects a transformation has.

Minimality and Default Hierarchies. XCS does not support Default Hier-
archies (see, e.g., [1]) so we do not consider solutions involving them when cal-
culating minimality. Also, default hierarchies inherently violate the constraint
that solutions be composed of non-overlapping rules, so no solution containing
a default hierarchy can be an [O].

More Compact Representations. We can represent functions more com-
pactly if we assume we have binary rewards, that is, a reward function in which
all correct actions receive the same reward r1, and all incorrect actions receive
another reward r2, where, again, correct actions are simply those which return
more reward, i.e. r1 > r2. This allows us to omit the reward column and the
incorrect actions when specifying a test function: if we know the correct action
for a state, we know what reward it will receive (r1), and also what reward the
other action in that state will receive (r2). (Alternatively, we can omit the correct
actions instead of the incorrect ones.) These conventions allow us to represent
complete RL problems in the input/output form of Figs. 1 and 4.

If we go further and also omit the action column we cannot specify unique
functions, but we can, using only conditions, specify classes of functions. The
advantage of this approach is slight, being only that we can omit actions in our
specification, and to obtain fully specified functions from this representation re-
quires some computation. To do so, we systematically assign correct actions to
the conditions in such a way as to avoid making it possible to replace conditions
with more general ones. Effectively, we require that the functions obtained from
the condition set all have the same number of rules in their minimal representa-
tion (i.e., the same |[O]|). (We ignore the capacity of non-binary reward functions
to influence the minimal number of rules required, since we continue to assume
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00
01
1#

Fig. 6. A set of conditions used to specify a class of functions.

Input Action
00 0
01 1
1# 0

Input Action
00 1
01 0
1# 0

Input Action
00 0
01 1
1# 1

Input Action
00 1
01 0
1# 1

Fig. 7. The four [O]s represented by the conditions in Fig. 6.

binary rewards.) Adding actions to conditions yields fully specified input/output
functions, which in turn specify full input/action/reward mappings if we assume
some binary reward function.

For example, we can assign 1s and 0s as correct actions to the conditions in
Fig. 6 as we like, as long as we avoid assigning the same correct action to both
00 and 01, which would make it possible to replace them with 0# and yield an
[O] with only 2 rules, which consequently lies outside the class denoted by Fig. 6
(because it contains 3 conditions). By assigning 1s and 0s to a set of conditions
in different ways, and avoiding the possibility of replacing conditions with more
general ones, we can obtain different functions, all of which have |[O]| = 4. The 4
[O]s which can be produced from the condition set in Fig. 6 are shown in Fig. 7.

This approach of specifying only conditions is used in Fig. 12. Note that
we are using these more compact representations for the specification of test
functions, but XCS is not using them to represent its hypotheses about the
function it is learning.

2.3 Measuring Problem Difficulty

So far we’ve discussed problem difficulty without defining its meaning. Different
measures are possible. The primary measure we’ll use is %[O], the proportion
of the optimal population present in the classifier system on a given time step,
which is useful as a measure of the progress of genetic search. An alternative
metric, more commonly used with XCS, is that used by Wilson in, e.g., [10],
simply called ‘performance’. This is defined as the proportion of the last 50
inputs to which the system has responded correctly. It measures the extent to
which XCS has found a population of classifiers constituting a solution to the
problem. %[O], in contrast, measures the extent to which XCS has found the
optimal solution. The latter is naturally more difficult to find, and requires more
trials (inputs to the system) to learn. Even after XCS has reached a point where
it responds perfectly correctly to all its inputs it still needs more time to find
the optimal solution.
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We prefer the use of %[O] because it is more sensitive to the progress of
genetic search. As demonstrated in [5], %[O] can reveal differences which do not
show up using the other performance measure. %[O] also seems a natural choice
of metric given the discussion in Sect. 3.2.

Another metric we’ll use is the mean %[O] regret (or simply regret) which is
defined as the mean difference between 100% [O] and the observed %[O] averaged
over all trials and all runs. This corresponds to the mean distance between the
top of a %[O] graph and the %[O] curve. Perfect performance would produce a
%[O] regret of 0, while the worst possible performance would produce a regret
of 1.

2.4 Population Sizing

We could consider the population size required to efficiently learn a function
as another measure of its complexity. Different test functions – even those of
the same string length – can have rather different population size requirements.
Because of this, it is important to take population size into consideration in
any comparison of different test functions. Otherwise, differences in performance
may be due to the suitability of the population size used, rather than to some
other feature of the problem. Different search mechanisms may have different
population size requirements too, so population size should also be considered
when comparing them.

Population sizing experiments on a range of 6-bit functions showed that in
each case performance plateaued around a certain point. We chose to use a
population size limit of 2000 rules for all experiments as all 6-bit functions should
have plateaued by this point.

2.5 Experimental Procedure

The tests used in the following sections followed the standard experimental setup
defined in [10] and subsequently used in many other studies of XCS. The essence
of a trial is that XCS is presented with a randomly generated binary string of a
fixed length as input, it responds with either a 0 or a 1, and receives a numerical
reward as specified by the reward function.

Unless otherwise stated, the settings used were the standard ones for the 6
multiplexer from [10]. We used the specify operator from [7], GA subsumption
deletion [11], a niche GA in the action sets [11], and the t3 deletion scheme
from [5] which protects newly generated rules (with a delay of 25 for all tests).
This configuration represents our current best guess at a good implementation
of XCS for the problems considered here (apart from the ommission of action
set subsumption, which would probably generally improve performance). No
attempt was made to optimise parameters for individual problems. Finally, we
used uniform crossover rather than the 1 point crossover used in previous work
with XCS in order to avoid any bias due to the length or position of building
blocks [1] for the solution.
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3 Dimensions of Problem Difficulty

Now that we have outlined our approach, we can finally ask the question: what
dimensions of single step problem difficulty are there for XCS?

Wilson briefly investigated complexity in [11] using a series of boolean multi-
plexer functions of string length 6, 11 and 20. The size of the optimal populations
|[O]| for these functions is 16, 32, and 64 respectively. By evaluating the number
of inputs XCS needed to learn each function, Wilson worked out an expression
relating |[O]| and difficulty, and another relating string length and difficulty [11].
Not surprisingly, functions of greater string length and |[O]| were more difficult.
Our experience with multiplexer-based functions of various |[O]| [2] and multi-
plexer and parity functions [4] indicates that larger |[O]| is more difficult even
when string length is constant. But, as we will soon see, string length and |[O]|
are not the only dimensions of problem complexity.

3.1 String Length

The lengths of the input and action strings determine the size of the space of rules
XCS searches in, so it seems reasonable that difficulty would generally increase
with string length. But if we consider the Kolmogorov complexity of binary
strings we can see that it is quite possible for a long string to have low complexity
while a much shorter string has high complexity. (See [9] for an introduction to
Kolmogorov complexity.) For example, it seems intuitive that a string of 10,000
zeroes has low complexity, while a binary string of 100 randomly distributed
ones and zeroes has higher complexity. Technically this assumes the use of an
appropriate language to represent the strings, but intuitively the longer string
has much greater regularity than the shorter one. If the strings were computer
files the longer string could be compressed into a smaller file than the shorter
string.

Just as some strings are much more regular than others, some functions are
much more regular than others (assuming a given language in both cases). If
our language can capture the regularities in a function we can represent it much
more compactly. We’ll see in Sect. 3.2 that how compactly we can represent a
function correlates well with the difficulty XCS has in learning it, which means
that string length does not have as great an effect on difficulty as we might think.
That is, some functions of a given input length will be much easier than others,
and will even be easier than some others of lesser input length.

3.2 |[O]|

It makes some intuitive sense that |[O]| would be a major factor in problem
complexity for XCS, because |[O]| is determined by how much useful generali-
sation XCS can express, and XCS is largely concerned with finding generalisa-
tions. Unlike earlier LCS, XCS was designed to learn a complete mapping from
state/action pairs to their values [10,6]. Further, it was designed with accurate
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generalisation over this mapping in mind, and accurate generalisation has been
a focus of XCS research from the beginning (see [10,2,4,3,7,11,8]).

Since an optimal population for a function is – assuming the ternary language
– a minimal representation of the function, |[O]| is a measure of its complexity
using this language. Thus we can think of |[O]| as a representation-specific mea-
sure of Kolmogorov complexity.
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Fig. 8. %[O] for 6-bit functions with |[O]| equal to 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128. Curves
are averages of 1000 runs.

Figure 8 shows the difficulty of a series of 6-bit functions of increasing |[O]|
(the series is defined in Sect. 5). Difficulty increases with |[O]|, but the rate
of increase of difficulty slows as |[O]| rises. That is, changes in |[O]| make less
difference to difficulty at higher values.

Why exactly does difficulty increase with |[O]|? One factor seems to be that
as |[O]| increases, the rules in the population become, on the whole, more specific.
More specific rules may be more difficult for XCS to find because XCS updates
rules and affords them opportunities to reproduce only when they match an in-
put. This has two consequences. First, more specific rules match fewer inputs and
so are updated less frequently, and reproduce less frequently. The reproductive
trial allocation scheme used in XCS (see [10]) balances out the difference between
general and specific rules to some extent, but specific rules still reproduce less
than more general ones. Now consider that a specific rule is likely to have been
generated by the reproduction of another specific rule. This means that specific
rules are generated less frequently because they reproduce less frequently.

The second reason more specific rules may be more difficult to find is that
rules start with low fitness and only gain fitness as they are updated. It takes a
number of updates for a rule to reach its full fitness, and more specific rules will
take longer because they are updated less frequently. Because it takes such rules
longer to reach their full fitness, they reproduce less than do more general rules.

A third reason is that genetic search in XCS seems to move mainly from
specific to more general rules. Rules which are too general are unfit, whereas
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rules which are too specific are fit (although not as fit as rules which are as
general as possible without being too general). So rules which are too general
do not reproduce, while rules which are too specific do. If we think of a fitness
landscape, more general rules have larger basins of attraction, while more specific
rules have smaller ones. It should take longer for the GA to create a rule which
falls in the basin of a specific rule – the GA seems inefficient at finding these
rules. Lanzi noticed this problem and added a “specify” operator to XCS which
detects the situation when all rules matching an input are overgeneral and creates
a more specific version of a randomly chosen matching rule [7].

A final reason may be that as |[O]| increases, the proportion of inaccurate to
accurate rules increases in the space of all possible rules. To see this, consider
the extreme case of the constant function, in which all rules are accurate. The
3-bit version of this function is shown as an [O] in Fig. 9. Its [O] has only 1 rule
for each action, so it has the smallest possible |[O]| of any function. Any other
function will have some inaccurate rules and a greater |[O]|.

As the proportion of accurate rules decreases, the proportion of reproductive
events which generate inaccurate rules should rise. If XCS does indeed search
mainly from accurate to more general accurate rules, the generation of new inac-
curate rules would contribute little to the search process. This would mean that
reproductive events which generate inaccurate rules contribute little to search,
so search would be slower on functions with more inaccurate rules, i.e. those of
greater |[O]|.

Input Action Reward
### 0 1000
### 1 0

Fig. 9. The 3-bit constant function, with one possible reward function.

3.3 The Reward Function

As we saw in Sect. 2.2, the reward function can constrain what generalisations are
possible. Apart from this, however, we expected the form of the reward function
to have little effect on problem difficulty, because in XCS fitness is based on
the accuracy with which a rule predicts rewards, and not on the magnitude of
the reward prediction. However, results show the range of rewards – that is, the
difference between the highest and lowest reward – has a potentially strong effect
on problem difficulty.

To study the effect of reward range we used 4-bit parity functions in which
the rewards for most of the function were binary and held constant, but the
rewards for one state (1111) were varied (see Fig. 10). The population size limit
was 500 and other settings were as defined in Sect. 2.5 and used for the 6-bit
tests shown in Fig. 8.
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Input Action Reward
0000 0 100
0000 1 0
0001 0 0
0001 1 100
0010 0 0
0010 1 100
...

...
...

0110 0 100
0110 1 0
1111 0 x
1111 1 y

Fig. 10. The 4-bit parity function, with rewards.

As the range in rewards increases, problem difficulty initially decreases, but
then increases (see Fig. 11). To explain the means by which the reward range has
its effects we must refer to the XCS update rules [10], in particular the prediction
error update:

εj ← εj + β(
|R− pj |

Rmax −Rmin − εj)

and the rule accuracy update:

κj =
{
1 if εj ≤ εo
0.1e(lnα)(εj−εo)/εo otherwise

where εj is the prediction error of rule j, 0 < β ≤ 1 is the learning rate, R
is the reward, pj is the prediction of rule j, Rmax and Rmin are the highest
and lowest rewards possible in any state, κj is the accuracy of rule j, εo is
a constant controlling the tolerance for prediction error and 0 < α < 1 is a
constant controlling the rate of decline in accuracy when the threshold εo is
exceeded (see [10]).4

We can see that in the prediction error update the error between prediction
and reward |R − pj | is normalised to fall between 0 and 1 by dividing it by
the range in rewards Rmax − Rmin. This means the error of a rule is inversely
proportional to reward range; the larger the range the smaller the error.

4 Wilson has since changed the accuracy update to:

κj =

{
1 if εj < εo

α(εj/εo)−v otherwise

where 0 < v is another constant controlling the rate of decline in accuracy when εo

is exceeded.
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Fig. 11. Mean %[O] regret with 95% confidence intervals vs. reward range on the 4-bit
parity problem (Fig. 10). Curves are averages of 400 runs.

The accuracy update says something like: the larger the error the lower the
accuracy. Since fitness is based on accuracy, larger errors mean lower fitness.
Putting all this together, larger reward ranges mean the fitness calculation is
less sensitive to prediction error – it takes a larger error to produce the same
effect. This means that, with larger reward ranges, XCS will often have more
difficulty distinguishing accurate from inaccurate rules. We attribute the increase
in difficulty as the reward range grows to this effect.

However, with larger reward ranges XCS will not always have more difficulty
distinguishing accurate from inaccurate rules. In the extreme case a rule may be
updated towards both Rmax and Rmin, and will have a large error. The errors
of other rules will, in comparison, be small. This may allow XCS to more easily
distinguish the overgenerality of some rules, and may account for the initial
decrease of problem difficulty as reward range increases. We hypothesise that as
reward range increases further this effect is then swamped by the more significant
effect (that XCS becomes less sensitive to prediction error) and problem difficulty
increases.

In order to avoid confounding effects of rewards, in this investigation we use
only binary reward functions with the same reward range unless otherwise noted.

3.4 Mean Hamming Distance

The hamming distance between two strings is defined as the number of charac-
ters which must be changed to transform one into the other. The mean hamming
distance (MHD) of an [O] is the mean distance between each pair of condi-
tion/action strings in the population, including comparison of a given string
with itself.

To study the effect of MHD on difficulty we used the 4 functions represented
in Fig. 12. This figure shows 4 sets of conditions, each of which can be trans-
formed into a fully specified [O] by assigning alternating 0s and 1s as the correct
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action for each condition, commencing with 0 as the correct action for the top-
most condition and working downwards. Correct actions received a reward of
100 while incorrect actions received a reward of 0.

The 4 [O]s represented in Fig. 12 each have |[O]| = 8 and string length 6,
but each has a different mean hamming distance. Figure 13 shows that difficulty
increases with MHD on this set of functions.

H1 H2 H3 H4
000 ### 00# 0## 00# 0## 000 ###
001 ### 00# 1## 00# 1## 001 ###
010 ### 01# 0## 01# 0## 01# 0##
011 ### 01# 1## 01# 1## 01# 1##
100 ### 10# #0# 10# #0# 10# #0#
101 ### 10# #1# 10# #1# 10# #1#
110 ### 11# #0# 11# ##0 11# ##0
111 ### 11# #1# 11# ##1 11# ##1

MHD 2 2.75 2.9375 3.125

Fig. 12. From left to right: [O]s with increasing mean hamming distance, but constant
|[O]| and string length.

We hypothesise that this effect is partly due to the greater ease of transform-
ing more similar strings into each other by crossover and mutation. In [O]s with
shorter mean hamming distances it is easier to move from one accurate general
rule to another.

An additional factor may be involved. In Sect. 3.2 we hypothesised that
inaccurate rules contributed little to genetic search. If this is the case, mutation
of an accurate rule into an inaccurate rule is a waste of effort, and slows the rate
of genetic search. Rules which are more similar to other accurate rules are more
likely to mutate into them, and less likely to mutate into inaccurate rules. Even
if the accurate rule already exists, there may be more benefit in creating another
copy of it than in creating an inaccurate rule. Optimal populations with smaller
hamming distances between their rules are less likely to waste their efforts by
producing inaccurate rules.

4 The Space of Single Step Functions

In the preceding sections we’ve identified several dimensions of single step prob-
lem complexity for XCS. In this section we consider some characteristics of the
space of single step functions and how these dimensions structure it.

The space of single step functions grows rapidly with string length – there are
22

l

possible binary functions for a binary string of length l. We know that some
of these functions are more difficult for XCS than others. One dimension which
affects difficulty is |[O]| – results from Sect. 3.2 show that difficulty increases
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Fig. 13. %[O] for [O]s with different mean hamming distances. Difficulty increases with
MHD. Curves are averages of 100 runs.

with |[O]|. We can use |[O]| to structure the space of l-bit functions: at one
extreme, with |[O]| maximised for a given l, we have a parity function. In this
case [O] consists of 2l · 2 fully specific rules. (There are 2l inputs to match, and
each maps to 2 actions.) At the other extreme, with |[O]| minimised, we have
a constant function. In this case [O] consists of 2 rules with fully generalised
conditions (since the fully generalised condition maps to 2 actions).

Although the parity and constant function bound |[O]| for a given string
length, they are atypical: of the 22

l

functions for a given l there are only 2 parity
and 2 constant functions. The vast majority of functions have |[O]| somewhere
between the two.

If |[O]| was the only dimension relevant to difficulty we would be justified in
stating that the difficulty of a function d([O1]) is greater than another d([O2])
if its |[O]| is greater. That is, if |[O1]| > |[O2]| then d([O1]) > d([O2]). This
would mean that, for l-bit functions, parity was the hardest and the constant
function the easiest. This would give us bounding cases on complexity for l-bit
functions and a unique ordering among them (by |[O]|). Further, it would give us
only 2l ·2 complexity classes (sets of functions of equivalent difficulty) in a much
larger space of 22

l

functions. That is, if we wanted to test XCS on all different
levels of difficulty for l-bit functions, we would only have to test 2l ·2 rather than
22

l

functions.
However, we know that |[O]| is not the only dimension of problem difficulty.

Let’s consider the others we’ve identified. Mean hamming distance, for a given
string length l, covaries with |[O]|: the constant and parity functions – the bound-
ing cases for |[O]| of a given l – have fixed mean hamming distances. MHD is
only variable away from these extremes, so we need only consider its effect away
from them. For example, we need not worry about whether MHD can make
one parity function more difficulty than another, since they must have the same
MHD. This suggests that, unless MHD has a very strong effect – and our studies
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suggest it does not – then complexity for l-bit functions is indeed bounded by
the constant and parity functions. This issue deserves further study.

Unlike MHD, the reward range is independent of |[O]|: we can use any rewards
we like with any function. This suggests that in comparing the complexity of
functions, we should hold reward range constant, unless reward range is itself
the object of comparison, in which case we should hold all other dimensions
constant. This was the approach taken in Sect. 3.3.

The above suggests that, for a given string length and reward range, |[O]|may
be a reasonable metric for problem difficulty, and that the idea of dividing the
space of functions into 2l complexity classes defined by |[O]| is also reasonable.

It is unfortunate that we have been unable to devise a more theoretically
satisfying model of complexity than the “|[O]| + noise” model proposed above.
However, it is perhaps not surprising given the complexity of XCS: the classi-
fier update rules, genetic algorithm, generalisation mechanism, deletion scheme,
triggered operators and other mechanisms all affect the system’s performance.
While no simple precise model of all the above has been found, we are pleased
that a single dimension, |[O]|, provides a simple and seemingly reasonable metric
for problem difficulty. A somewhat more precise metric could perhaps be devised
by combining |[O]| and MHD, but we will not consider this here.

What other dimensions of single step problem difficulty exist for XCS, and
what their significance is, remains to be seen. Because of this, it also remains to
be seen whether |[O]| is sufficient as a complexity metric.

5 A Ternary Single Step Test Suite

In Sect. 3.2 we noted that generalisation is an important subject for XCS, and
that |[O]| is a measure of the degree to which generalisation is possible using the
ternary language. We also saw that |[O]| has a major effect on problem difficulty.
In Sect. 4 we saw how |[O]| can be used to structure the space of functions of a
given string length, and how using |[O]| as a complexity metric divides the space
of functions into a set of complexity classes. There are many fewer complexity
classes than functions, which means we have to test XCS on only a small fraction
of the function space to evaluate it at all levels of difficulty. However, there seems
little need to go into such detail, particularly since higher values of |[O]| make
increasingly fine distinctions about difficulty.

Based on these observations, we propose a single step test suite which ranges
over the dimension of |[O]|, and – to the extent that |[O]| captures problem
difficulty – ranges over problem difficulty. The suite is generated for l-bit strings
as follows:

1 The first function in the series is the parity function for strings of length l.
This function allows no useful generalisation.

2 Obtain the next function by making one of the l bits in the string irrelevant
to the string’s value. In effect we have a parity function for a string of l − 1
bits computed from a string of l bits. This function allows XCS to generalise
over the irrelevant bit.
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3 Repeat step 2 to cumulatively make more bits irrelevant and to obtain more
functions until we reach the constant function, in which all bits are irrelevant.

This algorithm yields a set of l+1 functions for l-bit strings. Recall that the
number of functions grows hyperexponentially with the input string, and that
the number of complexity classes defined by |[O]| grows exponentially with it.
Using this test suite, however, the number of tests we have to make grows only
linearly with the the input string. In other words, it scales well to longer string
lengths in terms of the effort required to perform the tests.

Note that this test suite is specific to the ternary LCS language, and not to
XCS. That is, it may be used with any LCS, or indeed any system employing
the ternary LCS language.

A disadvantage of the test suite is that it considers |[O]| as the only dimension
of problem difficulty. We would argue that the reward range can be considered
separately to |[O]| – we can use any reward range with the test suite. We would
also argue that the bounds on |[O]| provide bounds on MHD, since there is no
variation in MHD at the bounds of |[O]|. There is the possibility that other, as
yet unknown, dimensions of single step problem difficulty exist for XCS. Note,
however, that the algorithm for generating the test suite does not specify how to
select bits to ignore. By selecting bits in different orders we end up with different
versions of the test suite. To cater for the possibility of unknown dimensions of
problem complexity we could iterate the suite generation algorithm many times
to produce many suites and average the results obtained from using them to test
XCS.

The 6-bit tests shown in Fig. 8 were generated using this algorithm, with the
leftmost relevant bit becoming irrelevant on each iteration of step 2.

6 Summary

We began with some methodological considerations, arguing that our approach
of studying single step tasks is reasonable even if we’re really interested in se-
quential ones. We then distinguished between the input/output functions we
often speak of and the RL problems XCS is really applied to. Next we presented
a way of representing RL problems which is particularly well suited to systems
which use the ternary LCS language. Then we saw, for the first time in the lit-
erature, how population size affects performance in XCS and took measures to
take its effect into account.

We’ve also taken some steps towards answering the questions posed at the
start of the paper. We’ve examined a number of dimensions of problem com-
plexity, some of them (reward range and MHD) previously unknown. We’ve
illustrated how a significant dimension, |[O]|, structures the space of functions
and defines complexity classes within it. Based on this we’ve presented a sin-
gle step test suite template that’s simple to describe and implement, and which
scales to any length input string. We hope this test suite will prove useful, both
by improving the way we evaluate LCS, that is, through its use, and by spurring
the search for a better suite, and the knowledge needed to construct one.
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The work begun here can be extended in many ways. To begin with, the
search for additional dimensions of complexity for XCS seems important, as
does evaluation of the many hypotheses introduced to account for the effects
observed in Sect. 3. To what extent our approach is appropriate for other LCS
remains to be seen, as does their sensitivity to the complexity dimensions we’ve
examined with XCS.

Finally, we’ve provided a great deal of additional empirical evidence to sup-
port the suggestion in [4] that XCS reliably evolves [O]s for boolean functions.
We suspect that XCS can reliably learn any function from the class studied here,
given enough resources.
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Abstract. A stimulus-response LCS, called EpiCS, based upon the BOOLE and 
NEWBOOLE paradigms, was developed to work in single-step environments in 
which the goal is to generalize clinical decision rules from medical data by 
means of building explanatory and predictive models.  This paper addresses the 
scalability of EpiCS to a large database, the Fatal Accident Reporting System 
(FARS), which is a large prospective database supported by the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) of Transportation. This 
investigation used 1998 FARS data, the most recent complete year’s data 
available at this time.  The performance of EpiCS in building explanatory and 
predictive models compared very favorably with a decision tree inducer and 
logistic regression applied to these tasks. 

1 Introduction 

A central goal of clinical research is the discovery and refinement of concepts, or
rules, that exist in medical databases.  As it usually takes more than a single rule to 
form a complete concept in medicine, rules are often bundled together in a single 
model. These models serve one of two purposes: they can identify exposures and
other factors that may explain a clinical outcome, usually disease or death, or they can 
predict an outcome, in terms of risk, given the presence of exposures and other factors 
found to be important. Traditionally, explanatory models are developed after difficult
and painstaking work involving univariate and bivariate statistical procedures. A
typical explanatory model would involve one or more IF..THEN rules, where the 
conditions express whether or not a set of exposures has occurred, and the consequent 
is a single clinical outcome. Predictive models require even more effort, as they re-
quire sophisticated multivariate techniques such as logistic regression. Both model
building tasks are often hampered by preconceived mental models held by researchers 
that bias the investigation, especially during exploratory analysis. In addition, model 
building is a daunting exercise, requiring substantial time and effort. One way to 
address these issues is to incorporate data mining into the research endeavor as a first 
step in the model building process.   
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There has been increasing interest in applying evolutionary computation methods 
as data mining tools to knowledge discovery in databases (KDD).  A number of KDD 
applications using genetic algorithms and genetic programming have been reported in 
the literature [3,10,12]. However, relatively few researchers have reported using  
Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) in this area [6,8,14,17]; even fewer have reported 
on their use on large-scale data mining problems. This paper reports on applying a 
LCS to mine a real-world clinical database of considerable size and complexity for 
explanatory and predictive models. 

2 Methods 

2.1 EpiCS: A Learning Classifier System for Epidemiologic Surveillance 

A stimulus-response LCS, EpiCS [5] was developed from the NEWBOOLE model 
[2] to meet the demands posed by epidemiologic data.  The distinctive features of 
EpiCS include algorithms for controlling under- and over-generalization of data, a 
methodology for determining risk as a measure of classification [6], and the ability to 
use differential negative reinforcement of false positive and false negative errors in 
classification during training.  Real-number encoding was implemented in EpiCS for 
this investigation, using the approach suggested by Wilson [16]. 

2.2 Description of Data 

The source of data for this investigation was the Fatal Accident Reporting System 
(FARS), which is a large prospective database supported by the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) of the United States Department of Trans-
portation. FARS documents all fatal automobile crashes occurring in the United 
States and Puerto Rico. These crashes are characterized in a large number of crash-, 
vehicle-, and person-specific variables that can be mined to determine their 
association with the outcome (fatality/no fatality).  Data have been collected for 
FARS since 1975, and are available as ASCII files on the NHTSA Web site 
(www.nhtsa.gov).  This investigation used 1998 data, the most recent complete year’s 
data available. 

FARS data comprises three files, each representing an accident, the vehicles 
involved in the accident, or the persons associated with each vehicle. Only the person-
specific file was used, to allow for the investigation of associations of person-specific 
features with fatality.  A total of 20 features were selected from the file; these are dis-
played in Table 1.  In the 1998 FARS data, there were a total of 100,978 records, each 
representing a single person involved, but not necessarily killed, in a fatal crash.  Of 
these, 41,471 (41.4%) represented fatalities.   
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Table 1.   List of features in the FARS 1998 data used for this investigation 

Feature Values 
Roadway function Major urban, Major rural, Minor urban, Minor rural 
Manner of collision Rear-end, head-on, sideswipe, no collision 
School bus related No, Yes 
Body type Automobile, Utility vehicle, Minivan, Van, Pickup truck, 

Light truck, School bus, Bus, Truck, Motor home, Motorcycle, 
All-terrain vehicle, Farm/Construction vehicle, Other type, 
Unknown 

Vehicle rollover No, Yes 
Emergency use vehicle No, Yes 
Fire occurrence No, Yes 
Age Continuous 
Sex Male, Female, Unknown 
Person type Driver, Passenger, Pedestrian, Bicyclist, Unknown 
Seating position Non-motorist, Front, Second row, Third row, Fourth row, Other, 

Exterior of vehicle, Unknown 
Non-motorist location Occupant, Intersection, Non-intersection, Unknown 
Ejected from vehicle No, Totally, Partially, Unknown 
Drinking No, Yes, Unknown 
Injury severity No injury, Injury, Unknown 
Work-related No, Yes 
Restraint None, Seat belt, Child safety seat, Helmet, Other 
Alcohol results Negative, Within legal limit, Outside legal limit, Not 

administered, Unknown 
Drug involvement No, Yes, Unknown 
Fatality (outcome) No, Yes 

2.3  Experimental Procedure 

Procedures for creating and evaluating the explanatory and predictive models from 
FARS data were developed separately for EpiCS and the two comparison methods, 
decision tree induction using See5 [13] and logistic regression. 

Preparation of Data 
The original coding scheme for each feature, as used in FARS, was preserved.  Codes 
representing unknown or not-applicable values were also used in their native form, 
rather than converted to missing values. This was done because in data mining, it is 
useful to understand the distribution of these types of codes, rather than forcing them 
into a single category representing missing values. 

The database was separated into training and testing sets of equal size (50,489 
records) with equal distribution of each of the two classes between them, but pre-
serving the class distribution of the main database. The composition of the training 
and testing sets is shown in Table 2. Records were selected from the database 
randomly without replacement to ensure that all records were used and that the 
training and testing sets were mutually exclusive.   
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Table 2.  Distribution of records in the training and testing sets 

 Training Set Testing Set Total 
Fatalities 20736 20735 41471 
Non-fatalities 29753 29754 59507 
Total 50489 50489 100978 

The unequal distribution of the two classes in the FARS data is typical of clinical 
data in general.  To ensure that EpiCS was exposed to all cases in the training and 
testing sets, a prevalence-based bootstrapping procedure [9] was employed. Preva-
lence-based bootstrapping is a type of frequency-based boosting [1,4,15] that ensures 
the even sampling of clinical data for training and testing the LCS. 

See5 and logistic regression, like any classification system, are affected by classi-
fication pressure when operating in environments with unequal class prevalence.  In 
order to ensure comparability with the procedures applied to EpiCS, the prevalence-
based bootstrap procedure described in [9] was used to create 20 training-testing set 
pairs from the main dataset. These sets differed from those created for the EpiCS 
trials, in that they comprised equal numbers of positive and negative cases. In practice 
however, they were similar, in that the prevalence-based bootstrap procedure creates 
“virtual” training and testing sets of equal class distribution at run-time. 

EpiCS

EpiCS was trained using the training data described above, over 20 trials, each 
consisting of 30,000 iterations. This was done to ensure that full convergence had 
been reached prior to stopping each trial, and that any inter-trial variance could be 
assessed.  At each 100th iteration, the Area Under the Receiver Operating Charac-
teristic Curve (AUC), corrected for the number of unclassifiable cases, was obtained 
using training set data.   The AUC is a classification accuracy metric that is preferable 
to “percent correct” or “error rate” in data where the class distributions are unequal 
[7,11].   The training period lasted a total of 10,000 iterations, each defined as expos-
ure of EpiCS to a single randomly selected training case. 

After training, the classifier population was examined qualitatively for emergence 
of explanatory models, which were subsequently validated by a panel of clinical 
experts. The trained system was then exposed to the testing cases in the FARS data-
base and its classification accuracy was determined by two methods.  First, the classi-
fications were tallied and compared with known classifications for each testing case, 
and the AUC was calculated, analogously to the procedure used during training.  
Second, EpiCS’s risk assessment module was used to determine the risk of outcome 
for each case. For comparison with the RAM-derived model, a stepwise logistic 
model was created from the training set data and then applied to the testing data to 
determine its accuracy.

Logistic Regression 
In logistic regression, the risk of developing an outcome is expressed as a function of 
a set of predictor (or independent) variables.  The dependent variable in the logistic 
model is the natural logarithm of the odds of disease: 
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where �y is the estimated probability of developing an outcome, given the presence of 
risk factors x

1
...xn.  The formula in Eq. (2) is used to derive clinical decision rules. 

One important implication of the logistic model is that one can calculate an odds 
ratio (OR) for an independent variable, adjusted for the effects of the other 
independent variables in the model.  The OR indicates the degree of association of an 
independent variable with the outcome.  ORs less than 1.0 indicate a “protective 
effect” in that exposure to the variable of interest is associated with decreased risk of 
outcome. ORs exceeding 1.0 indicate a positive association of the independent 
variable with the outcome. 

The risk estimates from either adjusted ORs or from the entire logistic model, are 
used to create clinical prediction rules. These rules can be used to determine the 
classification of a patient by outcome status, given the patient’s values for the 
variables that have been included in the model. For example, a single adjusted OR 
could be calculated for a person’s odds of fatality when she is involved in an auto-
mobile crash and not restrained by seat belt. As described above, this OR would be 
adjusted by the other variables in the model, so it would automatically take into 
account such other factors as age, sex, alcohol use, etc.  However, a more expansive 
rule can be created using Eq. (2); this rule provides an overall estimate of risk for the 
person, based on all variables in the model simultaneously and not just an estimate for 
a single exposure variable. Both approaches to prediction of risk are germane to this 
investigation. 

Twenty separate stepwise logistic models were created from the training set data 
described above, using all 19 features as independent variables and the outcome, 
fatality, as the dependent variable. A permissive p-value (0.95) was used to ensure 
that all variables entered the model. Fixed models were then run, using the variables 
that were found to be significant (p<0.07) on the respective stepwise models.  The 
beta coefficients from each fixed model were used to create a clinical prediction rule, 
using the formula shown in Eq. (2).  These rules  were then applied to all cases in the 
respective testing set to determine the risk of outcome for each case.  Dichotomous 
indicators of risk (Fatality/No fatality) were created at each decile of these risk 
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estimates.  The classification accuracy of each of models was assessed by calculating 
the AUC; these results were averaged and compared to those obtained from EpiCS. 

Decision Tree Induction 
See5 was used to derive pruned decision tree models from each of the 20 training sets, 
described above.  In order to ensure comparability with EpiCS, See5’s boosting and 
cross-validation procedures were not used; rather the prevalence-based bootstrap 
procedure, emulated through the separate datasets, was employed to optimize these 
models. From each of the models, See5 created a parsimonious rule set that was then 
used to classify the cases in each of the respective testing sets.  The classification 
accuracy of these rule sets was determined by calculating the AUC. The results for the 
20 models were averaged and compared with those obtained from EpiCS. 

3 Results 

3.1  Training 

The performance of EpiCS during training is demonstrated in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1.   Performance of EpiCS during training.  Points on the plot represent areas under the 
receiver-operating characteristic curve obtained at each 100th iteration, corrected for training 
cases that could not be classified

As can readily be seen, EpiCS reached convergence quickly on FARS training data, 
within 2,000 iterations, attaining an AUC of 0.97, SD (1 standard deviation)=0.02.  
All training cases were classifiable after 2,200 iterations (Indeterminant Rate=0.0, 
SD=0.0.  The time required for convergence was an average of 3.5 minutes 
(SD=0.01). 
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3.2   Emergence of Explanatory Models 

The macrostate population after training demonstrated the emergence of generalized 
explanatory models. These models were judged to be useful by a panel of experts in 
automotive safety and injury epidemiology, and were found to be more informative 
and useful qualitatively than the pruned rule sets obtained from comparison runs with 
See5. These models included rules that were of little surprise, such as Rule 1, shown 
in Fig. 1. Other rules were not expected, yet suggested new, previously unconsidered 
hypotheses. One such rule was Rule 2, shown below; in this type of situation, one 
would expect that the lower speed limits imposed on urban roads would protect 
against fatal accidents. However, the panel responded with the hypothesis that in-
creased traffic and possible increased drug or alcohol involvement might explain this 
rule. Subsequent investigation proved all three to contribute to the model, which 
would have not been built using traditional statistical methods. Some sample rules 
derived by EpiCS are shown in Fig. 2. These rules represent the most prevalent in the 
macrostate population at the end of training. In addition, the prevalence of these rules 
remained constant throughout each of the 20 EpiCS trials. 

Fig. 2.  Rules extracted using EpiCS 

The rules extracted from the model derived by logistic regression are shown below.  
No other rules were found across all 20 logistic regression runs; that is, only 
ROLLOVER, FIRE, and WORK-RELATED were found to be statistically significant 
in the logistic models. 

The odds ratios for the features shown above were statistically significant, as 
shown below in Table 1. Of the odds ratios for the 19 candidate features, no others 
were found to be statistically significant. 

1.   IF  ROLLOVER=Yes or 
    EJECTED=Yes or 

FIRE=Yes 
THEN  FATALITY=Yes 

2. IF   URBAN HIGHWAY=Yes  
  THEN  FATALITY=Yes 

 3. IF  COLLISION<>MOTOR VEHICLE or 
    ALCOHOL=No or 
    DRUGS=No 
  THEN  FATALITY=No
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Table 1.   Odds ratios for signifcant features used in the logistic model derived from FARS 
data.  Odds ratios >1 represent a poistive association between the feature and the outcome 
(fatality).  Odds ratios <1 represent a protective effect 

 Confidence interval (95%) Odds ratio Lower Upper 
ROLLOVER 1.8 1.3 2.6 
FIRE 5.8 1.3 26.3 
WORK-RELATED 0.5 0.4 0.5 

Fig. 3. Rules extracted using logistic regression 

Sample rules derived by See5 are shown below:  

Fig. 4. Rules extracted using See5 

The rules induced by See5 were extremely parsimonious, and often conflicting.  For 
example, WORK-RELATED was associated with fatality and non-fatality alike.  In 
addition, no rules induced by See5 contained more than one conjunct. 

3.3   Classification Performance: Application of the Models to Prediction 

Table 3 shows that the classification performance of EpiCS on testing data was 
excellent (AUC=0.98, IR=0.02).  Comparison with See5 (AUC=0.97) showed EpiCS 
to be slightly better, but not significantly so (p>0.05).  The risk models built by EpiCS 
performed significantly better than those derived by logistic regression (AUC from 
EpiCS=0.97; from logistic regression, 0.89; p<0.01).  The terms in the logistic model 
were compared with those in the EpiCS models, and the former excluded many 
“interesting” terms that were included by the EpiCS models; this parsimony may have 
dampened the prediction performance of the logistic model. 

1.  IF  ROLLOVER=Yes  
 THEN  FATALITY=Yes

 2. IF  FIRE=Yes  
  THEN  FATALITY=Yes

 3. IF  DRUGS=No  
 THEN  FATALITY=No

1.  IF  ROLLOVER=Yes or  
  FIRE=Yes 

 THEN  FATALITY=Yes 
   
 2. IF  WORK-RELATED=Yes 

 THEN  FATALITY=No 
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Table 2.   Comparison of EpiCS, See5, and logistic regression on classification performance.  
Areas under the receiver operating characteristic curve averaged over the 20 bootstrapped trials, 
one standard deviation shown in parentheses 

 EpiCS See5 Logistic regression 
Area under the 

ROC curve 0.98 (0.01) 0.97 (0.01) 0.89 (0.01) 

4 Discussion 

This investigation focused on the application of EpiCS, a stimulus-response LCS, to a 
complicated problem in data mining: the discovery of explanatory and predictive 
models in a large epidemiologic surveillance database.  Heretofore, most reports of 
the use of LCS in data mining have used relatively small databases that are standards 
in the machine learning repositories.  However, the application of a LCS to mining 
the FARS database represents a significant departure from these efforts.  Even with a 
relatively small number of features, the large number of records in FARS, and the 
subsequent possibility for a high-dimensional problem space, provides a substantial 
testbed for any data mining approach, let alone the LCS. 

While not necessarily generalizable to other LCS paradigms such as XCS, EpiCS’s 
performance on both learning new concepts from FARS and applying them to novel 
data was excellent. Given the size of the database, it was surprising that EpiCS so 
quickly reached convergence during training (within 2,500 iterations).  One possible 
answer for this can be found in the parsimony of the rules that evolved during training 
for all three methods. These rules comprise the explanatory models.  The FARS data 
appeared to partition well on relatively few features; that is, only several features 
contributed to the outcome. Examining the macrostate population evolved by EpiCS, 
the size of the decision trees and the subsequent rule sets induced by See5, and the 
number of candidate terms entered into the stepwise logistic model bears this out. 

These results are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. The rules evolved by EpiCS were 
found by an expert clinical panel to be more informative than the rules that comprised 
the See5 or logistic models. This was due to the coverage provided by Rule 1 (Fig. 2), 
in which rollover, occupant ejection, or fire were all associated with fatality.  The 
rules induced by logistic regression never included occupant ejection as a possible 
predictor of fatality, and this is clinically counterintuitive. Additional sparseness was 
seen in the See5 models, where no disjunctions were found in the rulesets. Although 
rollover and fire were associated with fatality in these models, they were so only in 
the context of two separate rules, which makes their use potentially more cumbersome 
in applying them in a global clinical prediction rule. 

Applying the macrostate classifiers to the task of prediction, or classifying unseen 
cases from the testing set, one can see that they performed very well, with nearly 
maximal AUCs. So too did the rules induced by See5, with no significant difference 
detected between the predictive accuracy of these rules compared with those of 
EpiCS.  The predictive accuracy of the logistic regression models was significantly 
worse than that of the EpiCS or See5 models. This is an important finding, as logistic 
regression is considered the standard method for creating clinical prediction rules 
from population-based data. 
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5 Conclusions 

This investigation demonstrated the ability of EpiCS, a stimulus-response LCS, to  
discover explanatory and predictive models in a large, real-world database used in 
epidemiologic surveillance. Additional research is needed into such issues as model 
interpretation and data visualization using the macrostate classifier population and 
applicability to other, even larger and more complex databases.  However, this in-
vestigation indicates that the LCS is a promising paradigm from which to build prac-
tical data mining tools, and points to the feasibility of using other LCS approaches, 
particularly XCS, for knowledge discovery in databases. 
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Abstract. This paper reports on a number of experiments where three
different groups of artificial agents learn, forecast and trade their hold-
ings in a real stock market scenario given exogeneously in the form of
easily-obtained stock statistics such as various price moving averages,
first difference in prices, volume ratios, etc. These artificial agent-types
trade while learning during – in most cases – a ten year period. They nor-
mally start at the beginning of the year 1990 with a fixed initial wealth
to trade over two assets (a bond and a stock) and end in the second half
of the year 2000. The adaptive agents are represented as Learning Classi-
fier Systems (LCSs), that is, as sets of bit-encoded rules. Each condition
bit expresses the truth or falsehood of a certain real market condition.
The actual conditions used differ between agents. The forecasting per-
formance is then compared against the performance of the buy-and-hold
strategy, a trend-following strategy and finally against the bank invest-
ment over the same period of time at a fixed compound interest rate.
To make the experiments as real as possible, agents pay commissions on
every trade. The results so far suggest that this is an excellent approach
to make trading decisions in the stock market.

1 Introduction

Many techniques have been used to model financial time series data such as stock
prices, including linear and nonlinear statistical methods and more inscrutable
methods such as neural nets. The hope is that if the time series can be predicted
fairly well, the predictions can be used to make profitable buy/sell/hold deci-
sions. Time series modelling may work well for physical systems, such as blood
flow in veins, because the underlying physical laws do not change with time even
though their effects (such as the rhythmic expansion and contraction of blood
vessels) may do so. However, time series modelling in the financial world often
seems to fail to track any of the causes of the data, and the causes themselves
change over time. All that happens is that the model ceases to fit the real data
well, and then it has become time to re-train or re-fit.

So what can we do? Continual re-training may not be the answer; in the case
of (e.g.) neural networks it may be expensive, and certainly performance cannot
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always improve, so there is a potential problem about when to switch from the
old model to a new one. Another drawback of such models is that they do not
tend to identify or explain anything about the relevant phenomena that is being
modelled; this is not their main goal. As a result, there is no added knowledge or
hypothesis about the underlying causes of the changes in the environment being
modelled.

Our approach here is different. Because financial markets are complex sys-
tems where the players are human traders, we try to address these issues by
focusing on the agent rather than on the data. The idea is to model traders’
decision-making processes as they decide repeatedly whether to buy, sell or hold
a particular stock. Modelling individual traders may not be ideal – individuals
are extremely complex, their actions are affected by their private knowledge,
their emotional make-up, even their breakfast!. Why then, not model the be-
haviour of whole groups of traders instead? We hypothesise that the aggregate
behaviour of a group will be simpler to model than that of individuals and that
it may still produce very good results.

What do we mean by modelling the behaviour of a group of traders? In this
work it is a group of traders who use a certain set of information when making
decisions. To make a simple start, we choose small and reasonable-looking sets,
consisting of some binary indicators about how today’s prices and volumes relate
to various moving averages and historical extremes. The behaviour of the group
is expressed as a set of rules that relate to a single stock, such as: if A and B
and not C and D then buy 45% of what cash-in-hand allows; if not A and B and
not C then sell 15% of current holdings; etc.

Initially the agent’s rules are randomly generated, although with an inbuilt
bias towards generality. Thereafter they are periodically modified by simulated
evolution (see [3] for an introduction), so that rules which perform better than
average are more likely to produce descendants, but the forces of recombination
and mutation also work to produce new and steadily better rules.

2 The Model

In this paper we describe an artificial stock market model consisting of agents
of different types each represented by a Michigan-style strength-based Learning
Classifier System (LCS). Each agent learns and adapts to a market environment
that is partially understood and where the domain characteristics can change
rapidly over time. In the work reported here, the market environment consists
of genuine daily price information about some genuine stock, typically over a
ten-year period. The agents make investment decisions of whether to buy, sell
or hold different proportions of two assets: a risky stock and a risk-free bond
(essentially, an immediate-access bank account paying a reasonable but fixed
rate of compound interest). Having different views about the market, each type
of agent creates, develops and explores a vast pool of expectational models based
on the recommendations of those strategies that perform best over time. There
are three different types of agents in the model described in this paper.
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Rather than describe the mechanics of a Michigan-style LCS, the interested
reader is referred to [4] for a recent introduction and overview.

2.1 Evolution of Rules

It is important to emphasize that trader types are evolved rather than models of
individual traders. The assumption is that the aggregate behaviour of a set of
traders, each of whom is (say) basing buy/sell/hold decisions on certain sorts of
data such as information about various moving averages and recent highs and
lows, will be simpler to describe than the complex behaviour of only one trader.
Any one trader might include in his decision-making factors such as personal
knowledge of the people controlling the company, private knowledge of the local
economy, etc. However, within a group who use the same basic methodology,
the effects of such extra factors may tend to balance out so that the group’s
behaviour may at least be approximated in terms of only a modest set of easily
available indicators.

For example, a trader type may pay attention to such factors as whether
today’s price is more than 20% higher than the 5-day-moving average, whether
today’s volume is larger than yesterday’s and so on. At present, a trader type
is characterised by the particular set of such factors fi – each of them binary,
a simple yes/no – that it pays attention to. Its behaviour is expressed in terms
of rules whose conditions are a combination of terms such as f1 = yes, f2 = no,
f3 = don’t care (the don’t care are wildcards, they match either yes or no).
Rule actions can be to do nothing (hold), or to buy more stock using a certain
proportion of current cash invested in the risk-free bond, or to sell a certain
proportion of holdings in the stock and invest that in the risk-free bond.

In experiments, a trader type starts with a certain capital and gradually
learns how to trade a certain stock, keeping cash not invested in that stock
in a risk-free fixed-interest bond, essentially a high-interest immediate-access
bank account paying 8% annual interest compounded daily. Every trade involves
paying a commission too, normally set to 0.1% of the value of the transaction.
The initial rules are created at random, except that there is a high proportion
of wildcards involved. Rules that, with hindsight, contributed in some way to
good trading decisions get rewarded and receive more attention whenever rules
compete to make the next decision. Every so often a Genetic Algorithm (GA)
is run in order to evolve the rules further; rules with a good track record are
favoured in this process.

2.2 Previous Work

First, in order to explore the degree of reliability that artificially intelligent agents
can have when applied to real life economic problems, we conducted an initial
evaluation of whether an LCS is able to represent competent traders in a real
market scenario in which daily stock prices, volume of transactions, dividends
and information about other simple investment strategies are given to the agents
exogenously, so permitting us to focus on the dynamics and evolution of the
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behaviour of these evolving traders without having to be concerned about how
their actions affect the market.

See [6,7] for further details. In particular, these papers give details of the
variables used in the rule conditions for each of three types of trader, and of the
learning classifier system used. We do not repeat such details in this paper.

The results in those earlier papers, using the very well performing stock
Merck and Co. over a period of ten years showed that the artificial agents, by
displaying different and rich behaviours evolved over time, were indeed able to
discover and refine novel and successful sets of market strategies that could
outperform baseline strategies such as (i) buy-and-hold: simply put all available
cash into the stock at the start and then keep it there, and (ii) bank: merely keep
all money in the bank at a good rate of interest, never buying the stock. Note
that the buy-and-hold strategy can be a very good one if the stock performs well
over the years, and bank strategy can be very good if the stock performs poorly
over the years.

Arguably, Merck and Co. is not a representative example of a stock (no stock
would be), nor is it an unequivocally impressive illustration of our approach.
Figure 1 shows how it performed over the years; in that figure, the lowest of the
jagged lines shows how the value (in US dollars) of the buy-and-hold strategy
grew over the years – the horizontal axis represents trading days. Apart from
a fall over a period of about one and a half years in the middle, the stock’s
value grew fairly steadily, and at a very healthy rate in the most recent years.
It was therefore fairly easy to make money from it. As the figure also shows,
the best examples of the three trader types each managed to outperform the
buy-and-hold strategy by a healthy margin. Although the fluctuations in their
wealth were similar to the fluctuations in the stock’s value (as shown by the
wealth of the buy-and-hold strategy), they were able to do better by transferring
money from the stock to the bank during downturns and transferring it back in
upswings, as a close examination of the sequence of decisions revealed. The bank
strategy of course did poorly; its wealth is shown by the lowest, smoothly rising
line in Fig. 1.

Those results left open an number of important questions:

– how would our approach perform when applied to a stock that tended to
drop in price over the years? Would it still be able to make money by buying
in early in any upswing, even though those might be rare? How would that
compare with the bank strategy?

– how would our approach perform when applied to a more temperamental
stock, for which neither the buy-and-hold nor the bank strategy would be
particularly effective?

– the rules are evolved by running a genetic algorithm every so often, to pro-
duce new rules by selection, recombination and mutation and then replace
20% of existing rules by crowding. Clearly, it matters how often the GA is
invoked. If the GA is run too rarely, progress towards good rules will be
slow; if it is run too often, there won’t be time for rules to demonstrate their
proper value. For example, a certain rule might apply only on rare occasions
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Fig. 1.Merck and Co. Stock. Wealth (in US dollars) of Bank Investment, Buy-and-Hold
Strategy and Trader-Types 1,2 and 3 over a period of 11 years

but be crucial when it does. That rule only gets the chance to earn its keep
when that rare situation arises. If the GA runs before that time, the poten-
tially valuable rule will be an obvious candidate for replacement because it
has not yet done anything, or perhaps anything particularly useful. This is
an ongoing topic of research into LCSs which raises two fundamental issues:
first, how can an LCS be made to behave fairly towards rarely-applicable yet
valuable rules; and second, are such rules genuinely irreplaceable? Consider
a car-driving rule system. A rule which says “if about to hit a wall, slam
on the brakes” is very useful but (hopefully) applies very rarely; but is it
needed at all, or is it possible to produce a rule system that ensures that
such a situation will never even arise?

– not all runs produce any trader types that perform well. How much effort
does it take to produce a good agent through repeated runs, and is this
stock-dependent?

This paper addresses these questions.

3 Results

In order to test if our approach works, that is, whether the best of the sets of rules
evolved perform more profitably than other common strategies, we typically use
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ten years of historical data. The simulated traders apportion their money be-
tween holdings in a reliable high-interest bond (8%pa compound) and holdings
of the stock in question, and they are obliged to pay a realistic commission on
every trade (0.1% of transaction value). The best of them seriously outperform
strategies such as keeping money in the high-interest bond, or buying then hold-
ing at the start of a prolonged general growth. The models are cheap to evolve,
taking only minutes on a reasonable PC; not all models are great performers,
but the cost of finding good performing models is still low.

Results with the stocks we use in this paper are consistent with our previous
results, and not only do good percentages of the agents keep outperforming the
bank investment and the buy-and-hold strategies, but also outperform a new
trend-following strategy we have recently implemented. This strategy buys into
a stock when the price starts to show an upward trend, and sells the stock when
there is potential evidence that the price will continue to fall.

The trend-following strategy is simple and yet will outperform both the buy-
and-hold strategy and the bank strategy if the stock price does not show a clear
long-term trend upwards or downwards. It assumes that there will be an uptrend
if is sees that the price of the stock today is higher than yesterday, and therefore
buys the total number of shares that its available cash allows, minus the com-
mission. If today’s price is lower than yesterday’s it assumes a continuation of
that downward trend and sells all shares in possession. In both cases no other
transaction is made until there is a reversal in trend. It pays commission in the
same way the adaptive agents do. Note that when this strategy sells its stock
and puts its money in the bank, the commission it pays on the transaction is
higher than three days of interest earned on the bank deposit. On any given day,
its holdings are either all shares valued at the current price, or all cash in the
bank and earning interest. The frequency of transactions varies from stock to
stock with this strategy, and as we will see in the next section, its performance
is quite unpredictable and unreliable; it can be the best or the worst, depending
on the stock.

Is it worth also using a fixed random strategy for comparison purposes? We
believe not. The agents each start with a random strategy, and those random
strategies do not survive long; they are replaced by better ones because of the
learning process.

It is important to recall that the results of the following sections represent the
performance of the best traders of a number of runs. This is an on-line learning
model where the agents start trading in a real environment at day one with
initially completely random strategies. Every new run is independent of previous
ones and starts with a set of random strategies, with each agent initially having
10,000 dollars or pounds depending on whether the stock in question is a US or
UK one. The random number seed is changed for each run; running the model
with the same seed value would give exactly the same results. As described in
[7], with probability 0.5 any bit-position in an initial rule’s condition will be a
#, so that the initial rule-set is reasonably general; 0s and 1s each occur with
probability 0.25. However, random strategies are not uniformly bad. For a given
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run, the initial strategies that one agent gets can be genuinely better than what
another agent gets.

Another novel property of this model is that in all results reported in this
paper, the agents never see the stock price on any given day of the simulation
more than once. The agent is trained according to how successful it will be (from
day one) and later in the simulation, according to how successful it has been.
Agents are not allowed to borrow money if they run out of it. The process is
very different from other time series analysis models such as neural networks,
where the data may be presented to the net for training literally thousands of
times as part of the process of trying to minimise an error measure. Typically
in a neural net system, when training is complete performance is then tested on
unseen data. Such systems are usually very slow, need retraining at uncertain
intervals and can be unsatisfactory because they offer no convenient explanation
of why a given buy/sell/hold decision was made.

In the studies presented in this paper there is no separate testing phase
that uses separate data. All the data are unseen, and the learning process is
a continual one. The test of success is whether an agent continues to trade
profitably, especially when compared with plausible non-evolutionary strategies.
Remember, too, that the GA which is responsible for improving the rules runs
in most cases reported in this paper only every 50-200 trading days. We do not
want to try to examine whether it is possible for an artificial stock-market agent
to be trained to learn good trading behaviour through repeated encounters with
historical data. We are interested in exploring whether such agents can survive
in the most human-like way we have found so far: where opportunities are given
only once!.

In [7] we have already shown results where we trained for 9 years and tested
for one further year during which the GA was turned off. In that particular
example (Merck & Co.), the testing phase did produce better results than the
buy-and-hold and the bank investments. But we believe that it is unrealistic to do
such tests; in practice, traders do not use a fixed set of rules over an indefinitely
long period but change them as market conditions alter.

As an example of this point, consider Luca Beltrametti’s learning to fore-
cast experiment [2] on the foreign exchange market with a LCS. In this exper-
iment, the authors evaluated the performance of their adaptive agent against
other decision rules which followed the prescription of various economic theories
on exchange rate behaviour and the performance of forecasts given by Vector
Auto Regression model (VAR) estimations of the exchange-rate’s determinants.
Although the out-of-sample forecasting ability of the adaptive agent under per-
formed while in-sample forecasting outperformed the rival VAR model, it really
doesn’t matter. It is important to stress that the authors’ purpose was to use the
other methods as control devices to test the adaptive agent’s goodness of fit by
means of a formal statistical tool, i.e. whether the agent could learn to forecast
the exchange rate under the conditions they specified in the experiment, not to
compare if the adaptive agent was better or worse than the other models.
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Our position is that the adaptive learning should never be frozen in non-
stable environments such as real stock markets. Brian Arthur [1] in the Santa Fe
Institute artificial stock market has also tested this, by injecting into his popu-
lations of strategies some that had been very good in the past. He observed that
such transplanted strategies behaved badly in their new market environment;
clearly they had been adapted to specific past conditions. As market behaviour
remains unstable and never settles down, learning and forecasting should be con-
tinual activities. And because market conditions are ever-changing, our results
do not show continuous improvements in performance throughout all time. They
genuinely adapt.

3.1 Data

Although one single stock can capture some features of real markets, we feel that
more investigation is needed across different stocks to analyse agent behaviour
under a full range of market phenomena of interest such as abrupt changes in
trading volume, bubbles, crashes, market psychology and moods. For this reason
we present results of simulations of a selection of stocks representative of two
potentially different market environments (the UK and the US), five of which
trade in the London Stock Exchange and three in the New York Stock Exchange.

Table 1 describes general characteristics of the stocks analysed such as the
company name, the industry sector they belong to and their index membership.
Table 2 is a continuation that refers to their symbol and the actual dates used
in the experiments we describe in this section. The length of the series is not the
same in all stocks due to the fact that availability of both, prices and volumes
is needed for the agents to process. There are two stocks with shorter series:
Lloyds TSB Group (series of length 1,659) and WPP Group (length 1,752), the
others are longer than 2,500 trading days. Unfortunately, Lloyds’ price series
after December 29th, 1995 was unavailable, as well as WPP’s volume series up
to June 30th, 1993. Note that one calendar year (365 days) corresponds roughly
to only 253 financial or trading days.

Table 1. Profile of Stocks Analysed

COMPANY NAME SECTOR INDEX MEMBERSHIP
BP Amoco Plc. Oil and Gas FTSE 100
GKN Plc. Automobiles FTSE 100
Hanson Plc. Construction FTSE Mid 250

Lloyds TSB Group Plc. Banking FTSE 100
WPP Group Plc. Media FTSE 100
Microsoft Corp. Tech., Software Nasdaq 100, S&P 500, Dow Ind.

Cabletron Systems, Inc. Tech., Comp. Networks S&P 500
Forest Oil, Corp. Oil and Gas N/A
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As we will see later in this section, these stocks include good performers that
have generally grown over the period and other that have pretty steadily fallen.
From now on, we will address them by their symbol as shown on table 2, and
their properties and trends by day numbers rather than the actual dates when
they occurred.

Table 2. Dates of Stocks Analysed Corresponding to Table 1

SYMBOL FROM TO NO. OF DAYS
BP.L 06/19/89 06/07/00 2,780
GKN.L 06/19/89 06/07/00 2,780
HNS.L 06/19/89 06/07/00 2,780
LLOY.L 06/19/89 12/27/95 1,659
WPP.L 07/01/93 06/07/00 1,752

NASDAQNM: MSFT 13/03/86 25/08/00 3,654
NYSE: CS 31/05/89 28/04/00 2,757
NYSE: FST 26/03/90 13/03/00 2,513

3.2 Interest and Commission

To make the model as real as possible, we have introduced an annual fixed
interest rate of 8% to all cash invested in the bank. This means that all the
available cash the agents have is invested in the bank (with instant access) at
this rate and it is compounded daily, meaning that at the end of each day the
agents get their interest payment. Although it might seem a bit high in the year
2000, a decade ago interest rates were higher than at present times. We thought
about making the interest variable rather than leaving it fixed for such a long
period of time, but again, we faced limitations obtaining the data we needed.
We would need, for example, quarterly or monthly interest rates for the whole
past decade for the different countries these stocks trade in.

The commission we decided to charge is 0.1% of the total amount to trade.
Commission costs are much lower than they used to be. Although it might seem
low at first sight, we have found that this is a realistic figure. To make the point
clear we will go through two examples. First if, let us say, on March 31st 2000 a
trader decided to spend 75% of its cash available of MSFT shares (a bad decision,
the price dropped from $106.25 to $90.875 in one day!), having only $36,000 of
available cash, the commission charged at 0.1% would be $27.00. Nowadays most
executions on the Internet charge less than $15.00 per transaction. These low
fees normally include all types of orders – Market, Limit, and Stop – up to
5,000 shares traded online with no hidden costs. Total wealth and amount to
trade vary from agent to agent. As a second example, imagine another agent
has $1,000,000 worth of MSFT shares and decides to sell 64% of them, then the
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commision it pays is $640, which is extremely high! We believe the commissions
might average out, but another possibility is to charge a flat $15.00 (or £15.00
for UK stocks) per trade, no matter what size.

In the future we intend to experiment with models that use flat commissions
and a lower bank interest rate. We do not expect dramatic differences with the
results. Another factor is that we use the readily available daily closing prices
rather than the actual bid and ask price (again these data was not obtainable),
but the spread might be advantageous for our traders. For this reason we also
intend to increase the commission to 2%, a figure which should include more
than the bid/ask difference (normally 1/16) plus commission. Note that using
closing prices is less than ideal, since nobody can actually trade at those prices.

3.3 Description of the Layout of Results

Look at Fig. 2, which describes experiments with BP Amoco stock. The left-
hand table shows the final wealth of various strategies: the bank, buy-and-hold
and trend-following strategy; in this case the trend-following strategy is the most
successful of these three, accumulating £74,943. The next table shows the wealth
of the best-performing Tt1, Tt2 and Tt3 agents, for various values of how often
the GA is run (every 50 days; every 75 days; . . . ; every 200 days). For each of
these learning rates, 1001 runs were performed and the figure in the Tt1 column
gives the final wealth of the most successful Tt1 agent in those 1001 runs. For
example, when the GA is run every 50 trading days, the most successful Tt1
agent made £69,294, the most successful Tt2 agent made £80,122 and the most
successful Tt3 agent made £65,843.

The graph associated with the table shows the growth in wealth of bank,
buy-and-hold, and the best instance of each of the three trader types Tt1, Tt2
and Tt3 – taken from the best results with the GAs shown on the left-hand
table. Due to space limitations daily wealth of the trend-following strategy is
not graphed, but as explained before, the final wealth of this strategy is shown
on the left-hand table.

The horizontal axis shows trading days, the vertical axis shows wealth – in
pounds for UK stocks and in dollars for US stocks. All start with an initial
10,000 pounds or dollars. The smoothly rising line represents the wealth of the
bank strategy. The lowest of the jagged lines is the wealth of the buy-and-hold
strategy, and therefore reflects the stock price over time.

Over the last ten years the stock markets have generally shown an upward
trend, so it makes sense to use the buy-and-hold strategy as a common baseline
for assessment in judging how easy it is to produce a trader type that is at least
reasonably effective at making money. The right-hand table shows the percentage
of those 1001 runs in which each trader type was able to outperform the buy-
and-hold strategy. For example, when the GA is run every 100 days, 32% of Tt1
strategies, 19% of Tt2 strategies and 18% of Tt3 strategies were able to beat
buy-and-hold in terms of final wealth. These figures give at least some crude idea
of how many times one might expect to have to run the LCS in order to arrive
at an acceptable strategy by taking the best-performing trader type. And as the
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graph suggests, in general the buy-and-hold strategy is outclassed consistently
from very early on; it is not the case that the buy-and-hold strategy leads for
most of the time but fades near the end.

The graph conveys other interesting information too. For example, observe
in this case that the price of BP Amoco stock showed a downward trend from
around day 300 to around day 800. The trader types all managed to spot that it
was best to keep their money in the bank during this period!
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50 69,294 80,122 65,843
75 80,166 79,876 68,464
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150 75,942 86,959 66,430
175 80,381 74,431 72,531
200 71,160 89,697 69,553
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32% 19% 17%
32% 21% 20%
32% 20% 22%
26% 21% 19%

Fig. 2. UK: BP Amoco Stock. See text for explanation
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3.4 Some General Issues

It is noticeable that Tt2 sometimes outperforms the others by a large margin,
for example in Fig. 2. Why is that? To understand, it is important to know what
information the different trader types base their decisions on.

Trader type 1 uses price information: is today’s price higher than yesterday’s?,
is it a new high?, is it a new low?, is it higher, by some small fixed percentage,
than moving averages taken over periods ranging from 5 to 30 days? Trader
type 2 pays attention to whether today’s price is higher than yesterday’s, and
also some volume indicators such as whether today’s volume is a new high or
new low, or higher than yesterday’s, or higher than the 20-day moving average.
Trader type 3 pays attention to whether today’s price and volume is higher than
yesterday’s, and also to how it compares to the bank and buy-and-hold strategies.
It also knows what action it took yesterday, so it is crudely reflective.

Trader type 2 often benefits from knowing more about volume information
than the others. Volume, when used in conjunction with other data, is a useful
determinant in identifying whether a continuation of or a reversal in the pre-
vailing trend is likely. Volume at low levels reflects uncertainty regarding the
future direction of the market in question. If the volume is relatively high while
the market is going up and remains relatively low during corrections, the infer-
ence is that the market is in a strong upward trend which should continue. In
the other case, when the volume is high while the market is going down and
relatively light during upward retracements, then the market is weak with a
continuing downward trend more likely.

This does not necessarily mean that Tt2 is the best possible model for a trader
type, of course. The whole question of what is a “good trader” is a complex one.
In financial markets a good trader is not necessarily the person who makes the
“right decision” most of the times. It could be someone who only makes three
good decisions in a year, probably obtaining larger profits than another one who
“got it right” most of the times, but with a smaller profit average. So as long
as they keep earning a profit, they might stay in the market. But what about
the others? Many others who report losses are also in the market. They are all
survivors. Thus the market is composed of all sorts of traders (experienced and
unexperienced, mathematical and gamblers, etc) each competing and hoping to
get the most out of their investment at the expense of others. Some not only rely
on their own tactics but might also copy what others, that they consider good
ones, are doing. They imitate and possibly learn something by trial and error
experimentation. In this pool of traders, some simply leave the system when
they choose to do so, others are forced out (traders are kicked out of the market
usually by punishment, negative criticisms, etc). Some can have a very short
lifespan in the market place, others a long or even indefinite one. Our approach
favours the “fund manager” model in which the aim is to learn to make a steady
stream of reasonably good decisions, rather than (say) a single major killing
followed by exit.
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4 UK Stocks

4.1 Case 1: BP Amoco

This has been partly discussed in Sect. 3.3. Note again in Fig. 2 that Tt1 and
Tt2 beat even the trend-following strategy, for most choices of GA-interval. It
is also easy to find strategies that beat buy-and-hold, even though the stock has
trended upward for most of the time. As mentioned earlier, the best strategies
responded clearly and appropriately to the significant period when there was a
pronounced slump in price.

4.2 Case 2: GKN

In the graph in Fig. 3, the buy-and-hold strategy is the lowest of the jagged lines.
As the tables show, the trend-following strategy is hugely better than either
buy-and-hold or bank strategies, because of the early gentle decline of prices and
because the price fluctuated a lot towards the end of the period.
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50 114,956 100,835 84,856
75 91,232 106,680 81,436
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125 108,628 105,056 83,179
150 98,655 112,793 88,491
175 134,737 106,896 73,800
200 92,933 165,859 76,321
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36% 26% 18%
38% 29% 19%
40% 28% 18%
35% 31% 18%
32% 31% 19%
30% 29% 17%
26% 30% 15%

Fig. 3. UK: GKN Stock. See text for explanation
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The best trader types managed to avoid the early decline, and all managed
to do very much better than buy-and-hold but not as well as trend-following. It
was reasonably easy to generate strategies that beat buy-and-hold by a healthy
margin.

In highly volatile stocks such as GKN, the trend-following strategy performs
much better than the other methods because there are a large number of well-
defined trends during the period analysed, specially from day 2,000 onwards.
Figure 4 shows – in addition to the information plotted in Fig. 3 – the wealth
of the trend-following strategy and it focuses only in the last part of the series,
i.e. days 2,000 to 2,780. The arrow at around day 2,550 indicates a 100-day drop
of the trend-following’s wealth: this strategy can have huge losses (far bigger
than the losses of trader-types 1 & 3 and buy-and-hold) due to the highly risky
operations of buying and selling so frequently. From the start of the arrow until
the last day of the series, only Tt1 and Tt2 managed to make a profit.
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During unstable periods such as this one, the traders usually manage to
reduce their losses by keeping more money in the bank, by holding a small
number of shares or by selling early in the downward trend. Figure 5 shows the
shares owned by buy-and-hold (constant number of shares throughout), trend-
following strategy (the lighter with more shares) and Tt2, which is the trader
that can have a similar behaviour under highly volatile environments. To make
the graph clear, it only covers the last 230 days of the series, i.e. from day 2,500
onwards. In this graph we show that Tt2’s frequency of transactions is smaller
than the trend-following strategy’s and that it usually holds a smaller number
of shares, thus minimising its losses when bad times arise.
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4.3 Case 3: HNS

Figure 6 is interesting. Again, the buy-and-hold strategy is the poorly-performing
one, the stock fluctuated a lot early on and then went into a pronounced decline
before rallying and then fluctuating again. Tt3 did worse than the bank strategy
for a while, but eventually learned to exploit the upswings to come out well. Dur-
ing the early decline, all the trader types rode out the slump by keeping money
in the bank although Tt2 managed to creep ahead by successfully exploiting
some of the upturns at that time. Overall the trend-following strategy did only
slightly better than the bank strategy, and all the best trader types beat them
both by a large margin. It was easy to generate strategies that beat both the
bank and the trend-following strategies.
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Fig. 6. UK: HNS Stock. See text for explanation
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4.4 Case 4: LLOY

Lloyds stock performed well over the six and a half year period, with a fairly
steady upward trend punctuated by minor falls. In the graph in Fig. 7, there is
only one long decline in prices from around day 1,200 to day 1,500. As a result,
buy-and-hold soundly beat its non-evolved rivals, growing the initial £10,000
to £37,321. However, the best traders all did even better, with Tt2 being the
best performer. It was, however, quite hard to generate trader types that beat
buy-and-hold; only 4-8% of runs did so. A possible explanation for this is that
Lloyd’s prices change direction too often and too quickly (i.e. trends do not last
more than a day or two), making it for the traders really expensive to respond
to these changes by trading, so they tend to ignore small price movements and
follow more or less what buy-and-hold suggests after day 400 approximately.
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Fig. 7. UK: LLOY Stock. See text for explanation
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4.5 Case 5: WPP

As it can be seen in Fig. 8, this stock performed very well over the period, with
a modest slump during a short interval around day 1,300. As with the previous
cases, the buy-and-old strategy is the lowest jagged line. The best trader types
learned to gradually pull ahead of buy-and-hold, but only Tt2 was able to do
much better than the trend-following strategy. Tt2 was also the easiest type
when it came to generating strategies that beat buy-and-hold.

Up to day 1,300 there was not much to be learned about this stock except
that it is very stable. It steadily increases its value at a higher rate than the
bank, so that all trader types prefer this option over the bank’s investment over
this period, but after it finishes, the price moves more often and we can see a
quick response from the traders: it then becomes more profitable to trade the
stock during the ups and downs. As a result they outperform buy-and-hold.
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Fig. 8. UK: WPP Stock. See text for explanation
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5 US Stocks

5.1 Case 6: MSFT

Figure 9 corresponds to Microsoft’s stock. This performed exceptionally well,
so that the buy-and-hold strategy was excellent, far outperforming the trend-
following strategy, which performs very poorly in this stock. As we can see from
the table in the centre just below the graph, the best runs all happened with
GA-period of 75.
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Fig. 9. USA: Microsoft Stock. See text for explanation

As it is hard to recognise what is happening from this graph in such a large
period, in Fig. 10 we zoomed the last 654 days of the series and added the trend-
following’s wealth as well. All traders outperformed by far the bank investment,
the buy-and-hold and the trend-following strategy. It is interesting to note how
exactly they managed to do so: Tt1 was more or less holding a number of shares
until around day 3,500; see Fig. 11, when on day 3,484, it abruptly sold all its
50,297 shares. This trader’s profit from the last days comes from keeping its
money in the bank (that is why its wealth steadily increases bank-like from this
day on), it ends owning no shares at all.

Tt2’s earned profit after the drop in prices comes from an interesting mix
of buy/sell behaviour. It did not adopt any particular fashion, instead as you
can see from Fig. 11, its shares oscillate somewhat during this unstable period,
while before that time, it was steadily holding around 50,000 shares (all it could
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Fig. 10. USA: Microsoft Stock. Wealth of Bank, Buy and Hold, Trend Strategy and
Traders Tt1, Tt2 and Tt3 from day 3,000

afford). At the end it owns 88,994 shares. Note that with such transactions it
earned almost 40,000 shares!

Tt3 almost precisely followed the buy-and-hold strategy until the end, when
thanks to the generalised drop in technology stocks, lost about 40% of its wealth,
still keeping at the end all its wealth in 83,234 shares.
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5.2 Case 7: CS

Figure 12 shows Cabletron Systems, a very volatile stock that performed some-
what similar to GKN, where the trend-following strategy was unbeatable. How-
ever, Tt2 came close to equalling the trend strategy. The table below the figure
shows it was quite easy to generate strategies that beat the buy-and-hold strat-
egy; in particular, Tt2 found it the easiest, as it beat it almost half of the time.
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Fig. 12. USA: Cabletron Systems Stock. See text for explanation

5.3 Case 8: FST

Figure 13 shows Forest Oil which, like many oil companies in the last decade, lost
value reasonably steadily. The bank strategy therefore beat buy-and-hold easily,
but all three trader types beat the bank spectacularly and Tt1 and Tt3 did very
well to exploit the brief upswing around day 2,250.

Trend-following strategy was the worst performer of all. As we have observed
in the previous cases, it seems that this strategy is particularly good for highly
volatile stocks. This stock shows the opposite. Low volatility and lower prices
persist throughout. So how can the agents make a profit under these conditions?
They have clearly learned to trade more during periods of high movement, keep-
ing their money in the bank only when price constantly drops and shows no
signs of improvement. It was extremely easy to beat the buy-and-hold strategy.
In fact, in all cases it has been beaten by far margins.
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Fig. 13. USA: Forest Oil Stock. See text for explanation

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have found that it certainly seems more defensible to try to model the be-
haviour of a group of traders than to model the behaviour of a single trader, or to
try to predict the future of the time series that represents a stock’s price, whether
by local linear methods, by neural net methods or by other nonlinear techniques.
Time series prediction methods generally model outcomes rather than causes,
and their predictions can be invalidated if the underlying causes change. Mod-
elling genuinely different trader types is at least an attempt to model certain of
the causes of prices.

So what purpose could this serve? Such models could be used to actually
trade, or to assist human traders by making suggestions, or even as training
aids against which novice traders could compete. We plan to do further research
and development on the idea, both to gather more evidence to support it and to
explore ideas such as creating a portfolio management system involving a greater
number of trader types, each group being good at dealing in one stock, together
with an arbitrator system to apportion resources dynamically between them.

Before continuing to develop this section, we would like to stress some in-
teresting properties one can learn and investigate further from a model of this
type:

– In order for the artificial agent to survive, it must adapt to market dynamics
which are not affected directly or indirectly by the agent’s actions, but rather
by real traders and people’s expectations in the stock market. In this sense
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the adaptive agent can be viewed as trying to mimic real behaviours of
which our understanding at present times is very limited. The causes of such
complex behaviours are unknown to us and any attempts towards increasing
our knowledge in this area are greatly valued.

– Also at the agent level, we showed in this paper that it is possible to develop
strategies for trading successfully with highly summarised and easy to pro-
cess market information. It might be possible to transfer experience across
different stocks in search for some universal strategies as well as testing spe-
cific rules that apply to a stock across a finite length of time

– We are currently working on issues concerning the learning procedure and
rule complexity. It appears that according to the agent’s profitability, it
might be better to have a good mix of rules, including specific ones and of
higher complexity (with very few wild-card symbols). More analysis needs to
be done regarding default hierarchy formation and whether we wish to obtain
it at all times during the simulation. In order to control hierarchy formation
in our model, we have implemented in the reinforcement procedure a reward
scheme according to specificity

– The model allows us to learn about three important aspects: (i) market
data, what items of information are more important than others or whether
they are important at all; (ii) the evolutionary process of adaptive agents of
these types; and finally (iii) about the environmental reward, whether the
reward function is affecting profitability in a positive way or not. A better
understanding of these aspects can guide us in the design of better trader
models. For example, there is considerable scope both for experimenting
with the mixture of rule conditions and for seeing whether some form of
hill-climbing might manage to improve the rules even further.

– Technical trading is a valid outcome in this model, but it appears to be more
relevant at some times than at others. The technical type of trader does not
always outperform other non-technical traders. There is the possibility of
creating a “super trader” which gets its investment signals from whichever
trader is performing better than the rest. In this way the super trader actions
can be guided by traders who are active and are performing really well. When
the performance of the best trader starts to decrease, the super trader can
adapt its actions by doing what a new best performer is doing.

Finally, it is important to stress that our approach is not capable of evolving
agents that can spot the right moment to invest heavily in order to make a quick
“killing” and then exit. Our agents have a trading opportunity only once per day,
rather than trading in some event-driven way. The approach as shown in this
paper is therefore more suited to tasks such as portfolio management than the
pursuit of quick profits. The use of intra-daily data could be alternative method
for short-time investments. However, it is important to mention that in no cases
did the agents lost all their initial wealth in any of the runs presented in this
paper. The great majority of cases show a clear return, much higher than the
bank’s investment.
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Abstract. In complex simulations involving several interacting agents,
the behavior of the overall program is difficult to predict and control. As
a consequence, the designers have to adopt a trial-and-error strategy.
In this paper we want to show that helping experts to design simulation
automata as classifier systems (CSs) by hand and using a semi-automated
improvement functionality can be a very efficient engineering approach.
Through the example of a simple multiagent simulation, we show how
simulation automata can be implemented into the CS formalism. Then
we explain how the obtained CS can be improved either by hand or
thanks to adaptive algorithms. We first show how giving indications on
the non-Markov character of the problems faced by the classifiers can
help the experts to improve the controllers and we explain why adding
modularity in the CS formalism is important. Then we show how the
adaptive algorithms inherent to Learning Classifier Systems (LCSs)1 can
be used in such a context, we discuss our methodology and we present an
experimental study of the efficiency of this approach. Finally, we point
to difficulties raised by our perspective, we present directions for future
research and conclude.

1 Introduction

In the domain of military operations, the simulations of fights between several
aircrafts, whether at a tactical or a strategic scale, are becoming increasingly
complex. The behaviors are more and more intertwined, there are more and
more relationships between the actors in the air battle field, and the combi-
natorial of possible situations makes the evolution more and more difficult to
foresee. In these domains, industrial and military studies make an intensive use
of simulations. The core of these simulations are simulation automata2, i.e. the
parts of the programs which explicitly control the behavior of the agents. In
1 In order to make clear that we sometimes use the Classifier Systems formalism
without applying learning algorithms, we will distinguish Classifier Systems (CS) as
a formalism and Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) throughout this paper.

2 We call them automata whether these programs are explicitly implemented as finite
state machines or not.

P.L. Lanzi, W. Stolzmann, and S.W. Wilson (Eds.): IWLCS 2000, LNAI 1996, pp. 138–157, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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such a context, designing an automaton for a single agent in a simulator so that
it manifests an appropriate behavior in any situation is becoming increasingly
complex, too. As a consequence, the designers of automata which control the
aircrafts tend to adopt a trial-and-error strategy and spend more and more time
on this activity.

As a researcher in the industry of defense, our mission consists in helping
these experts to automate this trial-and-error process by providing to them with
the best of what adaptive techniques can do. Our challenge is to put into the
hands of the experts a tool favoring the emergence of better solutions and mini-
mizing the amount of work necessary to reconsider their design. Thus, in contrast
with most researchers in adaptive behavior who tackle small scale problems or
even toy-problems from scratch, we have to tackle very large scale problems
where previously hand-crafted solutions exist.

There are many techniques and formalisms into which adaptive simulation
automata can be designed. In our context, two key requirements for these tech-
niques are that, as a starting point, the expert knowledge can be easily expressed
in the formalism and that the result of the adaptation process is easily under-
standable by the experts. This is not the case, for instance, with recurrent neu-
ral networks [Beer and Gallagher, 1991], despite their efficiency. We have cho-
sen the CS formalism because it meets these requirements and combines the
adaptive power of both genetic algorithms [Goldberg, 1989] and reinforcement
learning [Sutton and Barto, 1998].

In this paper we want to show that helping experts to design simulation
automata as CSs by hand and using a semi-automated improvement function-
ality can be a very efficient engineering approach. We will present and discuss
our methodology through an example. Since confidentiality concerns prevents
us from publishing on the domain of military simulations, we have chosen to
implement a simpler multiagent simulation for illustration purposes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Sect. 2, we present our illustrative simulation, and we show how we build a

new simulation automaton. In Sect. 3, we show how one can rephrase an existing
simulation automaton written as a classical program into the CS formalism. Then
we give in Sect. 4 some methodological hints on how to improve these simulation
automata by hand. In particular, we explain how giving indications on the non-
Markov character of the problems faced by the classifiers can help the experts to
improve the controllers. In Sect. 4.4, we introduce the need for modularity and
present how we can split a CS into modules.

In Sect. 5, we turn towards the use of adaptive algorithms to improve these
automata. We breifly present the LCS framework in general and the particular
algorithm which we have developed. In Sect. 6, we show through an empirical
study how efficient these adaptive algorithms can be to improve the performance
of the automata. We discuss the benefits of our methodology in Sect. 7.

In Sect. 8, at last, we present the problems which arise when adaptation
results in the necessity of a global reorganization rather than in minor changes
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and discuss some areas which need further improvements. Finally, we conclude
in Sect. 9.

2 An Illustrative Experiment

In order to present in details some methodological aspects of our work, we will
first present a simulator developed for illustration purposes.

We are inspired by the Robot Sheepdog Project from [Vaughan et al., 1998],
involving a robot driving a flock of ducks towards a target position. The algo-
rithm controlling the robot was first tested in simulation and then implemented
on a real robot driving a real flock of ducks. As a testbed, we will use a simulated
extension of the task to the case where several agents share the goal mentioned
above. Since it is neither oversimplified nor too complex, we believe that this
experiment is a good case-study to meet and tackle the difficulties arising when
one tries to combine adaptive capabilities and multiagent coordination schemes,
which corresponds to our industrial problem.

2.1 Description of the Problem

Our simulated environment is shown in Fig. 1. It includes a circular arena, a flock
of ducks and some sheepdog agents who must drive the flock towards a target
area. We tested all controllers in simulations involving three sheepdog agents
and six ducks. The ducks and the sheepdog agents have the same maximum
velocity. The goal is achieved as soon as all the ducks are inside the target area.

Ducks

Target Area

Sheepdog Agents

Arena

Fig. 1. The arena, ducks and sheepdogs

isRightToFlock

isLeftToFlock
isAtGoal

isBehindFlock

isInPushingArea

isOnWay

isInRightArea
isInLeftArea

Fig. 2. Description of the situation

The behavior of the ducks results from a combination of three tendencies.
They tend:
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• to keep away from the walls of the arena3;
• to join their mates when they see them, i.e. when they are within their

visual range;
• to flee from the sheepdog agents which are within their visual range.
Once the behavior of the ducks is implemented, we must design the controllers

of the sheepdog agents so that they drive the flock towards the target area. A
first step of this design process consists in finding which features of the simulated
environment are relevant to achieve the goal of the sheepdog agents. This is what
we present in the next section.

2.2 Description of the Pre-conceived Strategy

When one programs the sheepdog agents as simply being attracted by the center
of the flock, it appears that, when a sheepdog agent is close to the flock and
follows it, the flock tends to scatter because each duck goes away from the
sheepdog along a radial straight line.

In order to solve this scattering problem, the strategy we adopted was to
design the behavior of the agents so that at least one agent should push the
flock towards the target area from behind, while at least one other agent should
follow the flock on its left hand side and another one on its right hand side so
that the flock would not scatter while being pushed.

As a result of this design, the description of the situation given to the agents
consists in a set of tests on their position, as shown in Fig. 2. This gives us a
first set of conditions:

• isAtGoal • isOnWay
• isLeftToFlock • isRightToFlock
• isInLeftArea • isInRightArea
• isBehindFlock • isInPushingArea

The important point is that we defined pushing and guiding areas relative
to current position of the flock in order to implement the pushing and guiding
behaviors.

In order to coordinate the actions of the agents, we also added the following
tests on the situation of other agents:

• nobodyBehindFlock • nobodyPushing
• nobodyInLeftArea • nobodyInRightArea
• nobodyLeftToFlock • nobodyRightToFlock
• nobodyOnWay • isFlockFormed

All the behaviors of the sheepdog agents consist in going towards a certain
point. In general, when the flock is formed, the sheepdog agents react to the
center of the flock. But, when the flock is scattered, they can also react to the
duck which is closest to them or the one which is the further from the center of
3 Therefore, if they are left on their own, they tend to go to the center of the arena.
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the flock. The name of each behavior can be interpreted straight-forwardly. In
the case of the “driveXtoY” behaviors, it consists in going behind X with respect
to Y so as to push X towards Y. The overall behavior set is the following:

• doNothing • goToGoalCenter
• goToFlockCenter • followFlockToGoal
• goBehindFlock • goToPushingPoint
• goToLeftArea • goToRightArea
• goToRightOfFlock • goToLeftOfFlock
• driveOutmostDuckToFlock • driveClosestDuckToFlock
• driveClosestDuckToGoal • goToClosestDuck
• goToOutmostDuck • goAwayFromFlock

The controllers of our sheepdog agents involve 16 conditions and 16 ba-
sic behaviors. Designing the controller involving these sensori-motor capabilities
consists in finding a good mapping between the conditions and the behaviors.

3 Rephrasing an Existing Program in the CS Formalism

As mentioned above, we want to use a formalism into which we can put some
expert control knowledge. But we also want to use adaptive techniques. In this
context, the CS formalism [Holland, 1975] appears as a natural candidate.

Since the work of [Wilson, 1994], a classical CS can be seen as composed of
a population of rules, or classifiers, containing observations, consisting in a set
of conditions, and actions:

[Condition]→ [Action](Strength)

The different parts of the classifier are strings of symbols in {0, 1,#}, where
#, the “don’t care symbol”, means “either 0 or 1”. This formalism can be ex-
tended from boolean numbers to integers without difficulty. The [Condition]
parts of the classifier are compared with an input message assigning its truth
value to each condition at a given time step of the simulation. If the input mes-
sage matches the [Condition] part of one particular classifier, it can fire the
corresponding action.

The complex simulation automata implemented by experts in conventional
programs can be formalized very straight-forwardly into the CS formalism. A
programmer who designs a simulation automaton must provide with two things:
• methods instantiating conditions in which the behaviors can be fired;
• methods (or functions, in the case of functional programming) implement-

ing basic behaviors of the automaton or combinations of basic behaviors into
more complex ones, and computing parameters to these behaviors (for instance,
the relative position of the location where one agent must go).

In all the industrial simulators which we have examined, the conditions are
expressed in terms of parameters describing the situation of the agent, either
intrinsic to their own state or relative to relevant objects in the simulation.
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It is easy to rephrase such a sequence of tests into a set of classifiers. The
output of each condition method makes an entry in the input message, and one
different action message must be mapped to each possible behavior, taking into
account the fact that a method implementing a parameterized behavior makes
as many behaviors as there are possible values for the parameters. This is what
we have described in Sect. 2.2 in the case of our ducks experiments.

Adding new conditions and parameters generally consists in considering new
relevant objects, which may eventually be virtual (for instance, a position behind
another object). As it will be emphasized later, this process of adding new con-
ditions cannot be reduced to merely considering a logical combination of other
available conditions.

Then the programmer must design a higher level function or method com-
bining the conditions, the behaviors and their parameters. This function can
take the form of a long sequence of successive tests stating under which condi-
tions which behavior can be fired. Building the automaton in the CS formalism
merely consists in designing as many classifiers as necessary to tell under which
conditions each behavior should be fired. The CS in charge of controlling our
sheepdog agents is shown on Table 1.

4 Improving the CS Automaton by Hand

4.1 Reasons for Not Using Fully Automatized Learning Algorithms

Since CSs are well known to be a kind of adaptive tool, why should we not apply
their learning algorithms as such to the classifiers written by experts ? There
are three main reasons.

The reinforcement signal may not be available. To apply learning al-
gorithms to CSs, one must provide to the automaton with some reinforcement
signals. In particular application domains, some reinforcement signals may be
obvious: if our agents are aircrafts, every behavior which leads to their destruc-
tion must be avoided, so it must be punished. Depending on the purpose of the
simulation, there may also be a goal, and agents could be rewarded when they
reach it.

But, though a simulation driven only by these efficiency criteria could reveal
interesting solutions, it is also necessary to take into account the necessity to de-
sign realistic behaviors with respect to behaviors found in real-world situations.
For instance, if we want to test the potentialities of one aircraft against standard
opponents, it is important that the simulated opponents act in a way as similar
as possible to what a real opponent would do.

Eliciting what makes a behavior realistic is well known to be very hard. This
is generally achieved through programming a first version of the automaton,
observing the resulting behavior, then adding constraints and re-iterating un-
til satisfaction. In this process, the control of the expert is necessary to check
whether a proposed behavior matches the realism requirements or not. Hence
this cannot be completely automated.
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Table 1. A hand-crafted controller
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Action
# 1 # # # # # # # # # 1 1 goToGoalCenter
# 1 # # # # # # # # # 1 1 goToFlockCenter
1 # # # # # # # 1 # # # # goToPushingPoint
# # 1 # # # # 1 # # # # # goBehindFlock
# # 1 # # # # # 1 # # # # goBehindFlock
# # # 1 # # # 1 # # # # # goBehindFlock
# # # 1 # # # # 1 # # # # goBehindFlock
# # 1 # 1 # # 0 0 # # 1 1 followFlockToGoal
# # # 1 # 1 # 0 0 # # 1 1 followFlockToGoal
# # 1 # 0 # # # # # # 1 1 goToLeftPushingPoint
# # # 1 # 0 # # # # # 1 1 goToRightPushingPoint
# # # # # # 1 # # # 1 # # goToRightPushingPoint
# # # # # # 1 0 # 0 # # # goToRightPushingPoint
# # # # # # 1 # # # 1 # # goToLeftofFlock
# # # # # # 1 0 # 0 # # # goToLeftofFlock
# # # # # # 1 # # 1 # # # goToLeftPushingPoint
# # # # # # 1 0 # # 0 # # goToLeftPushingPoint
# # # # # # 1 # # 1 # # # goToRightofFlock
# # # # # # 1 0 # # 0 # # goToRightofFlock
# # # # # # # # # # # # 0 driveClosestDuckToFlock
# # # # # # # # # # # # 0 goToOutmostDuck
# # # # # # # # # # # # 0 goToClosestDuck
# # # # # # # # # # # # 0 driveOutmostDuckToFlock
# # # # # # # # # # # # 0 goAwayFromFlock

The evolved CSs need validation. One strong reason for not using a fully-
automated LCS in operational context is that the experts want to keep control
of what the system is doing. It may be important that they can formally approve
or reject the solution built by the system. Particularly, in the military domain,
people are very reluctant to let the system take unforeseen decisions (and we
won’t blame them for that, will we?).

There are two complementary strategies to tackle this concern. The first one
consists in giving to the experts a control on the evolution of the classifiers. The
second one consists in applying adaptive algorithms off-line and validating the
obtained controllers before using them in operational situations.
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Experts learn from improving the system. Another strong argument for
letting the experts monitor the adaptation of their classifiers is that they may
also learn a lot from the evolution of the classifiers and of the behavior of the
simulation. The LCS may propose new solutions where the automaton needs
improvement, and thus reveals weaknesses or misconceptions. This is perhaps
the main justification for using adaptive programs in that context nowadays.
The more the experts are involved in the adaptation process, the more they
learn about the dynamics of the system.

Furthermore, observing the external behavior of the system can reveal some
solutions which are both unforeseen by the expert and more efficient than the
one they have designed. We describe such a case in an experimental framework in
[Sigaud and Gérard, 2000]. In these favorable cases of emergence, it is important
that the experts have a perfect knowledge of the underlying automaton, so that
they can interpret what is happening.

4.2 Adjusting the CS Automaton

As explained in Sect. 3, once rephrased into the CS formalism, the classifiers
controlling the behavior of the automaton take the form of a module whose inputs
are conditions on the environment and whose outputs are the basic behaviors
of the automaton. This module contains a list of classifiers which appears as a
table. Most of the time, only a few conditions are relevant for firing one particular
basic behavior, so there are many more don’t care symbols (“#”) than 0s and
1s in the table.

In Table 1, we present the controller that we designed in order to implement
the solution of our flock control simulator described in Sect. 2.2. It can be seen
that we only use 13 of the 16 available inputs.

There are two ways of improving a simulation automaton. The first one is
to optimize the set of classifiers. As we will present in Sect. 5, this is what fully
automated LCS are good at. Indeed, once the CS description is settled, the only
thing learning algorithms may do is to optimize the mapping between conditions
and actions with respect to the fitness criteria. But the way experts improve their
automata cannot be reduced to this optimizing process. From our experience, it
is clear that the key difficulty for adjusting efficient simulation automata consists
more in finding good inputs and basic behaviors than in optimizing the mapping
between them.

Thus it seems necessary to help the experts to find where new conditions and
actions should be added before trying to optimize the mapping between them.
We address this point in the next section.

4.3 Non-Markov Indicators

In the Markov Decision Process (MDP) framework, an agent moves from state
to state thanks to actions, and the distribution of probability of reaching the
next state only depends on the state of the agent and on its action. When this
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condition, called the Markov hypothesis, is not verified, there is a hidden state,
the agent must solve a non-Markov problem.

Trying to tackle non-Markov problems is hard. The algorithms which are
intended to solve the hidden state planning problem from the formal framework
– see [Kaelbing et al., 1998] for a very clear presentation – face a problem of
combinatorial explosion and are restricted to solving very small-size non-Markov
problems.

Alternatively, some people who work in reinforcement learning – for instance,
[Whitehead and Lin, 1995,McCallum, 1996,Donnart, 1998,Lanzi, 1998] – try to
adapt their algorithms to the non-Markov case, since it is well-known that the
proof of convergence underlying the reinforcement learning algorithms are re-
stricted to the Markov case [Lanzi, 2000].

In the case of multiagent simulations, designing the input and output of the
agents so that the problem they solve is Markov is very hard, since agents cannot
have a perfect knowledge of every relevant feature of all other agents and of the
behavior of these agents. Hence we are doomed to solving non-Markov problems.

Some researchers [McCallum, 1993,Witkowski, 1997,Dorigo, 1994] have pro-
posed algorithms which pick the relevant inputs from a set given beforehand. In
these approaches, adding a new input strongly relies on the non-Markov charac-
ter of the problem: if the system receives different rewards for the same action in
what it considers as the same situation, this means that in fact the situation is
not the same, then the problem is non-Markov and one input must be added in
order to distinguish better. Thus, checking whether a problem is Markov might
be a key factor in the improvement process.

If the problem solved by an agent is non-Markov, then there must be at least
one module of the agent which solves a non-Markov problem. In such a module,
there must be at least one classifier facing a hidden state. The fewer hidden
states there are in the problem which an agent must solve, the easier it is to find
a good policy, and the more efficient the agent will be. Furthermore, improving
it with a learning algorithm will be easier.

This has lead us to the intuition that giving to the experts indications that
some elements in their solution are facing a non-Markov problem would be very
informative to them. And it is!

Classifiers facing a hidden state can be identified by recording, for each classi-
fier and each state into which it has been fired, a list of all the subsequent states.
If there are several subsequent states for the same initial state, the problem is
non-Markov. We can define the non-Markov rate NMR of the classifiers as the
number of subsequent states divided by the number of initial states into which
it has been fired.

NMR =
|non-Markov cases|
|cases when fired|

Modifying by hand the classifiers which have the highest non-Markov rate has
proven to result in very efficient improvements of the automata. As long as the
classifier contains some “#” in its [Condition] part, it can be further specialized.
Interestingly, adding inputs to classifiers is what most fully automated LCS do
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when they rely on specialization mechanisms, but they do so by picking a new
condition in a set of inputs already available. But when the [Condition] part
is completely specialized, the only possible improvement consists in adding new
inputs to the global automaton. The easiest solution, here, rather than trying
to learn to solve the non-Markov problem as such, is that the expert adds new
inputs when necessary.

4.4 Modular Classifier Systems

From Table 1, it can be seen that the representation using a basic controller could
be more compact: there are a lot of “#”, which means that each expert classifier
uses very few of the available inputs. As a result, the controller is difficult to
design, since any change in the input set involves reconsidering all the lines in
the table. As it will appear in Sect. 6, the controller could also be more efficient.

Furthermore, the adaptive algorithms of the LCS are slow to converge on
such a representation, since the search space is very large. Here we have only
used 13 inputs, but simulation automata designed for industrial purpose can be
huge. In the case of simulations of military operations, some automata designed
by experts to control a single agent involve around 200 inputs.

Representing such automata as tables with 200 columns would make them
unreadable for experts. Hence, it seems necessary to split the automata into
smaller modules, building modular classifier systems (MCS).

One good way of splitting a CS devoted to fulfilling a behavior into modules
is to identify several lower level behaviors whose conjunction acheives the global
behavior. The lower level behaviors can in turn be split into even lower level
behaviors, or they can be represented directly as CSs. This gives rise to a hier-
archical decomposition of the global behavior. Then, if they act on independent
actuators, some of the basic level behaviors could be run independently. If this
is not the case, one must find a way to synchronize them.

Among many architectures which may result from these considerations, we
chose to develop a simple one where a high level CS, or decision CS, is de-
voted to monitoring the execution of several basic behavior CSs, choosing one
among them at each time step. The decision CS shares their inputs with the
behavior CSs, but it also needs an information on previous decisions. Its out-
put tells which basic behavior must be fired at a given time step. Interestingly,
our architecture is very similar to those of [Wiering and Schmidhüber, 1997]
and [Sun and Sessions, 2000], how both presented learning algorithms devoted
to applying adaptive algorithms to them.

4.5 Modularity in Our Experimental Set-Up

The notion of role appears naturally in the strategy we presented in Sect. 2.2.
In our solution, at least one agent must push the flock from behind (playing a
Pusher role) and at least one agent must guide the flock on its left hand side and
another one on its right hand side (playing LeftGuide and RightGuide roles
respectively). Therefore, we tried to modify the controller presented in Table 1
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so as to make an explicit use of roles. Our new architecture contains two kinds
of components:

• The role CS is a CS stating under which conditions on the situation a
agent changes its role into another role. If no observation matches, the role
remains the same. The roles are initialized so that each agent chooses between
FuturePusher, FutureLeftGuide and FutureRightGuide randomly, but
in such a way that each role is assigned to at least one agent. Our role CS is
shown in Table 2.

• The behavior CSs are CSs which fire actions of the agent according to
conditions on the situation. There is one CS for each role. Hence, there is only
one behavior CS active at a time, the one which corresponds to the role played
by the agent.

In that particular case, each lower level module is seen as devoted to achieve
one particular basic behavior, and the higher level module is seen as deciding
which basic behavior should be fired according to the role of the agent. The role
itself depends on the situation of the agent.

Table 2. The role table (F. stands for Future)
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Former Role New Role
1 # # 1 F.Pusher Pusher
# 1 # 1 F.LeftGuide LeftGuide
# # 1 1 F.RightGuide RightGuide
1 # # 0 F.Pusher F.Pusher
# 1 # 0 F.LeftGuide F.LeftGuide
# # 1 0 F.RightGuide F.RightGuide
1 # # 0 Pusher F.Pusher
# 1 # 0 LeftGuide F.LeftGuide
# # 1 0 RightGuide F.RightGuide
0 # # # Pusher F.Pusher
# 0 # # LeftGuide F.LeftGuide
# # 0 # RightGuide F.RightGuide

We have six behaviors, each one corresponding to the fulfillment of one par-
ticular role, i.e. FuturePusherBehavior, PusherBehavior, FutureLeft-

GuideBehavior, LeftGuideBehavior, FutureRightGuideBehavior and
RightGuideBehavior.
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As an example, the initial PusherBehavior CS is shown in Table 3. The
complete set of behavior tables can be found in [Sigaud and Gérard, 2000].

Table 3. The PusherBehavior table
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Action
0 1 # goToPushingPoint
1 1 # goAwayFromFlock
# 0 0 goBehindFlock
# 0 1 driveClosestDuckToFlock

5 Applying Adaptive Algorithms

Up to that point, we have shown how to rephrase an expertise into the CS for-
malism. This formalism is convenient for improving the automata since adjusting
by hand the global behavior of one automaton merely consists in changing some
values into others in the classifiers. Using CSs in such a way that the knowledge
of an expert is coded into a set of classifiers would make the reader feel that we
have re-invented a sort of expert system devoted to control. But a CS is more
than an expert system. Since adaptive algorithms can sometimes be applied to
it, our framework is rather what we call an Adaptive Expert System.

5.1 Learning Classifier Systems

Up to that point, we have presented CSs as a formalism to code an hand-crafted
automaton. Rather than being done by hand, the adjustment process can be
more or less automated, using LCS algorithms. The first LCSs were designed by
[Holland, 1975]. In these initial versions, the strength of classifiers was modified
by the Bucket Brigade algorithm according to the estimated reward received by
the agent for firing the classifier. The population of classifiers was evolved thanks
to a genetic algorithm (GA) – see [Goldberg, 1989] – using the strength of the
classifiers as a fitness measure. When several classifiers could be fired in the same
state, the strength was also used to select the one which would be fired.

A major improvement of the LCS framework was acheived by [Wilson, 1995]
in designing XCS, replacing a strength-based LCS by an accuracy-based one.

Recently, a new way of using the LCS framework has received a growing
interest [Stolzmann, 1998]. Based on ideas of [Riolo, 1990], it consists in adding
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in the classifiers an [Effect] part which allows the system to use the classifiers
for anticipating rather than merely reacting to the environment. It uses direct
experience in order to build new classifiers, instead of relying on a GA. The
classifiers of such LCSs contain the following components:

[Condition][Action]→ [Effect] (quality parameters)

The learning process of such LCSs can be decomposed into two complemen-
tary processes:
• latent learning consists in building a reliable model of the dynamics of

the environment, by ensuring that the [Effect] part of all classifiers are correct.
This new part stores information about state transitions and allows lookahead
planning. The latent learning process can take place at each time step without
any reward, hence it is very efficient. In particular, as [Witkowski, 1997] has
shown, the quality of anticipation of every classifier which can be fired at a time
can be updated according to the subsequent input message, even if the classifier
has not actually been fired;
• reinforcement learning consists in improving a policy using the experience

of the system, so that it becomes able to choose the optimal action in every
state. This process takes advantage of latent learning to converge faster.

These new approaches can be seen as replacing the blind search performed by
the GA by an heuristic search which takes advantage of the previous experience
to improve the classifiers. As a result, they are less general since, for instance,
they are devoted to tackling multi-steps problems whereas GA-based LCS can
also tackle single-step problems, but they are also much more efficient in what
they are designed for.

5.2 Our Algorithm

Our algorithm, YACS, is an instance of heuristic search LCS based on anticipa-
tion. Its classifiers contain the following components:

[Condition][Action]→ [Effect] R

where R estimates the immediate reward received by the system when the
classifier is fired.

The latent learning process creates and deletes classifiers. The creation pro-
cess can be split in two main parts:

• the effect covering mechanism adjusts the effect parts by comparing suc-
cessive observations and correcting mistakes;

• the condition specialization process identifies the most general of relevant
conditions.
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A classifier which sometimes anticipates well and sometimes not is such that
its [Condition] part matches several distinct states. It is too general and must
be replaced by new classifiers with more specialized [Condition] parts.

These mechanisms allow the system to converge towards a set of accurate
classifiers anticipating correctly. We use this information about the state transi-
tions in order to improve the reinforcement learning process.

The first part of this process consists in estimating the immediate reward
resulting from the firing of each classifier. At each time step, we use the re-
ceived reward to update an estimation of the immediate reward (R) of every
classifier involving the last action and the last state, even if it has not actu-
ally been fired. The state transition informations and the immediate reward
estimations allow to use a Dynamic Programming algorithm [Bellman, 1957] to
compute a policy. A more detailed description of this algorithm can be found in
[Gérard and Sigaud, 2000], in this volume.

6 Empirical Study

In order to check whether our role-based controller was more efficient than the
basic one, and whether it could be improved by our learning algorithm, we
conducted the following experimental study.

We first ran 2000 experiments to get a statistically significant view of the
results obtained with these controllers. Although the hand-crafted role-based
controllers appeared more efficient than the ones without roles with three sheep-
dogs, we did want to check whether it would be more or less robust with respect
to the size of the agents population, since the role-based controllers are designed
for a group of three sheepdogs.

Therefore, we decided to test the robustness of both control policies when
the number of sheepdog agents was increased from three to twenty.
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The results are shown on Fig. 3. Each point in the curves represents an
average performance over 100 trials, and each set of 100 trials starts with the
same 100 random initial positions. We must also mention that the goal is never
reached in less than 95 time steps, which is the minimum time for the sheepdog
agents to surround the flock and drive it to the target area from a lucky initial
situation.

If a trial lasts more the 4000 time steps, it is stopped and counted as a failure.
Failures are not taken into account in the computation of the average, since their
duration is arbitrary. But, since there are very few failures, their impact on the
results is not very significant. More precisely, the worst case was four failures over
the 100 trials that give one point on the figures. It appears that the role-based
controller failed ten times on the 18 × 100 = 1800 trials, while the basic and
learned basic controllers only failed respectively five times and two times over
the 1800 trials. The failures happen more often with more than twelve sheepdogs
in the role-based case, which supports our diagnosis of a lack of robustness of
this solution.

It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the role-based architecture performs much better
with three sheepdogs than the basic one, but that the basic architecture is more
robust to an increasing number of sheepdogs. The complete presentation of this
robustness study and further results are given in [Sigaud and Gérard, 2000].

It can also be seen in Fig. 4 that the controller obtained form applying
adaptive algorithms to the basic architecture during two trials performs better
than the hand-crafted one, and is still robust.

Hence, it must be highlighted that applying adaptive algorithms to our hand-
crafted controllers results in a significant improvement of the performance. From
an engineering perspective, it means that the expert who has to design a con-
troller can write a first draft of this controller before applying adaptive algo-
rithms to optimize it. Hence he spends much less time in this design, which is
very appealing in an industrial context. This finding shows that the CS formal-
ism is adapted for coding controllers both because the knowledge of the expert
can be easily represented in it and because applying optimization algorithms is
straight-forward in the formalism.

7 Discussion

7.1 Controlling the Adaptation

If we want experts to control the adaptation of classifiers, our tool should high-
light all the modifications of the initial classifiers and let them approve or reject
the changes. Another way to tackle the validation concern could be to let the
expert constrain the exploration of the state space. Actually, what we do is a
combination of the two.

The YACS system presented in [Gérard and Sigaud, 2000] is a combination
of different functionalities used to improve the classifiers. One of them, the antic-
ipation learning mechanism, improves the [Effect] part, another one specializes
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the [Condition] part, and one is devoted to combining conditions with new ac-
tions. Each of these functionalities can be switched on or off, depending on the
use we want to make of the LCS. Typically, in a fully automated experiment, all
the switches are set on. In the case where we use expert classifiers as a starting
point, we set some of them off in order to insure that the classifiers only get
adjusted thanks to specialization. This guarantees that the system only explores
the domain of the state space the expert want it to explore. This is an indirect
way to constrain the adaptation process. But in our view, this does not eliminate
the necessity of a validation of the resulting classifiers by the expert.

7.2 Benefits of Our Methodology

Letting the experts elicit their knowledge to set the initial CS is beneficial with
respect to using a LCS from scratch with a random CS. It is well known that,
when we use a LCS from scratch, the initial exploration phase before the sys-
tem starts to converge can be very long even for simple problems. Using the
expert knowledge that way allows us to cut through that phase which may be
prohibitively long for our real-world applications.

Furthermore, introducing roles in our architecture brings several benefits.

• It is easier to design a behavior CS devoted to fulfill one particular role,
since a particular role corresponds to a specialized part of the global behavior.
Hence, each behavior CS is much smaller than the CS presented in Sect. 4.2.

• It is easier to design an internal reinforcement signal policy when we use
roles. Generally, fulfilling a role corresponds to reaching a particular situation
which can be detected by the agent, and/or to insure that some validity condi-
tions hold. Then the agents can be rewarded or punished if the first condition
holds or the second one is broken. In our flock control simulation, for example,
playing a FutureLeftGuide role involves reaching the leftArea while playing
a LeftGuide role involves keeping the flock formed. Hence, an agent in charge
of the left side of the flock can be rewarded when it reaches the leftArea, be-
coming a LeftGuide, and punished if the flock is scattered, coming back to
FutureLeftGuide. We think that this is a good way of introducing interme-
diate reinforcement signals, in a more natural framework than in [Matarić, 1994],
for instance.

8 Future Work

8.1 Global Reorganizations

We have shown that an expert must have a pre-conception of the way by which
his agents will solve the problem at hand in order to define their inputs and
behavior sets. This is only once he has implemented the agents and observed
their behavior that he will be able to refine his initial conception, making changes
in the behavior modules.
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But it sometimes happens that observing the behavior of the system during
the adaptation process reveals a completely different strategy to solve the prob-
lem. In these cases, implementing the new solution may require new inputs, new
behaviors and new mappings between the two.

These cases where a global reorganization seems necessary give a strong ar-
gument for adopting a modular approach, since some modules may remain un-
changed despite the new perspective. But the design of a fully-automated LCS
which would be able to tackle such global reorganizations is a very challenging
research goal. Therefore these cases also give a strong argument for adopting a
semi-automated approach, since the eye of the expert is necessary to identify
when such global redescriptions are necessary.

8.2 Improving the Tool

In order to get more convenient, our tool should include a graphical interface,
devoted both to the design of adaptive automata and to their improvement.

In order to help to improve adaptive automata, the interface must highlight
the classifiers which need to be improved according to the non-Markov indicators.
It must also let the users validate or reject new classifiers.

We have presented a way to use CSs as a particular case of expert sys-
tems. Rather than expressing the knowledge of the expert directly into the CS
formalism, which makes it hard to read, we should also use a higher level in-
put/output language to translate strings of 0, 1 and # into readable assertions
like “if (param1 > 50.0) and (condition2 holds) and (...) then actThisWay”. For
instance, the Samuel system [Grefenstette et al., 1990] uses such a language for
interface concerns.

8.3 Solving Non-Markov Problems

More interestingly for the scientific community, we also want to automate more
processes. We have shown that we can indicate to the users the classifiers which
have a high non-Markov rate. If a correlation can be found between the variability
in subsequent situations and an input which does not appear in the condition
part of the classifier, then adding this input to the classifier might solve the
missing information problem. We have to go into further investigation in this
area before presenting results, but solving non-Markov problems is the next
stage in the agenda of YACS.

8.4 Structural Modularity

Structural modularity is not the kind of temporal modularity presented in
Sect. 4.4. High level conditions can be a logical combination of lower level condi-
tions. In such cases, the computation of the truth value of these conditions can
be rephrased into a small CS whose conditions are the lower level ones and the
action is the assertion of the truth value of the higher level one. These modules
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are connected one to another so that the output of one module makes an entry
in the input message of another module. This can be a good way to break the
complexity of the conditions of the automata.

It is interesting to use this form of modularity when one lower level module
can be re-used by several higher level modules. Our attempt to use this form
of modularity in our flock driving experiment was not successful, but the need
for structural modularity is not obvious in such a problem, since the automaton
is not very complicated. In our industrial applications, on the contrary, there
should be a lot of reusable modules.

Combining learning algorithms with structural modularity raises interesting
questions. When a higher level module is reinforced, how should it share its
reinforcement with lower level modules which give its inputs?

Though we did not tackle this question yet, the learning algorithm presented
in [Gérard and Sigaud, 2000] already measures how relevant is a particular input
to a particular classifier. We will use this information to design a structural
reinforcement sharing algorithm.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an application of CSs to a moderately compli-
cated multiagent problem. We have drawn some lessons out of this experiments
on how could CSs be used in real world domains.

The main message of that paper is that using the CS formalism can be a very
efficient way to implement or rephrase simulation automata written by experts.
It provides with both a clear and concise representation of the “intelligence”
of the system, which can be easily handled through a graphical interface, and
a convenient way to adapt this intelligence through a trial-and-error process,
either by hand, automatically, or even through a mixture of the two.

The second message is that pointing out classifiers dealing with the non-
Markov property of the problem is very helpful and gives an efficient indication
of what must be improved in the design of the automaton. This is not a surprise
since this is at the core of the algorithms of XCS [Wilson, 1995], but we proposed
a new methodology to involve the experts in the improvement process when it
is necessary.
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Abstract. The classifier system XCS was investigated for data mining
applications where the dataset discrimination surface (DS) is generally
oblique to the attribute axes. Despite the classifiers’ hyper-rectangular
predicates, XCS reached 100% performance on synthetic problems with
diagonal DS’s and, in a train/test experiment, competitive performance
on the Wisconsin Breast Cancer dataset. Final classifiers in an extended
WBC learning run were interpretable to suggest dependencies on one or a
few attributes. For data mining of numeric datasets with partially oblique
discrimination surfaces, XCS shows promise from both performance and
pattern discovery viewpoints.

1 Introduction

Data mining has been described as “the process of discovering patterns in data”
[17]. The discovered patterns are often represented by rules that, given a data
instance, can be used to predict an outcome or consequence of interest. Similarly,
XCS [13], a learning classifier system, evolves rules (classifiers) through which the
system gradually improves its ability to obtain environmental reward. In effect,
XCS mines its environment for patterns that, expressed in classifiers, allow it to
make increasingly remunerative decisions. XCS is potentially applicable to data
mining problems because in many environments it evolves accurate, maximally
general rules in which the patterns are easily seen.

Some of the relevant XCS work has involved learning Boolean functions [13,
5,14]. From a data-mining point of view, a Boolean function is a very strongly
patterned dataset containing all two-valued attribute strings of a given length.
The ability to learn Boolean functions indicates XCS’s ability to find highly
non-linear patterns among attributes. Saxon and Barry [9] tested XCS on The
Monk’s Problems [11], a widely used non-Boolean test set for comparing learn-
ing algorithms. The domain has six attributes taking up to four nominal values
(e.g., the head_shape attribute takes values round, square, and octagon). The
Monk’s 1 problem is a relatively simple concept,

(head_shape = body_shape) or (jacket_color = red).
The second problem is a more complicated concept not simply described by a
disjunction of conjunctions of attribute-value pairs. Monk’s 3 is again a simple
concept but contains noise in the form of approximately 5% misclassified exam-
ples in the training set. Comparing the results with published results for other
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systems led Saxon and Barry to conclude that on The Monk’s Problems XCS
“performed at least as well as traditional Machine Learning techniques”, and
that XCS was “also able to produce and maintain an easily identifiable accu-
rately general set of classifiers representing the concepts within the data sets”.
Wilson [15] showed that XCS could learn a problem in which there was a Boolean
relation among real-valued attributes, showing that XCS could be adapted to
take continuous inputs.

Promising as these results are, in all the problems addressed the concept or
function sought is essentially “logical”. I.e., it can be expressed by a combination
of and, or, and not applied to attribute values, simple recodings of them, or, in
the case of [15], ranges of the values. XCS appears well suited to “logical” data-
mining problems, including realistically large ones (as suggested by preliminary
complexity results in [14]). However, in many data-mining problems the function
sought is not expressible logically. This is because the problem’s discrimination
surface (DS) is oblique – neither parallel nor perpendicular to – the attribute
axes. Datasets with oblique DS’s form a large class and their instances typically
have numeric attributes.

XCS is good at logical problems because the classifier conditions define hyper-
rectangles, which can evolve to fit the shape of a logical DS exactly. However,
if the DS is oblique, hyper-rectangles can only approximate the shape. Many
classifiers may be required, and the shape may be difficult to see in the classifiers.
One approach to oblique problems is to modify the syntax of classifier conditions
so that oblique DS’s can be approximated. The most general method is to use
S-classifiers [7,12], where the conditions are Lisp S-expression predicates and
can be based on arithmetic function primitives. Our aim in this paper, however,
is to apply basic XCS (modified for numeric inputs) to oblique data, using the
well-known Wisconsin Breast Cancer dataset [2] as test bed. The WBC dataset
offers an opportunity to test XCS’s performance and the interpretability of its
evolved rules on a realistic, oblique, data-mining problem.

The next section gives a brief introduction to XCS. Section 3 presents mod-
ifications needed for the WBC problem. We warm up on some synthetic data
in Sect. 4. Section 5 presents results on the WBC dataset, including a strat-
ified cross-validation (train/test) experiment, and an experiment that reveals
patterns. Sections 6 and 7 contain discussion and conclusion.

2 XCS in Brief

The following, drawn from [15], is an abbreviated description of XCS. (For more
detail, see [13], [5], and [14]; [3] gives an algorithmic description.) XCS is designed
for both single- and multiple-step tasks, but the discussion here applies only to
XCS for independent single-step tasks in which an input is presented, the system
makes a decision, and the environment provides some reward.

Structurally, each classifier Cj in XCS’s population [P] has a condition, an
action, and a set of associated parameters. The condition is a string from {0,1,#};
the action is an integer. The three principal parameters are: (1) payoff prediction
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pj , which estimates the payoff the system will receive if Cj matches and its
action is chosen by the system; (2) prediction error εj , which estimates the error
in pj with respect to actual payoffs received; and (3) fitness Fj , computed as
later explained. It is convenient to divide the description of a single operating
cycle or time-step into the traditional performance, update (reinforcement), and
discovery components.

2.1 Performance

Upon presentation of an input – a binary string – XCS forms a match set [M]
of classifiers in [P] whose conditions are satisfied by the input. The condition is
satisfied if and only if each of its non-# positions is the same as the corresponding
bit of the input string.

[If no classifiers match, the input is “covered” by creating matching classifiers
with each of the possible actions, and placing them in [M]. Each new classifier’s
condition is a copy of the input except that #’s (“don’t cares”) are inserted
with probability P# per position. Parameters are given initial values. If [P] has
reached its allowable maximum N , deletion of classifiers occurs to make room for
the new ones (deletion is generally not necessary; initial populations are empty
and covering normally occurs only at the very beginning of a run)].

Then, for each action ak represented in [M], the system computes a fitness-
weighted average Pk of the predictions pj of each classifier in [M] having that
action: Pk =

∑
j Fjpj/

∑
j Fj . Pk is termed the system prediction for action ak.

Next, XCS chooses an action from those represented in [M] and sends it to
the environment. According to the action-selection regime in force, the action
may be picked randomly or otherwise probabilistically based on the Pk, or it
may be picked deterministically – i.e., the action with the highest Pk is chosen.
Finally, an action set [A] is formed consisting of the subset of [M] having the
chosen action.

2.2 Update

In this component, the parameters of the classifiers in [A] are re-estimated ac-
cording to the reward R returned by the environment as a consequence of the
system’s taking action ak. First, the predictions are updated: pj ← pj+β(R−pj).
Next, the errors: εj ← εj + β(|R − pj |). Third, for each Cj , an accuracy κj is
computed: κj = 0.1(εj/ε0)−n, for εj > ε0, else 1.0. Then, from the κj , each clas-
sifier’s relative accuracy κ′j is computed: κ

′
j = κj/

∑
j κj . Finally the fitnesses

Fj are updated according to: Fj ← Fj + β(κ′j − Fj).

2.3 Discovery

On some time-steps, XCS executes a genetic algorithm (GA) within [A]. Two
classifiers are chosen probabilistically based on their fitnesses and copied. The
copies are crossed (two-point crossover) with probability χ, and then mutated
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with probability μ per allele. The resulting offspring are inserted into [P]; if the
population size is already at its maximum value, N , two classifiers are deleted.
The probability of deletion of a classifier is determined by Kovacs’s method [6]
and is designed to preferentially remove low-fitness classifiers that have partici-
pated in a threshold number of action sets – that is, have had sufficient time for
their parameters to be accurately estimated.

Whether or not to execute the GA on a given time-step is determined as
follows. The system keeps a count of the number of time-steps since the beginning
of a run. Every time a GA occurs, the classifiers in that [A] are “time-stamped”
with the current count. Whenever an [A] is formed, the time-stamp values of its
members are averaged and subtracted from the current count; if the difference
exceeds a threshold θGA, a GA takes place.

A macroclassifier technique is used to speed processing and provide a more
perspicuous view of population contents. Whenever a new classifier is generated
by the GA (or covering), [P] is scanned to see if there already exists a classifier
with the same condition and action. If so, the numerosity parameter of the
existing classifier is incremented by one, and the new classifier is discarded.
If not, the new classifier is inserted into [P]. The resulting population consists
entirely of structurally unique classifiers, each with numerosity ≥ 1. If a classifier
is chosen for deletion, its numerosity is decremented by 1, unless the result
would be 0, in which case the classifier is removed from [P]. All operations in a
population of macroclassifiers are carried out as though the population consisted
of conventional classifiers; that is, the numerosity is taken into account. In a
macroclassifier population, the sum of numerosities equals N , the traditional
population size. [P]’s actual size in macroclassifiers,M , is of interest as a measure
of the population’s space complexity.

2.4 Overall Picture

XCS’s overall objective is to maximize the rate of reward it obtains from the
environment. If the environment (or trainer, teacher, etc.) gives high reward for
actions (decisions) that it regards as “correct” or “best”, then XCS’s achieving a
high reward rate will be equivalent to learning or solving the problem presented
by the environment. This is the framework of reinforcement learning [10]. Data
mining problems can be cast in terms of reinforcement learning if rewards given
the system correlate with the correctness of its decisions.

XCS is designed to evolve classifiers that accurately predict environmental
reward in all the situations (inputs) the system might encounter. Having these it
can choose the actions that maximize reward. XCS evolves accurate classifiers by
a process of trial and error in which, given an input and a match set, a particular
action is tried, the reward (if any) is received, and the associated classifiers are
updated as previously described. Classifiers that predict accurately tend to be
reproduced, while inaccurate classifiers are eventually deleted.

XCS not only evolves accurate classifiers, it evolves ones that are accurate
and maximally general. That is, if several different input situations result in the
same reward when a particular action is made by the system, then XCS will tend
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to evolve a single (macro)classifier having that action that matches all of those
situations. As a result, the system achieves compactness of representation, and
the evolved classifiers display the structure of the environment or problem in a
way that is often readily interpretable by users. This important tendency of XCS
occurs because if there are two equally accurate classifiers but one matches a
subset of the states matched by the other, the more general classifier will win out
since it occurs in more action sets and will have more reproductive opportunities
[13,5,14,16].

2.5 Subsumption Deletion

The generalization mechanism just mentioned, while powerful, may sometimes
not go as far as one would wish. Winning classifiers will be those that match more
inputs – environmental states – than equally accurate rivals. Usually, a classifier
whose condition is formally more general (has more #’s) will match more states.
However, in certain environments (termed sparse), not all states may actually
be present, with the result that some formally more general classifiers, while still
perfectly accurate, cannot “drive out” their rivals. The resulting population will
be larger than is strictly necessary to solve the problem, and its knowledge will
not be as perspicuous. To deal with sparseness and evolve classifiers that are as
formally general as possible without sacrificing accuracy, an optional procedure
called “subsumption deletion” was introduced [14,16,3].

Two forms of subsumption deletion are used. In GA subsumption, a new off-
spring is examined to see if its condition is logically subsumed by the condition
of either of its parents. If so, and if the subsuming parent is both highly accu-
rate and sufficiently experienced (its parameters have been updated a threshold
number of times), the offspring is not added to the population but the parent’s
numerosity is incremented. Action-set subsumption is different from and inde-
pendent of GA subsumption. Each action set is searched for the most general
classifier that is both accurate and sufficiently experienced. Then all other clas-
sifiers in the set are tested against the general one to see if it subsumes them.
Any that are subsumed are deleted from the population.

3 XCSI: XCS Modified for Integer Inputs

The attributes of WBC dataset instances are integer-valued, from 1 to 10 inclu-
sive. To handle this format, XCS was modified in its input interface, the mutation
operator, covering, and subsumption. For convenience, we call the modified sys-
tem “XCSI”. The changes are analogous to those made for real-valued inputs in
XCSR [15]. The classifier condition is changed from a string from {0,1,#} to a
concatenation of “interval predicates”, inti = (li, ui), where li (“lower”) and ui
(“upper”) are integers. A classifier matches an input x with attributes xi if and
only if li ≤ xi ≤ ui for all xi. A consequence of using interval predicates is that
the number of numerical values or alleles in the condition is twice the number
of components in x.
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Crossover (two-point) operates in direct analogy to crossover in XCS. A
crossover point can occur between any two alleles, i.e., within an interval predi-
cate or between predicates, and also at the ends of the condition (the action is
not involved in crossover). Mutation, however, is different. Preliminary exper-
iments were done, and the best method appears to be to mutate an allele by
adding an amount ±rand(m0), wherem0 is a fixed integer, rand picks an integer
uniform randomly from (0,m0], and the sign is chosen uniform randomly. If a
new value of li is less than the minimum possible input value, in this case 1, the
new value is set to 1. If the new value is greater than ui, it is set equal to ui. A
corresponding rule holds for mutations of ui.

The condition of a “covering” classifier has components l0, u0, ..., ln, un, where
each li = xi − rand1(r0), but limited to the minimum possible input value, and
each ui = xi + rand1(r0), limited to the maximum possible input value; rand1
picks a random integer from [0, r0], with r0 a fixed integer.

Subsumption of one classifier by another occurs if every interval predicate
in the first classifier’s condition subsumes the corresponding predicate in the
second classifier’s condition. An interval predicate subsumes another one if its
li is less than or equal to that of the other and its ui is greater than or equal
to that of the other. For purposes of action-set subsumption, a classifier is more
general than another if its generality is greater. Generality is defined as the sum
of the widths ui − li + 1 of the interval predicates, all divided by the maximum
possible value of this sum.

4 Experiments on Synthetic Oblique Data

To get a feel for its behavior, we began by applying XCSI to some synthetic
oblique data. In the first experiment the problem had just two dimensions, in
order to give a clear picture of the resulting classifiers, In the other experiment,
the problem had the same dimensionality as the WBC dataset – nine. In both
cases the DS (discrimination surface) was diagonal to all the axes, i.e., maximally
oblique.

4.1 Experiment 1 – Two Dimensions

A dataset, “Random-Data2”, was constructed as follows. Random vectors
(x1, x2) were created, with each xi a random integer from (1, 10). The correct
outcome o for each vector was chosen according to

o = if x1 + x2 ≥ 11 then 1 else 0.

Each vector and its outcome constituted an instance of Random-Data2. The
dataset had 683 such instances (comparable to the size of the WBC dataset),
and the attribute range from 1 through 10 corresponded to the WBC’s attribute
range. Note that the DS for this problem is indeed diagonal to the x1 and x2
axes.
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Fig. 1. Performance (fraction correct), generality, population size (/800), and system
error vs. number of explore problems in Experiment 1

In the experiment, XCSI operated in a pure explore mode in which on each
time-step the system was given a randomly selected instance from Random-
Data2, it carried out the performance, update, and discovery procedures as ex-
plained in Sects. 2 and 3, but its action selection rule was to choose its output
action (its decision as to the correct outcome) randomly. If the action was cor-
rect, XCSI received a reward of 1000; if incorrect, 0. Both forms of subsumption
deletion were enabled.

To determine whether the system was actually learning something, the ex-
plore steps alternated with test steps in which XCSI deliberately chose as its
decision the action with the maximum system prediction. During test steps the
update, discovery, and subsumption components were disabled.

The following parameters of XCSI were the same for all experiments in this
paper: β = 0.2, ε0 = 1, n = 5, θGA = 48, χ = 0.8, μ = 0.04, andm0 = 2. Also the
same were the experience threshold for deletion and for GA subsumption, θdel =
50 (experience is the number of times a classifier has been in an updated action
set) and a separate experience threshold for action-set subsumption, θas = 1000.
The space of parameter settings is obviously large, and a number of experiments
preceded those reported here. Principally, it was found that ε0 should be quite
small (to push toward high accuracy) and θas should be quite large (to ensure
that a classifier’s accuracy is reliable before allowing it to delete another classifier
in action-set subsumption). Parameters for this experiment that were not the
same through all experiments were N = 800 and r0 = 4.

Figure 1 shows results for a typical run of XCSI on Random-Data2. The
quantities are all moving averages over the past 50 problems (instances seen);
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CONDITION ACT PRED ERR FITN NUM GEN EXPER

0. |......OOOO|...OOOOOOO| 1 1000. .000 282. 15 .55 29435
1. |OOOOOO....|OOOO......| 0 1000. .000 359. 26 .50 22546
2. |OOOO......|OOOOOO....| 0 1000. .000 153. 13 .50 22780
3. |OOOOO.....|OOOOO.....| 0 1000. .000 358. 19 .50 23150
4. |OOOOOOO...|OOO.......| 0 1000. .000 295. 19 .50 18197
5. |....OOOOOO|.....OOOOO| 1 1000. .000 150. 12 .55 29394
6. |OOOOOOOOO.|O.........| 0 1000. .000 435. 28 .50 7924
7. |.......OOO|..OOOOOOOO| 1 1000. .000 250. 23 .55 26022
8. |OOOOOOOO..|OO........| 0 1000. .000 236. 16 .50 12647
9. |........OO|.OOOOOOOOO| 1 1000. .000 229. 29 .55 17336

10. |.........O|OOOOOOOOOO| 1 1000. .000 429. 22 .55 9401
11. |..OOOOOOOO|.......OOO| 1 1000. .000 213. 10 .55 19615
12. |O.........|......OOO.| 0 1000. .000 515. 29 .20 1658
13. |OO........|OOOOOOOO..| 0 1000. .000 501. 24 .50 12346

25. |OOOOOOO...|OOOO......| 0 991. .032 0. 1 .55 46
26. |OOOO......|OOOOOOO...| 0 990. .037 0. 1 .55 41
27. |OOOOOO....|OOOOO.....| 0 966. .081 5. 3 .55 80
28. |OO........|OOOOOOOOO.| 0 930. .135 0. 1 .55 51
29. |OOO.......|OOOOOOOO..| 0 800. .161 0. 2 .55 39
30. |...OOOOOOO|...OOOOOOO| 1 754. .308 3. 1 .70 16

47. |OOOOO.....|OOOOO.....| 1 0. .000 202. 15 .50 21652
48. |........OO|.OOOOOOOOO| 0 0. .000 232. 20 .55 17411
49. |.........O|OOOOOOOOOO| 0 0. .000 284. 23 .55 10208
50. |....OOOOOO|.....OOOOO| 0 0. .000 407. 32 .55 27947
51. |..OOOOOOOO|.......OOO| 0 0. .000 345. 8 .55 21179
52. |OOO.......|OOOOOOO...| 1 0. .000 251. 27 .50 18306
53. |OOOOOOO...|OOO.......| 1 0. .000 188. 20 .50 16057
54. |.....OOOOO|....OOOOOO| 0 0. .000 234. 20 .55 25685
55. |O.........|......OOO.| 1 0. .000 556. 28 .20 1735

Fig. 2. Some classifiers from Experiment 1. Condition predicates shown graphically (see
text). Also shown: ACTion, PREDiction, ERRor, FITNess, NUMerosity, GENerality,
and EXPERience of each classifier

values are plotted every 100 problems. Individual plots appear in the top-to-
bottom order shown in the legend.

Approximately 100,000 explore problems (instances) were required for the
system to reach 100% performance. However, 98% performance (one error in
50 problems) was reached quickly, so most of the time was needed to get the
last few instances – usually just one or two – right. “Generality” is a fitness-
weighted average of classifier generality. It climbs slowly and seems to level off
at around 0.5. “Popsize/800” is the number of macroclassifiers divided by N, the
total numerosity. It falls quickly to approximately 0.08. The actual number of
classifiers at the end was 63. Finally, “System Error” is the difference (divided
by 1000) between the system prediction for the chosen action and the actual
reward received. It falls quickly to a very small value.

Figure 2 depicts 29 representative classifiers from the 63 in the final popu-
lation of Experiment 1, ordered by descending prediction. A graphic notation
is used to represent the conditions. In each interval predicate (shown between
“|”s), the range of input values accepted is indicated by a sequence of O’s. Thus
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the first classifier accepts (matches) input vectors for which 7 ≤ x1 ≤ 10 and
4 ≤ x2 ≤ 10.

Notice that the first classifier is always correct in its prediction: all accepted
inputs satisfy x1 + x2 ≥ 11, the classifier advocates action 1, and the reward
received is indeed 1000. Furthermore, the classifier is maximally general: neither
of its predicates can be expanded without causing an error. For the second
classifier, all accepted inputs satisfy x1+x2 < 11, it advocates action 0, and it is
completely accurate predicting a reward of 1000. It, too, is maximally general.
In fact all classifiers in the first group are accurate (error 0.000) and maximally
general except no. 12 which is merely accurate.

The second group represents the 13 classifiers that were not accurate. Note
that this is reflected in their very small fitnesses (all fitness values are shown
multiplied by 1000). Because system predictions are a fitness-weighted sum
(Sect. 2.1), low-fitness classifiers have minimal effect on the system, and are
soon deleted. They represent GA offspring that turned out not to be accurate.

The classifier conditions in the first and third groups can be thought of as
“boxes” – hyper-rectangles in 2-d – fitting into the space on either side of the
line defined by the dataset’s DS. The fit is awkward: apart from nos. 12 and 55,
each box is as big as it can be without causing an error, but they overlap in
such a way that none subsumes any other and all survive. In effect, the boxes
are trying to approximate the diagonally divided input space but can’t do it
elegantly because they are rectangular. Despite this frustration, the system did
its job: of the 63 classifiers in the set, all with substantial fitness (and thus able
to affect the system prediction) were accurate, and all of these except nos. 12
and 55 were maximally general.

Still, this experiment’s input space had only two dimensions. Despite the
system’s high performance and relatively small population (space complexity)
in this case, what can be expected for more realistic data mining problems such
as the WBC with its nine dimensions? Will XCSI’s “boxes” approximation be
adequate, and what insight will it give into the problem’s structure? As a first
step in answering these questions, we tested XCSI on a nine-dimensional problem
with a “diagonal” DS.

4.2 Experiment 2 – Nine Dimensions

A second random dataset, “Random-Data9”, was constructed like Random-
Data2, except that there were nine dimensions and the expression determining
the outcomes was

o = if x1 + ...+ x9 ≥ 50 then 1 else 0.

The dataset contained 683 examples, 361 of which had outcome 1.
Experiment 2 was conducted like Experiment 1 except that N = 3200 and

r0 = 6. Larger values for these parameters are generally needed as the input
space becomes larger. In general, they are chosen empirically such that the to-
tal number of classifiers does not exceed approximately 0.75N and any initial
covering ceases quickly.
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Fig. 3. Performance (fraction correct), generality, population size (/3200), and system
error vs. number of explore problems in Experiment 2

Results are presented in Fig. 3, showing a typical run. In comparison with
Experiment 1, performance took somewhat longer to reach 100%, system error
fell more slowly, and the maximum and final population sizes were substantially
larger. On the other hand, the input space is exponentially larger – 109 vs. 102

– whereas the results differ by a factor of 10 or less. Why the 9-d problem is
not harder is not clear at present. It may have to do with the input space being
only sparsely occupied by dataset instances, in comparison with the much fuller
coverage in the 2-d case. Sparse coverage makes the DS irregular and thus less
strictly diagonal; this may aid the classifiers in approximating it.

The 974 classifiers of the final population were examined, but examples are
not shown here. As in Experiment 1, roughly 80% of the classifiers were accu-
rate, with the remaining inaccurate ones having very low fitness. Because of the
dimensionality and sparseness of the dataset, and unlike Experiment 1, it was
not readily possible to judge if the accurate classifiers were maximally general.
The accurate classifiers showed no clear pattern in their predicates, as would be
expected from the obliqueness of the formula for creating the dataset, together
with the sparseness. Nevertheless, as seen in Fig. 3, the dataset was learned. It
appears that XCSI can deal with nine-dimensional oblique data, at least from
the point of view of performance.
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5 Experiments on the WBC Dataset

We used the “original” Wisconsin Breast Cancer Database which was donated
to the UCI Repository by Prof. Olvi Mangasarian and contains 699 cases (in-
stances) collected over time by Dr. William H. Wolberg. For concreteness, the
nine attributes of each instance are: Clump Thickness, Uniformity of Cell Size,
Uniformity of Cell Shape, Marginal Adhesion, Single Epithelial Cell Size, Bare
Nuclei, Bland Chromatin, Normal Nucleoli, and Mitoses. Each attribute has a
value between 1 and 10 inclusive. Sixteen instances contain an attribute whose
value is unknown. The outcome distribution is 458 Benign (65.5%), 241 Malig-
nant (34.5%). The following is a small sample of the raw data.

1070935,3,1,1,1,1,1,2,1,1,2
1071760,2,1,1,1,2,1,3,1,1,2
1072179,10,7,7,3,8,5,7,4,3,4
1074610,2,1,1,2,2,1,3,1,1,2
1075123,3,1,2,1,2,1,2,1,1,2
1079304,2,1,1,1,2,1,2,1,1,2
1080185,10,10,10,8,6,1,8,9,1,4
1081791,6,2,1,1,1,1,7,1,1,2
1084584,5,4,4,9,2,10,5,6,1,4
1091262,2,5,3,3,6,7,7,5,1,4
1096800,6,6,6,9,6,?,7,8,1,2

The first number is a label, the next nine are the attribute values, and the last is
the outcome, 2 for Benign and 4 for Malignant. Clearly, Malignant is associated
with larger attribute values. But the precise borderline (DS) is not obvious,
nor is it clear whether certain attributes are more important than others. The
obliqueness of the data is reflected in the fact that a summation of attribute
values or “weight of evidence” appears broadly to be decisive. On an earlier
(smaller) version of the data, Wolberg and Mangasarian [18] used a statistical
method with multiple hyperplanes to obtain accuracies as high as 95.9%. The
UCI Repository states ”highest reported accuracy” on the current dataset to be
94%.

XCSI will first be applied to the WBC dataset in a “train/test” experiment
using a well-known procedure for evaluating learning algorithms for data mining.
After that, we will present an experiment in which XCSI extracted some of the
patterns contained in the data.

5.1 Experiment 3 – WBC Train/Test

A practical learning algorithm for data mining must of course be able to catego-
rize instances correctly that it hasn’t seen before. In the experiments of Sect. 4,
XCSI learned a dataset perfectly, but was not tested on further examples. In
this experiment, we applied XCSI to the WBC data in a stratified tenfold cross-
validation procedure in which the system learned on part of the data and was
tested on the remainder.
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According to Witten and Frank [17], “Tenfold cross-validation is the standard
way of measuring the error rate of a learning scheme on a particular dataset; for
reliable results, ten times tenfold cross-validation.” We followed the procedure
as they explain it, adding stratification, but left the 10 times repeat for later
work.

Briefly, the procedure is as follows. The dataset is divided into 10 parts
called “folds”. The system is then tested on each fold, after being trained on
the balance of the dataset. Then the results on the 10 test folds are averaged
giving the final score. The folds are made as equal in size as possible, given the
size of the actual dataset. “Stratification” means that in each fold the possible
outcomes have approximately the same prevalences as in the whole dataset.

The folds were created from the dataset by random selection without replace-
ment. To get stratification in a fold, it was actually made up of two parts, one
containing instances randomly selected without replacement from the remaining
0-outcomes in the dataset, the other from the remaining 1-outcomes. Then the
two fold parts were shuffled randomly together. The actual numbers of outcomes
selected for each fold were given by a predetermined pair of numbers. For eight of
the ten folds, the pair was (46, 24) for 0-outcomes and 1-outcomes, respectively.
For the last two folds, the pairs were (45, 24) and (45, 25), thus accounting for
all the instances as evenly as possible. (The WBC outcome notation of 2 and 4
was replaced by 0 and 1.)

Parameters for the experiment were the same as previously described, except
N = 6400 and r0 = 4. If an attribute value was missing, it was assumed to match.
Calling each fold an “Out” set and the corresponding balance of the dataset an
“In” set, XCSI learned on each of In sets for 50,000 explore problems, then was
tested on the associated Out set. Each learning run reached 100% performance
by 40,000 problems, with no mistakes after that, except for three runs that
reached 100% at approximately 49,500, 49,000, and 40,100 problems. Testing
consisted of a simple sweep through the Out set with XCSI in test mode. The
test results are shown in Table 1.

With a mean performance of about 95.5%, XCSI appears on this problem to
be in the same league as the best of other approaches. Of course, the present
experiments are exploratory, and further testing is called for on the WBC data
– using different fold sets – and on other oblique data problems.

5.2 Experiment 4 – Discovering Patterns

As XCSI grinds through thousands of data instances, its generalization and
subsumption mechanisms evolve increasingly general, accurate classifiers. On
Boolean functions or The Monk’s Problems the result is a small set of classifiers
in which the problem structure is evident. On oblique data, however, the dis-
crimination surface must be approximated by hyper-rectangles defined by the
classifier conditions. To the extent the data are truly oblique, the evolved classi-
fiers may reveal little about the DS. In Experiment 1, for instance, no individual
classifier in Fig. 2 offers any hint as to the shape of the DS, even though each
one having high fitness is accurate and maximally general. On the other hand, if
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Table 1. Results of stratified tenfold cross-validation test on WBC dataset. Each line
has results for one fold. Last line is mean of fold scores

Correct Incorrect Not Matched Fraction Correct
68 2 0 0.9714
69 1 0 0.9857
65 5 0 0.9286
66 4 0 0.9429
65 3 2 0.9286
64 3 3 0.9143
70 0 0 1.0000
69 1 0 0.9857
65 3 1 0.9420
67 2 1 0.9571

MEAN ⇒ 0.9556

the data while largely oblique contains some “logical” structure – i.e., structure
that hyper-rectangles can more directly approximate – we should be able to see
it in the evolved classifiers.

An oblique dataset like WBC can be tested for logical structure by continuing
the evolution far past the point of 100% performance. Evolutionary search does
not stop if the GA is running and further generalization of existing classifiers is
possible. We can tell that the search continues as long as population generality
is rising and population size is falling. In Experiment 4 we carried a learning
run on the entire WBC dataset out to 2,000,000 time-steps (instances seen)
and examined the resulting classifiers. Graphs of the experiment are shown in
Fig. 4. Notice that 100% performance is reached by roughly 50,000 problems,
but generality and population size are still changing at 2,000,000 problems.

Figure 5 shows the 27 most experienced classifiers in the final population
(their experiences ranged from 50,810 to 414,215). These are rules that make
no mistakes in predicting the payoff for any WBC dataset instance that they
match. Because of their large experiences, it is quite safe to assume that they
are generalized up to the point where expanding any of the interval predicates,
even slightly, would cause an error. In short they are never contradicted by the
dataset, and they are maximally general.

High experience means a classifier matches a large fraction of the dataset.
The classifiers in Fig. 5 should offer some insight about the dataset’s structure
and by extension, the domain from which the data were drawn. For example,
No. 3 appears to say, “Regardless of the values of the remaining attributes, if
attribute 1 is 7 or above and attribute 2 is 5 or above, the case is malignant.” In
medical terms, this would be, “If clump thickness is 7 or above and uniformity
of cell size is 5 or above, malignancy is indicated.”

The statement is an hypothesis derived from the data, certainly not a proven
fact. In fuller terms, it would be: “To the extent the dataset accurately samples
the universe of breast cancer cases, it is hypothesized that no case fitting the
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Fig. 4. Performance (fraction correct), generality, population size (/6400), and system
error vs. number of explore problems in Experiment 4
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Fig. 5. The most experienced classifiers from the final population of Experiment 4
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ranges of No. 3 will not be malignant. Furthermore, there are cases that fit No.
3 except for clump thickness less than 7 or uniformity of cell size less than 5
that are benign.” Thus the classifier makes an hypothesis about cases that fit
its condition, and a weaker hypothese about cases that nearly fit its condition.

Figure 5 includes some classifiers in which a single attribute is decisive. For
example No. 9 says, “If clump thickness is 9 or above, then malignant.” No. 26
says, “If bland chromatin is 8 or greater, then malignant.” Some are very close
to depending on a single attribute. No. 11 says, “If uniformity of cell shape is
8 or above and marginal adhesion is not 1, then malignant. Similarly for Nos.
6 and 8. Furthermore, rules dependent on just two attributes can be identified,
for instance Nos. 1 (which indicates benign), 5, and 15. In all of these we have
omitted the associated weaker hypothesis.

6 Discussion

XCSI’s good performance on both the synthetic oblique problems and the WBC
dataset suggests that the apparent mismatch between the obliqueness of the
discrimination surface and XCSI’s hyper-rectangular predicates is not a funda-
mental limitation. The boxy predicates might have been expected to lead to
overfitting, i.e., excessively detailed learning of the training data causing poor
performance on new instances. But test performance on the WBC data was at
a competitive level, suggesting that overfitting was not in fact a problem. Still,
it is not clear why this pleasant outcome should have occurred. Perhaps there
is something about the “boxes” approximation that actually tends to prevent
overfitting.

The emergence of some pattern information in the WBC data suggests that
the set is not totally oblique, but instead contains regions where there is a
strong dependence on one or a few attributes. XCSI seems to zero in on such
patterns. Hopefully, the patterns will make sense to clinicians or practitioners,
aiding confidence in the system’s predictions, and providing suggestive domain
hypotheses.

Beyond the patterns shown in Fig. 5, the final population contained of course
a great many others having a more intricate structure. Some of these classifiers
are concerned with the region close to the DS, where discrimination is complex.
The patterns of Fig. 5, though they cover huge subspaces, may not in fact apply
in “close cases” near the DS. There, however, the match set will often indicate
the degree of uncertainty of the decision, because it will contain high fitness
classifiers that vote strongly each way. A measure of match set agreement could
assist practitioners in the close cases. Holmes [4] used this sort of technique for
evaluating risk of disease.

Next steps for research on XCS and oblique data should include further
fold tests on WBC and tests on additional representative datasets. Classifier
patterns such as those seen in Fig. 5 should be shown to domain practitioners for
plausibility. Analysis is needed of the boxes approximation, including the result
that the learning complexity of XCSI on oblique data is apparently far below
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exponential. The conditions of the classifiers of evolved populations contain a
great deal of information about the structure of the dataset, but only a fraction of
it is directly interpretable as in Sect. 5.2. It would be desirable to find algorithms
for extracting all the classifiers’ implications as rules of thumb and in other
representations.

7 Conclusion

XCS, suitably modified for numeric inputs, appears to have considerable po-
tential for mining oblique datasets. On tests so far, performance was high, and
simple as well as more complex patterns describing the structure of the data
emerged. Further investigation on a wide range of problems may show that sys-
tems based on XCS are a very good choice for high performance combined with
clear pattern discovery.
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Abstract. In this paper we propose an evolutionary approach to aggregate and 
control multiple Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) within a tree architecture. 
Our approach relies on two main principles. First, to base the tree control flow 
on a metaphor of a classifier attribute - strength, taking it as an expression of 
the classifier system excitement at a given time step. The tree control 
mechanism takes the excitement level of standard classifier systems to feed 
higher-level coordinator classifier systems, which will become responsible for 
choosing the appropriate host agent behavior. The second principle consists in 
relying on evolution to be the judge of the suitability of LCS aggregation. We 
believe that a “running time” aggregation mechanism will be useless if it is not
provided a method to assess the suitability of the resulting structure. In the 
approach we propose, this role is played by simulated evolution of synthetic 
LCS based agents. The test-bed of our claims was Saavana, an Artificial Life 
environment modeled after a natural ecosystem where synthetic LCS based 
antelopes were subjected to simulated evolution. The preliminary results 
showed us that this approach improves the progressive adaptation of agent 
populations to the environment they are facing and looks promising regarding 
the emergence of high-level agents capable of dealing with multi-goal tasks. 

1   Introduction 

Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) [1] are a very promising methodology for the 
simulation and modeling of artificial agent adaptive behavior. The power of this 
methodology relies on the level of independence between LCS design and specific 
application details. The system designer does not need to implement internal world 
models. Instead, to set the system, the designer needs only to provide its performance 
landscape.

1.1   Learning Classifier Systems 

A LCS is a type of parallel production rule system where rules – classifiers, relate the 
information that the system acquires (encoded in the condition part of the classifier) to 
system behavior (resulting from the action part of the classifier), trying, this way, to 
establish a bond between world events and the system actions. Classifiers constitute 
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self-formulated world hypotheses that need to be validated (and improved) as the LCS 
accumulates experience. 

Classi f ier  System

Classif ier
Database

Reward
System

New Classi f ier
Discovery

Mechan ism

performance
cycle

revising
cycle

reward
cycle

wor ld

Detectors

Efectors

Fig. 1. Functional levels of an LCS 

An LCS (Fig. 1) can be described by a functional structure composed of 3 levels: 

• Performance Level. According the match between world state and classifiers 
conditions, the actions of selected classifiers determine the system behavior. The 
performance cycle can be divided in the following phases: 
1. Detection: environmental data is sensed (through detectors), converted into 

system messages. 
2. Matching: the system messages are compared with the conditions of the system 

classifiers (classifier database). 
3. Classifier competition: The classifiers that were successfully matched in the 

previous step compete to take control of the system effectors. Competition is 
based on classifier strength. 

4. Action: The commands that selected classifiers (classifiers that won the 
competition) issue trigger the corresponding effectors actions.  

• Reward Level. The impact of LCS actions on the environment is evaluated. The 
evaluation result is assigned to the respective classifiers, adding the evaluation 
result to the classifier strength. 

• Revising Level. From time to time, the most successful classifiers are chosen to be 
the basis of a new generation of classifiers. The new classifiers replace the 
classifiers who present the worst performance, tuning the current world model. 

This architecture defines two levels of learning (reward and revising). At the 
reward level, world hypotheses (expressed in LCS classifiers) are rated individually. 
At the revising level, new ones are generated. 
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1.2   The Problem 

LCS have proven to be very successful finding solutions to problems where it is easy 
to provide a fitness landscape. However, when the tasks that LCS must cope with are 
non-trivial, corresponding to environments where the fitness landscapes are hard to 
define, LCS are not adequate. One class of such environments corresponds to envir-
onments involving multiple goals. The inadequacy of LCS to deal with multiple goals 
is closely related with the need of providing the system a single reward value that 
must take into account the impact of the system actions on the pursue of all goals; 
often, a very challenging task. 

We believe, however, that LCS scope can be extended to this class of environ-
ments as long as it can be provided a way to couple specific LCS, in the sense that 
each individual LCS handles a particular system goal, within a common control 
structure. Examples of this “divide-and-conquer” approach can be found both in 
Nature and in other scientific areas, like, for instance, the case of Brooks’ subsump-
tion architecture [2]. Our research goal is, then, to build a framework where LCS 
based performance units can learn simple behaviors and afterwards to provide a 
mechanism to aggregate them in order to construct higher-level control structures 
(that we will call agents) capable of exhibiting richer behavior. 

From the discussion of the research problem it is notorious our concern avoiding to 
introduce environment specific details in the design of our approach. This goal suits 
our approach to an evolutionary framework, since the assessment of the aggregation 
suitability of basic performance units can be a product of a simulated evolution 
process 

2   Related Work 

The major influence in the development of our work was the research line followed 
by Colombetti and Dorigo, during the mid 90’s. These two researchers were the first 
to envision the role of LCS like basic units of higher-level agent control architectures 
[3]. Taking advantage of the development of a transputer platform supporting the 
distributed execution of multiple LCS – ALECSYS [4], they proved that LCS 
hierarchical architectures could accomplish multi-goal tasks. Beside the experimental 
work performed with LCS controlled robots, they defined the notions of basic and 
coordination modules and defended the use of a bottom-up approach to join those 
building blocks in a tree like fashion. 

In 1993, Dorigo and Schnepf [5] pointed out that like Nature provided evolution to 
enhance the performance of living organisms, AI should provide mechanisms that 
could induce the self-adaptation of an artificial system, arguing that “adaptation takes 
place only in the mind of the designer of such an autonomous system”. Following this 
line of thought, they proposed the extension of the tree architecture of 1992 to a 
general LCS graph structure, configuring an approach to ethological behavior models, 
like the one from Tinbergen [6]. Unfortunately, the experimental work that was 
reported in the paper did not exploit thoroughly the role that simulated evolution 
could play in the construction of instances of the presented model. Hierarchical LCS 
structures are again referenced in 1996 [7], but in this paper the authors did not 
present significant progresses regarding past research. 
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As the tasks being dealt by artificial systems rose in complexity, evolution and 
adaptation became important research issues because they could become precious 
tools to handle it. Following this trend, several researchers began to investigate the 
implication of evolution in the LCS learning process. Lattaud, in particular, returned 
to light the issue of multifaceted LCS based agents [8]. He induced the emergence of 
new behaviors of Non Homogeneous Classifier Systems agents adding or changing 
classes of agent-environment relationships as the agents evolved. Although arising 
important representational issues and showing promising results, the architecture 
depended excessively on the environment, do not looking clear how to extend it to 
other types of applications. 

3   Our Framework 

In this section we will describe the framework corresponding to the approach we 
took. The principles behind our approach are: 

• Adoption of the tree architecture of Colombetti and Dorigo. 
• Enable the aggregation of different trees in “running time”. 
• Evolution like the judge of the aggregation suitability of LCS trees. 

These principles narrow the application of our approach to environments where it 
can be established a process of simulated evolution – Artificial Life (AL) 
environments. This limitation poses also requirements regarding the architecture of 
the LCS host agents. 

3.1   The Environment: Saavana

Saavana is the AL system embedding our agents. Saavana was modeled after a 
simplified natural ecosystem. Like woods [9], Saavana topology is defined by a 2D 
toroidal1 grid. 

Each grid cell constitutes a synthetic agent available location. In these locations, 
the agents collect the cell available resource. Each type of resource is characterized by 
a energy value. There are a couple of distinguishable types of resources: poison and 
grass. A grass cell is characterized by a high positive energy value. A poison cell 
exhibits a negative energy level. All other cells are neutral regarding energy.  

For monitoring purposes it was found useful to have a three-dimensional graphical 
visualization of the environment. For this sake, it was used a graphical interface called 
3D Saavana. A snapshot of 3D Saavana is presented in Fig. 2. 

1 When an agent steps into a grid boundary, it reappears on the opposite side. 
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Fig. 2. A 3D Saavana snapshot 

3.2   Agent Architecture 

Saavana is the stage. The actors – our virtual agents, are artificial antelopes whose 
“life” is regulated by a biological model, and, whose behavior is dictated by a control 
model. The interaction between these models is the engine powering the evolution of 
antelope population towards a progressive adaptation to the environment. 

3.2.1   Biological Model 
Health is the only attribute included in the antelope biological model and, thus, it is 
linked with all aspects of antelope behavior (moving, breeding and dying). 

Motion is the antelopes basic behavior. Antelopes are able to move from cell to 
cell. The collection of the resources is automatic, i.e., an antelope collects the re-
source available in the location it is standing without having to issue a directive 
specifically for that purpose. 

Antelope reproduction is asexual. It is triggered when the value of an antelope 
health reaches a pre-defined reproduction threshold. The reproduction procedure 
follows: 

1. Another antelope is created at the same location. 
2. Half of the parent’s health is transferred to its offspring. 
3. The parent control model is copied into its offspring. 
4. Application of mutation to the offspring control model. 

An antelope can die either of exhaustion (health level decreased below a minimum 
threshold) or of old age. 

This simple model is sufficient for natural selection2 to occur. Natural selection 
assures a way to differentiate the antelopes regarding their success, pushing the popu-

2 Differential reproductive success. 
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lation of synthetic antelopes to improve their ability to increase health. This can be 
done either by augmenting the efficiency of collecting resources or either by making 
the agents to avoid standing on poison cells. 

3.2.2   Control Model  
The antelope control model is the structure responsible for reasoning and, therefore, 
for defining the actions that the antelopes perform. The control model architecture is a 
LCS tree. Like in Colombetti and Dorigo’s system, we also specify two types of tree 
nodes: basic and coordinator nodes. 

A basic node corresponds to a LCS that is an interface with the environment, while 
a coordinator node (or LCS) is responsible for supervising the execution of its 
coordinated nodes. It is important to make this distinction because, due to its different 
functions, these types of LCS have different implementations: basic nodes have 
detectors and effectors suited to interact with external environment, while coordi-
nators have detectors and effectors suited to supervise the activity of other classifier 
systems. 

In order to simplify the explanation of the mechanisms underlying the antelopes 
control model, we will describe it in 3 steps:  

• First, the system fundamental units: the basic agents.
• Afterwards, we extend the control model to accommodate aggregate agents.
• Finally, we describe the aggregation mechanism enabling the aggregation of any 

two (or more) agents. 

Basic Agent 
Basic agents possess a plain control model. Although it can be considered like a LCS 
tree, the control model of a basic antelope is composed by a single basic LCS. 

In Saavana, a basic LCS searches for poison and grass cells in the antelope 
neighborhood and then determines what is the cell to which the antelope should move 
(Fig. 3). A 3-bit action encodes the motion direction. 

The only characteristic that is worthwhile to mention about the control model of a 
basic Saavana agent is the inclusion of a bit mask, called vision mask, in the LCS 
detector. 

Each agent can acquire the information about its 8 neighboring cells. If a LCS 
agent is meant to deal with all available information, the LCS should work with 16 bit 
classifiers: 8 bits for each cell grass flag plus 8 bits for each cell poison flag). The 
action of the vision mask is to limit the acquired knowledge to the mask positive bits. 
This “implementional” artifact was introduced to provide more flexibility in the 
design of the basic agent control model, enabling, thus, the generation of agents 
dealing with distinct features of the environment. 

This way we found a way to simulate an environment where co-exist agents handl-
ing several types of information; one of the characteristics of the research problem we 
are addressing. 
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Fig. 3. Control model of a basic Saavana agent 

Aggregate Agent 
Assume two basic agents: A, dealing with E and NE cells, and B, dealing with S and 
SW cells (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4. Visibility of A and B agents 

The goal we are pursuing is to find a way to join basic agents, like A and B, in 
order to build a new aggregate agent that could take advantage of the knowledge that 
both have acquired over time (Fig. 5). 

To use A and B using a simple tree hierarchical model it is required the existence of 
a mechanism to decide whenever to use the knowledge of agent A or the knowledge 
of agent B.

A B

grass

dangergrass

danger N
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Fig. 5. An agent resulting from the aggregation of A and B agents 

We began to look for variables that might be suited to play this role, i.e., to assess 
the usefulness of the solutions provided by both agents. Dorigo and Colombetti used 
two methods to pass information about the solutions proposed by LCS along the tree. 
One relied on delivering the bit strings corresponding to the actions the LCS proposes 
to other nodes. The other relied on delivering pre-defined LCS excitation bits. Both 
methods were very dependent on the environment and required the intervention of the 
system designer. Instead, we looked in the LCS framework for a variable “trans-
lating” the importance of the solutions proposed by LCS. Metaphorically, we see that 
matched classifiers can be mirrored as structures that get excited proportionally the 
strength they exhibit. Following this line of thought, we found that the strength of a 
classifier was the good candidate to be the variable weighted in order to decide which 
of the lower levels LCS is going to control the agent. 

Functionally, the control model of an aggregate agent will step through 4 distinct 
phases. In order to illustrate them we will take the aggregate agent of figure 5, so that 
the basic LCS corresponding to the control models of agents A and B are now the 
branches of the control tree of the aggregate agent of fig. 5 (Fig.6). 

C 1

A B

world

Fig. 6. Control tree of the agent resulting from the aggregation of A and B agents. The circle A 
represents the basic LCS from agent A. The circle B represents the basic LCS from agent B. 
The circle C1 represents the coordinator LCS 

Since the basic LCS of both A and B agents handle the poison and grass data 
regarding two neighboring cells, both will have classifiers with 4-bit conditions and 3-
bit actions. The referred phases are: 

1. Execution of the performance cycle of the lower level LCS, leaving the action 
phase (the execution of the selected actions) on hold (Fig. 7a).  

grass

danger N
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2. The strength of the classifiers that were selected on lower level LCS is encoded in 
bit strings and sent to the respective coordinators. Control climbs the several levels 
of the structure until the top node (Fig. 7b). 

3. At the top level, a coordination classifier is selected determining the node that 
becomes active. The procedure is repeated throughout the control model structure, 
defining the path followed in the tree (Fig. 7c). 

4. Finally, at the bottom level, the selected basic unit completes its performance cycle 
issuing a behavior directive that will cause the antelope to move (Fig. 7d). 
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Fig. 7. Control flow in the LCS tree of the agent resulting from the aggregation of basic agent 
A and basic agent B 

Aggregation 
When two or more LCS agents aggregate, a new agent is created, whose control tree 
have a coordinator LCS as its root and the source agent trees as its branches (Fig. 8). 
The source agents are removed form the environment, thus reducing the population 
size.
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Fig. 8. Aggregation of generic LCS based agents 

4   Results 

The experiments performed so far are just the first steps to gather data in order to 
perform the analysis of our approach. 

With the exception of agent features, the conditions of the several sets of 
experiments performed remained the same. In all experiments, the population of 
antelopes sharing the same features was initialized with 8 individuals. The dimension 
of the grid was 40x40. The number of both grass and poison cell introduced initially 
in the environment was 100. Grass cells were renewed every 25 cycles. Poison cells 
were not renewed because they are not removed from the grid when they are 
consumed by an antelope. 

4.1   No Evolution: More Information, Better Performance 

With this first set of experiments we wanted to verify the assumption that the 
aggregation of individuals dealing with different sets of environment information 
could, in fact, produce a lineage of agents exhibiting a better performance. 

The initial antelope population was divided into two groups of basic agents with 
non-overlapping 4-bit vision masks. The strategies3 of the basic LCS constituting the 
control model of the agents belonging to both groups were hand-designed. In the 
simulation, it was allowed the occurrence of a single aggregation event. The agents 
being aggregated must belong to different groups. A strategy for the coordinator of 
the resulting aggregate agent was also pre-defined. A null mutation rate prevented the 
agents to evolve and change the characteristics that were defined a priori.

The evolution of the number of elements in both basic agent groups and aggregate 
population are shown in Fig. 9. The graph presented corresponds to results obtained in 
a system typical run. 

3  A LCS strategy is the set of classifiers constituting the LCS classifier database in a particular 
time step. 
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Fig. 9. Number of individuals versus time (BA1 - Basic Agents of group 1, BA2 - Basic Agents 
of group 2 and Aggreg. – Aggregate agents) 

Under such a static environment the population originated by the single aggregated 
entity rapidly dominates both groups of basic antelopes leading them to extinction, 
demonstrating that an agent able to use the knowledge acquired by simpler agents gets 
a significant competitive advantage. 

4.2   Coordinator Evolution 

The goal of this set of experiments was to monitor the evolution of aggregate agents 
performance if the strategy of the coordinator LCS was allowed to evolve, instead of 
being pre-defined. 

The conditions of the former set of experiments changed in the following points: 

• The number of aggregation events allowed between elements of distinct groups 
was not limited. The occurrence of an aggregation event depended on a system 
parameter we called aggregation rate. 

• The coordinator strategy of aggregated agents is created randomly. 
• Learning and mutation (acting when the aggregate agents breed) are the mechan-

isms responsible for the adaptation of the coordinator strategy. 

The graphic depicted in Fig. 10 presents the evolution of the number of individuals 
within the studied populations on a typical run of this set of experiments. 

The results show that a population of aggregate agents can evolve in order to 
dominate the environment and produce results similar to the previous set of 
experiments. As we might expect, the extinction of the basic groups took longer when 
the aggregate agents were subjected to evolution, since the coordination strategy that 
is provided to the aggregate agent immediately after the aggregation event is worst, 
since it is random, that the coordinator strategy provided to the aggregate agents in the 
former case. 
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Fig. 10. Number of individuals versus time (BA1 - Basic Agents of group 1, BA2 - Basic 
Agents of group 2 and Aggreg. – Aggregate agents) 

From the set of experiments performed, we estimate that are necessary an average 
of about 10 aggregation events to find an agent presenting a sufficiently good random 
coordinator strategy to establish a new antelope lineage. In one of the best examples, 
a successful aggregation, in the sense we just described, occurred after 7 aggregation 
events. In this case, the aggregated agent had an initially randomized coordination 
strategy that guaranteed an offspring of 3 sons during its lifetime. In this example, it 
took about 50000 cycles and 8 generations to extinct the basic populations. 

4.3   Full Evolution: Pangeia 

The next step in our experimental path implied to leave several types of basic agents 
to evolve and aggregate freely. This step presented, however, several problems con-
cerned with the co-evolution of agents within the same environment. All individuals 
have a similar biological model, meaning that all individuals fight over the same 
resources. From the outcome of a few preliminary experiments we performed, the 
evolution of a random population of antelopes, where random means that both the 
vision mask and the LCS strategy of the basic agents were initialized stochastically, 
ended up with the dominance of a single type of basic agent. Therefore, it seemed 
impossible to maintain a heterogeneous population of synthetic, a condition that is 
essential in order to apply successfully our approach. 

We thought in several solutions to overcome this problem like diversifying the 
biological model of our agents, introducing an extra resource or imposing a share on 
the number of individuals in sub-populations. However, these solutions raised other 
problems on their own. 
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Fig. 11. Number of individuals versus time (BA1 - Basic Agents in environment 1, BA2 - Basic 
Agents in environment 2, BA1+BA2 – Basic Agents in the merged environment and Aggreg. – 
Aggregate agents in the merged environment) 

The solution we finally adopted was based on a model of speciation by geographic 
separation [10]. This model predicts the development of species with different 
characteristics, if a group of similar individuals is subjected to evolution in environ-
ments that are apart. 

In order to simulate this model, we ran two parallel instances of our environment, 
not allowing any aggregation, letting each Saavana instance to saturate, where by 
saturation we mean the emergence of a dominant group of agents with similar 
features. Then, we merged half of the populations in a single instance and allowed the 
individuals to aggregate and evolve. We called this experimental framework the 
Pangeia model.

The results from experiments ran with the Pangeia model show that, if basic agents 
have sufficient time to evolve, we still can obtain a lineage of aggregate agents 
performing better than the agents belonging to basic agent populations. In the 
particular experiment that the graphic of figure 11 refers to, the populations of basic 
agents that dominated the environments of the two initial Saavana instances 
possessed 4-bit vision masks that overlapped in two bits, meaning that the capabilities 
of the aggregated agent were therefore enhanced only with 2 bits of non-redundant 
information. Even with such a handicap the aggregated agents lead the basic agents to 
extinction demonstrating the efficiency of the evolutionary approach we propose. 

5   Future Work

Since the issues focused in this paper are the subjects of ongoing research, we have 
much work planned for the next months. 
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First, we want to continue to analyze our approach, assessing its real range. The 
analysis procedure will follow with experiments where we will use the Pangeia 
framework to allow the populations to step trough several separation-saturation-
aggregation-saturation cycles, possibly, with more than two Saavana instances runn-
ing simultaneously, and then, examine what are the characteristics that become dom-
inant in the final populations. 

From the analysis of the results of our experiments, we hope to improve the current 
evolutionary model, since the results of evolving the top node of the LCS tree relying 
only on the mutation of classifiers and classifier strengths are poor. 

We intend to compare the efficiency of our approach with the learning efficiency 
of a single complete (having full information) LCS. The goal is to see, if even in an 
environment where it is easy to find a good measure of performance, the convergence 
of aggregate agents does not outdo the convergence speed of the full 16 bit LCS. 

From the observation of the characteristics of Saavana, we can see that the task 
dealt by the agents is not really a multi-goal task and that the problem could easily be 
solved with a unique LCS. As we have stated, in the development of our approach we 
simulated an environment with multiple goals bounding the capability of our basic 
agents to acquire information with a vision mask. Therefore, one of our goals, on a 
longer term, is to test our approach on environments where the agents ability to 
survive depends on their success in dealing with uncorrelated goals. 

Other aspect deserving a careful analysis is the evaluation of the validity of this 
approach if it is applied to LCS with different classifier utility definitions, like for 
instance Wilson’s XCS. 

Finally, we would like to take advantage of the structure of our architecture in 
order to improve its efficiency; the tree structure is very appropriate to use genetic 
programming techniques, see how Iba [11] used them to provide genetic operators to 
tree structured classifiers. The goal of applying these techniques can be to optimize 
the topology of the tree, deleting, for instance, redundant coordinators.  

6   Conclusions 

Although the presentation of our approach has been interlaced with the description of 
the development environment, we believe that the approach we propose is generic. 
The approach consists in the application of a methodology enabling the evolution and 
control of multiple LCS based agents. The methodology relies on a hierarchical LCS 
tree structure and a correspondent mechanism enabling the aggregation of the control 
trees of individual agents. 

From the results gathered so far, our evolutionary approach seems promising. If 
validated, we can anticipate several advantages in using this approach: 

• Several units can be aggregated at the same time. 
• The mechanism can be applied to all scales. 
• Preserves acquired knowledge. 
• Is generic, there is no dependence on the application domain. 
• Is a simple solution, does not requiring any increase in the complexity of the agent 

architecture
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This approach still lacks a good evolutionary model to evolve the top node of the 
control LCS tree. The operators used so far do not take full advantage of the LCS 
learning potential. The usefulness of this approach to solve multi-goal tasks needs to 
be assessed in further detail. 
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Abstract. An Organizational-learning oriented Classifier System(OCS)
is an extension of Learning Classifier Systems (LCSs) to multiagent en-
vironments, introducing the concepts of organizational learning (OL) in
organization and management science. Unlike conventional research on
LCSs which mainly focuses on single agent environments, OCS has an
architecture for addressing multiagent environments. Through intensive
experiments on a complex scalable domain, the following implications
have been revealed: (1) OCS finds good solutions at small computa-
tional costs in comparison with conventional LCSs, namely the Michigan
and Pittsburgh approaches; (2) the learning mechanisms at the organi-
zational level contribute to improving the performance in multiagent
environments; (3) an estimation of environmental situations and utiliza-
tion of records of past situations/actions must be implemented at the
organizational level to cope with non-Markov properties in multiagent
environments.

Keywords: learning classifier system, multiagent system, non-Markov
environment, organizational learning

1 Introduction

Currently, non-Markov environments are studied on in the context of Learning
Classifier Systems (LCSs) [Goldberg 89], and the capability of LCSs in such envi-
ronments is investigated in the framework of reinforcement learning [Sutton 98].
In particular, these researches mostly address the POMDP (partially observ-
able Markov decision process) environments where an agent cannot distinguish
different situations due to a lack of global environmental information. This non-
Markov property is related to a location in single agent environments. As a
major approach towards such environments, estimation of environmental situa-
tions, which is a model-based approach, showed its effectiveness in the POMDP
environments [Chirsman 92,MacCallum 93], while utilization of records of past
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situations/actions contributed to coping with such environments by adding tem-
porary memory [Cliff 95,Lanzi 98,Lanzi 99].

However, the property in the POMDP environments is one of non-Markov
properties and another property are still embedded in multiagent environments
[Weiss 99]. Another property is peculiar in multiagent environments and is re-
lated to a change of an agent’s internal state. Specifically, this property makes it
difficult for an agent to recognize an environmental change caused by the change
of another agent’s internal state, due to a lack of the other agents’ information.
From this characteristic, the effective actions of the agent vary due to such kinds
of changes even if the agent stays in the same location. Here, defining this envi-
ronment as the NOMDP (non observable Markov decision process) environment,
the non-Markov properties in multiagent environments include both properties
in the POMDP and NOMDP environments. Thus, addressing multiagent envi-
ronments is more complex than addressing single agent environments.

Due to these difficulties, there is no standard and promising method to ad-
dress the above non-Markov properties in multiagent environments. Therefore,
as one of the methods, this paper explores elements needed in LCSs to cope
with multiagent environments using our Organizational-learning oriented Clas-
sifier System (OCS) [Takadama 99] which is an extension of LCS to multiagent
environments. Concretely, we investigate such elements by analyzing results that
compare the performance of OCS in multiagent environments with those of the
conventional LCSs, namely the Michigan [Holland 78] and Pittsburgh [Smith 83]
approaches.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 starts by describing organiza-
tional learning (OL) which is introduced in our LCS. Section 3 explains the
architecture of OCS. A multiagent example is given in Sect. 4. Sections 5 shows
simulations of a comparison between OCS and conventional LCSs. Section 6
discusses elements for coping with multiagent environments. Finally, our conclu-
sions are made in Sect. 7.

2 Organizational Learning

2.1 Four Loop Learning in Organizational Learning

Organizational learning (OL) [Argyris 78,Cohen 95] has been studied in the con-
text of organization and management science and is roughly characterized as
organizational activities that improve organizational performance which cannot
be achieved at an individual level. In particular, OL consists of the following
four kinds of learning [Kim 93,Argyris 78].

– Individual single-loop learning improves the performance within an in-
dividual norm.

– Individual double-loop learning improves the performance through the
change of an individual norm itself.

– Organizational single-loop learning improves the performance within
an organizational norm.
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– Organizational double-loop learning improves the performance through
the change of an organizational norm itself.

2.2 Reinterpretation of Four Loop Learning

The categorization in the previous section stipulates that (1) there are individual
and organizational levels in learning, and (2) each learning can be classified as
a single or a double type. However, the term norm1 in the above learning has
not been defined clearly from a computational viewpoint. This allows us to
implement such learning in many ways from a computational viewpoint, and
this way of implementation may lead to different results. Since such ambiguity
is not appropriate to discuss focused issues consistently, this paper starts by
assuming the norms as follows.

– Individual norm is implemented by individual knowledge.
– Organizational norm is implemented by organizational knowledge.

Next, these two types of knowledge are assumed as follows.

– Individual knowledge is implemented by a rule set.
– Organizational knowledge is implemented by a set of individual knowl-
edge (rule set).

These assumptions may seem to define only parts of organizational learning,
but they come from the consideration that individual (or organizational) norms
are kinds of behavior established in an individual (or an organization) and these
behaviors are derived from individual (or organizational) knowledge. By clari-
fying such norms through the above assumptions, we can potentially find new
results which cannot be derived from the conventional definitions. Based on this
claim, this paper defines computational organizational learning as “learning that
includes four kinds of computationally interpreted loop learning”.

3 Organizational-Learning Oriented Classifier System

An Organizational-learning oriented Classifier System (OCS) [Takadama 99] has
GBML (Genetics–Based Machine Learning) architecture and includes multiple
Learning Classifier Systems (LCSs) extended to introduce the concepts of orga-
nizational learning.

3.1 Agents

In OCS, agents are implemented by their own LCSs, which are extended to in-
troduce four kinds of learning mechanisms in OL. In order to solve problems
that cannot be solved at an individual level, agents cooperate with other agents
1 For instance, a routine and a weltanschauung are examples of an individual norm
and an organizational norm, respectively.
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by specializing their own roles. This indicates that OCS is based on problem
solving through role specialization. Since these roles are implemented by rule
sets in agents’ own LCSs, the aim of the agents is defined as acquiring appro-
priate rule sets through interaction with other agents. Specifically, the learning
mechanisms make these rule sets appropriate by varying if-then rules and the
strength2 values of these rules.

3.2 Architecture

As shown in Fig. 1, OCS is composed of many agents, and each agent has the
same architecture which includes the following components.

< Problem Solver >
– Detector and Effector translate a part of an environment state into an
internal state of an agent and derive actions based on this internal state
[Russell 95], respectively.

< Memory >
– Organizational knowledge memory stores a set comprising each agent’s
rule set as organizational knowledge. In OCS, this knowledge is shared by
all agents and represents knowledge on role specializations.

Agent 1

CF 1
CF 2

CF i
Working Memory

EnvironmentSub-environmentSub-environment

Organizational
Knowledge

Individual
Knowledge

Reinforcement
Learning

Rule Generation
Rule Exchange

State Action

Organizational
Knowledge Reuse

EffectorDetector
Agent 2

CF’ 1
CF’ 2

CF’ j
Working Memory

Organizational
Knowledge

Individual
Knowledge

Reinforcement
Learning

Rule Generation
Rule Exchange

State Action

Sub-environment

Agent n

CF’’ 1
CF’’ 2

CF’’ k
Working Memory

Organizational
Knowledge

Individual
Knowledge

Reinforcement
Learning

Rule Generation
Rule Exchange

State Action

EffectorDetector EffectorDetector

Organizational
Knowledge Reuse

Organizational
Knowledge Reuse

Fig. 1. OCS architecture

2 The term strength in this paper is defined as the worth or weight of rules.
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– Individual knowledge memory stores a rule set (a set of classifiers (CFs))
as individual knowledge. In OCS, agents independently store different CFs
that are composed of if-then rules with a strength factor. In particular, a
fixed number (FIRST CF) of rules in each agent is generated at random in
advance, and the strength values of all rules are set to the same initial value.
In this case, one primitive action is included in the then part.

– Working memory stores the recognition results of sub-environmental states
and also stores the internal states of actions of fired rules.

< Mechanisms >
– Reinforcement learning mechanism, rule generation mechanism,
rule exchange mechanism, and organizational knowledge reuse me-
chanism are computationally interpreted from the four kinds of learning
in OL (Details are described later). These mechanisms are not improved by
specific or elaborate techniques but by simple and ordinary ones.

3.3 Learning in OCS

(1) Reinforcement Learning Mechanism. In OCS, the reinforcement learn-
ing (RL) mechanism enables agents to acquire their own appropriate actions that
are required to solve given problems. In particular, RL supports the learning of
the appropriate order of fired rules by changing the strength values of the rules.
Since this mechanism improves problem solving efficiency at an individual level
not by creating/deleting rules but by utilizing them while changing the order
of the fired rules, it works as a kind of “individual single-loop learning,” which
is interpreted to improve performance within individual rules in computational
organizational learning. To implement this mechanism, OCS employs a profit
sharing method [Grefenstette 88] that reinforces the sequence of all rules when
agents obtain some rewards.3 The concrete mechanism of RL in OCS follows as
shown in Fig. 4–1.

(2) Rule Generation Mechanism. The rule generation mechanism in OCS
creates new rules when none of the stored rules match the current environmental
state. This mechanism adapts to the current environment, and works as shown in
Fig. 4–2. Concretely, the condition (if) part of a rule is created to reflect the cur-
rent situation, the action (then) part is determined at random, and the strength
value of the rule is set to the initial value. When the number of rules is MAX CF
(maximum number of rules), in particular, the rule with the lowest strength is
removed and a new rule is generated. Since this mechanism improves the prob-
lem solving range at an individual level by creating/deleting rules, it works as a
kind of “individual double-loop learning,” which is interpreted to improve per-
formance through the change of individual rules themselves in computational
organizational learning.

3 The detailed credit assignment in OCS was proposed in [Takadama 98].
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In addition to the above basic mechanism, the strength value of the fired rule
(e.g., the No. i rule) temporarily decreases as ST (i) = ST (i) − FN(i), where
ST (i) indicates the strength of the No. i rule and FN(i) indicates the fired
number of the No. i rule. In particular, FN(i) is counted when the No. i rule
is fired and is reset to 0 when the situation changes. With this mechanism, the
strength value of fired rules decreases as long as the situation does not change
as in deadlocked situations where the same rules are selected repeatedly. Then,
these rules become candidates that capable of being replaced by new rules, while
the strength value of these rules is recovered when the situation changes.

(3) Rule Exchange Mechanism. In OCS, agents exchange rules with other
agents at particular time intervals (GA STEP)4 in order to solve given problems
that cannot be solved at an individual level as shown in Fig. 4–3. Since this
mechanism improves the problem solving efficiency at the organizational level
not by creating/deleting a set comprising each agent’s rule set but by utilizing it
among the agents, this mechanism works as a kind of “organizational single-loop
learning,” which is interpreted to improve performance within a set comprising
each agent’s individual rules in computational organizational learning.

In this mechanism, a particular number ((the number of rules) × GENERATION
GAP5) of rules with low strength values is replaced by rules with high strength
values between two arbitrary agents. For example, when agents X and Y are
selected as shown in Fig. 2, the CFs in each agent are sorted by order of
their strength values (upper CFs have high strength values). After this sort-
ing, CFj−2 ∼ CFj and CF ′k−2 ∼ CF ′k in this case are replaced by CF

′
1 ∼ CF ′3

and CF1 ∼ CF3, respectively. However, rules that have higher strength values
than a particular value (BORDER ST) are not replaced to avoid unnecessary rule
exchanges. The strength values of replaced rules are reset to their initial values,
because effective rules in some agents are not always effective for other agents
in multiagent environments.

(4) Organizational Knowledge Reuse Mechanism. Finally, agents in OCS
store a set comprising each agent’s rule set (individual knowledge) as knowledge
on the role specialization when they most effectively solve given problems.6 Af-
ter storing this knowledge, agents reuse it for future problem solving, instead
of using the initial individual knowledge generated at random. This mechanism
enables agents to use the best knowledge acquired previously. We call the orga-
nizational knowledge as knowledge on role specialization, because organizational
knowledge is a set comprising each agent’s rule set and each rule set works as
one of the roles to solve given problems at the organizational level. The con-
crete mechanism of organizational knowledge reuse in OCS follows as shown in
4 This step is defined in Sect. 4.2.
5 The ratio of removed rules.
6 Since the efficiency depends upon the problem, it is generally difficult to define the
efficiency. However, as one of the methods, agents can be made to solve a given
problem most effectively by measuring a “good solution” or a “small cost”.
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Agent X
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CF j-2
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CF’ k
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Fig. 2. Rule exchange

Fig. 4–4. Considering the situation in which n agents address a given problem,
organizational knowledge (i.e., a set comprising each agent’s rule set) can be rep-
resented by {RS (1), RS (2), · · ·, RS (n)} as shown in Fig. 3, where RS(x) is the
rule set for the x-th agent. Since this mechanism improves the problem solving
range at an organizational level by creating/deleting organizational knowledge,
it works as a kind of “organizational double-loop learning,” which is interpreted
to improve performance through the change of a set comprising each agent’s
individual rules itself in computational organizational learning.
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Rule Set (3)

Rule Set (4)

Rule Set (n)

Fig. 3. Organizational knowledge reuse
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procedure reinforcement learning
begin

if solution is converged then
for all agents do
fired rules are reinforced;

end

Figure 4–1

procedure rule generation
begin

for all agents do
if no matched rules then

begin
if number of rules = MAX CF then
the rule with the lowest strength value is deleted;

a new rule is created;
a strength value of the new rule is set to an initial one;

end
end

Figure 4–2

procedure rule exchange
begin

if mod (step, GA STEP)=0 then
for all pairs of agents do

for (number of rules)×GENERATION GAP rules do
if the lowest strength value of rule ≤ BORDER ST then

begin
a rule with a low strength value is replaced by
a rule with a high strength value between two agents;

a strength value of the replaced rule is reset to its
initial value;

end
end

Figure 4–3

procedure organizational knowledge reuse
begin

if iteration=0 then
stored organizational knowledge is utilized;

else if solution is the best then
begin

if organizational knowledge is stored then
stored organizational knowledge is deleted;

current organizational knowledge is stored;
end

end

Figure 4–4

Fig. 4. Algorithms of four learning mechanisms
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Furthermore, other characteristics of organizational knowledge are summa-
rized as follows:

– Each agent at the current stage of OCS does not store the entire individual
rule sets of all of the other agents independently, but shares the rule sets of
all agents with other agents.

– Organizational knowledge is different from ordinary effective knowledge in a
single LCS, because the former knowledge represents role specialization and
is used in the unit of multiple agents, while the latter knowledge is utilized
in the unit of one agent. Note that organizational knowledge is composed of
a lot of redundant rules, but each agent does not reuse this knowledge by
itself. Each agent reuses a part of the organizational knowledge, which means
the knowledge that the same or other agent acquired in previous problem
solving.

– Agents cannot use both individual and organizational knowledge at the same
time, because the former knowledge is modified by each agent during problem
solving while the latter knowledge is stored or reused by all agent after or
before problem solving.

3.4 Relationships among the Four Learning Mechanisms

The total algorithm of OCS follows the procedure shown in Fig. 5. Briefly, orga-
nizational knowledge is reused if it is stored before agents solve a problem, and
then, both the rule generation and rule exchange mechanisms are executed until
the solution converge. After the convergence of the solution, both the reinforce-
ment learning and organizational knowledge reuse mechanisms are executed, and
agents continue to address the same problem until the iteration arrives at the
maximum number of iterations, which is set by a human designer.

3.5 Comparison between Conventional LCSs and OCS

In the context of LCS, conventional LCSs can be roughly divided into two types:
the Michigan [Holland 78] and Pittsburgh [Smith 83] approaches. As shown in
Table 1, the former approach includes many rules in a population, and these
rules are evaluated by credit assignment. The latter approach, on the other
hand, includes many rule sets in a population, and these rule sets are evalu-
ated through elitist preserving selection [DeJong 75].7 Compared to these two
conventional LCSs, OCS includes many rule sets in a population, but the rules
in the rule sets are evaluated by credit assignment. Although other differences
between conventional LCSs and OCS can be found in both genetic operations
(crossover, mutation, inversion) and a concept of OL as shown in Table 1, the
decisive difference is that (1) OCS has a multiagent learning architecture which

7 Although several methods for an elitist preserving selection are proposed, the method
in this paper just means to remove rule sets with a bad evaluation by introducing
GA operated rule sets with a good evaluation.
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Table 1. Comparison of characteristics between conventional LCSs and OCS

Michigan Pittsburgh OCS
Population rule rule set rule set

Evaluation
rule rule set rule

credit assignment elitist preserving selection credit assignment
Crossover between rules between rule sets between rule sets
Mutation rule rule —
Inversion — rule set —

Concept of OL a part ∗ a part ∗ whole

Problem
single agent type single agent type multiagent type

solving
a LCS solves LCSs solve LCSs solve
a problem their own problems a problem together

∗ Detail analysis is discussed in Sect. 6.

procedure OCS
begin
iteration=0;
organizational knowledge reuse;
while iteration < max iteration do

begin
step=0;
while solution does not converge do

begin
rule generation;
rule exchange;
step=step+1;

end
iteration=iteration+1;
reinforcement learning;
organizational knowledge reuse;

end
end

Fig. 5. Algorithm of OCS

solves given problems through the cooperation of multiple agents, and (2) OCS
addresses the role specialization in multiple agents. Both issues are difficult to
achieve in the framework of conventional approaches.

4 Pentomino Tiling Problem

4.1 Problem Description

A pentomino is a figure that combines five squares as shown in Fig. 6 (a), and
its tiling problem is to appropriately place the pentominos while minimizing the
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(b) Minimum Area
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(c) Real Area(a) Pentomino

n
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Fig. 6. Pentominos

area that encloses all of the pentominos without any overlap. We select this do-
main because (1) this problem can be considered as a multiagent problem when
one pentomino is assumed to be one agent; (2) it is easy to generate POMDP
and NOMDP environments by preparing rules which include local environmen-
tal information without other agents information; (3) the minimum solution is
known as shown in Fig. 6 (b); and (4) this problem can be directly applied to
engineering domains such as printed circuit boards (PCBs) design problems (in
this case, each part corresponds to each pentomino [Takadama 99]).

4.2 Pentomino Design and Problem Setting

In the task, each pentomino is designed as an agent in OCS and learns to acquire
an appropriate sequence of actions that minimizes the area enclosing all of the
pentominos without any overlap. In detail, the pentominos have 17 primitive ac-
tions including stay, move, and rotate, and the pentominos get a turn in order,
to execute such actions. In a concrete problem setting, all of the pentominos
are initially placed at random without considering any overlap, and thus most
of the pentominos actually overlap with others. After this initial placement, the
pentominos start to perform some primitive actions to reduce such overlap while
minimizing the area that encloses all of them. When the size of this area con-
verges without any overlap, all of the pentominos evaluate their own sequences
of actions according to the size of the area. Then, the pentominos restart from
the initial placement to acquire more appropriate sequences of actions to find
a smaller area. In this cycle, one step is counted when all of the pentominos
perform one primitive action, and one iteration is counted when the size of the
area converges without overlap. Note that the size of the area enclosing all of the
pentominos at each iteration always converges, because its value finally gets into
a local minimum when all of the pentominos can no longer find new locations
of smaller area than in the current situation without breaking the non-overlap
situation.
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4.3 Index of Evaluation

The following two indexes are employed as evaluation criteria in the task, and
the performance in this paper is defined as a criterion which considers the two
indexes.

Solution = (Real area)/(Minimum area) (1)

Computational cost =
n∑

i=1

step(i) (2)

The first index (solution) evaluates the area enclosing all pentominos and
shows how the current area, like that shown in Fig. 6 (c), is small compared with
the minimum area in Fig. 6 (b). The next index (computational cost) calculates
the accumulated steps. Especially in the latter equation, “step (i)” and “n”
indicate the steps counted until the size of the area converges in i iterations, and
the maximum number of iterations, respectively.

Note that real computational cost must include all content shown in Table
2. For example, when cost1(i), cost2(i), and cost3(i) in OCS are respectively
assumed as the cost of every step, the cost of every GA STEP, and the cost of
every iteration, the three costs in an i iteration are calculated as follows.

cost1(i) = nas(i) · (nrlc+ kac)
cost2(i) = na

s(i)
GA STEP

· (nrglc)
cost3(i) = na(s(i) · c+ nrlc)

In the above equations, na, s(i), nr, l, c, ka, and g indicate the number of
agents, the number of steps in an i iteration, the number of rules, the length of a
rule, the cost for one value (or bit) match, the coefficient that adjusts the cost for

Table 2. Real computational cost

Michigan Pittsburgh OCS

Every step
na agents∗ pna agents∗ na agents∗

perform one action perform one action perform one action

Every
crossover

GA STEP
† + — crossover

mutation
crossover credit

Every credit
+ assignment

iteration assignment
mutation +

+ organizational
inversion knowledge

∗ na indicates the number of agents in an organization.
p indicates the number of LCSs that solve the same problem at the same iteration.

† GA STEP in Pittsburgh approach can be considered as one iteration.
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an action (ka >> 1: In general, the cost of performing an action is much larger
than c), and the generation gap (0 < g < 1), respectively. In particular, the first
and second terms in cost1 indicate the cost of rule matching and the cost of per-
forming an action, respectively. In cost3, the first and second terms indicate the
cost of a credit assignment and the cost of storing organizational knowledge, re-
spectively. These equations derive a relationship cost1(i) >> {cost2(i), cost3(i)}
that is also satisfied in both the Michigan and Pittsburgh approaches. Thus, the
computational cost in an i iteration can be calculated as follows.

Computational cost(i) = Cost1(i) + Cost2(i) + Cost3(i)
≈ Cost1(i)
= C · s(i)

In this equation, C indicates a constant number represented by na(nrlc+kac).
From this equation, this paper employs the Eq. (2) as the computational cost.
Note that the computational cost of the Pittsburgh approach must be calculated
as p · s(i) instead of s(i), because the p number of LCSs solve the same problem
at the same iteration.

4.4 Rule Set Design

The classifiers (CFs) in the rule sets of the pentominos are designed as follows
for the pentomino tiling problem. These rules are use both for individual and
organizational knowledge.

– The condition part

• A previously performed primitive action (the 17 types described in the
previous section);

• A flag distinguishing whether a pentomino overlaps with others or not
(1 or 0);

• A flag distinguishing whether a pentomino is totally adjoined to other
surrounding pentominos or not (1 or 0); and

• A flag distinguishing whether a pentomino removes an overlapping area
within a certain time or not (1 or 0). This condition only requires two
types of memory for both the one past situation and the count of not
removing an overlapping area.

– The action part: primitive action (17 types).
– The strength part: Strength value.

According to this rule design, an example of 2 1 0 # 6 : 0.5 in CF indicates that if
a previous action is the 2nd action and there is an overlap and the
pentomino is not totally adjoined, then employ the 6th action, with a
0.5 strength value. In this rule, the # mark indicates “don’t care.”
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5 Simulation

5.1 Experiment Design

To explore elements that cope with non-Markov properties in multiagent envi-
ronments, we conduct a simulation to compare the following three cases in the
pentomino tiling problem with 24 pentominos.

– Michigan Approach [Holland 78]
– Pittsburgh Approach [Smith 83]
– OCS

We select the Michigan and Pittsburgh approaches as our targets to compare
with OCS, because both approaches are standard in the context of LCS literature
and have different aspects from those of OCS.

5.2 Experimental Setup

For the pentomino tiling problem, organizational knowledge and valuables in
OCS are designed as follows.

– Organizational knowledge in this simulation is a set comprising each
pentominos rule set acquired by 12 pentominos in the prior simulations and
is reused as the initial rule sets of 24 pentominos. Note that this knowledge
is not randomly generated but is acquired by 12 pentominos. Concretely, 24
pentominos utilize the rule sets as follows, where RS24(x) indicates the rule
set of the x-th pentomino whose total number is 24.

RS24(x) ← RS12(mod((x − 1), 12) + 1), x = 1, · · · , 24

Through this reuse, the role specialization of 12 pentominos is transfered to
that of 24 pentominos as a double role specialization.

– Parameters in the Michigan approach, the Pittsburgh approach and OCS
are shown in Table 3. Note that the tendency of the results does not change
drastically with the parameter setting.

5.3 Experimental Results

Figure 7 shows results of both solution and computational cost in the Michigan
approach, the Pittsburgh approach, and OCS. In this experiment, all results
are averaged from five situations with different random seeds. The steps needed
to acquire the organizational knowledge are added to the results in OCS, and
the computational cost in the Pittsburgh approach is adjusted by multiplying
p, which is the number of LCSs. The reason for the multiplication is because
the same problem is solved by each LCS at the same iteration in the Pittsburgh
approach. From this figure, we find the following characteristics.

– The computational cost in the Michigan approach is small, but the solution
itself is not good.
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Table 3. Parameters in Michigan, Pittsburgh, and OCS

Michigan Pittsburgh OCS
Population size 1 LCS 24 LCSs

FIRST CF 30
MAX CF 50
GA STEP 20 steps 1 iteration 20 steps
Crossover 1 point crossover rule exchange

GENERATION GAP 0.1
BORDER ST — –50
Mutation 1 bit change —

Mutation rate 0.05 —
Inversion rate — 0.05 —

Credit assignment profit sharing — profit sharing

∗ FIRST CF, MAX CF, GA STEP, GENERATION GAP, and BORDER ST indicate the number of
initial rules of each pentomino, the maximum number of rules of each pentomino, the
interval steps in GA operations, the ratio of removed rules, and the lowest strength of
the rule not for removal, respectively
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16064
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Fig. 7. Solution and computational cost: comparison of Michigan, Pittsburgh and OCS

– The solution in the Pittsburgh approach is quite good, but requires a huge
computational cost.

– In comparison with the above results, the solution of OCS is almost the same
as that of the Pittsburgh approach, and has the smallest computational cost.
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6 Discussion

(1) Analysis from the Viewpoint of OL

As shown in Fig. 7, OCS finds better solutions at smaller computational costs
than the Michigan and Pittsburgh approaches. This section investigates why we
obtained this result from the viewpoint of OL. We employ the concept of OL as
a method for measuring a capability of LCSs towards multiagent environments,
because our previous research found that the integration of the four learning
mechanisms in OL contributes to finding good solutions at small computational
costs in multiagent environments [Takadama 99].

An analysis from the viewpoint of OL tells us that some of the learning
mechanisms in OL are missing both in the Michigan and Pittsburgh approaches
whereas OCS includes all four of them. Concretely, the Michigan approach in-
cludes individual single-loop learning (reinforcement learning) and individual
double-loop learning (crossover and mutation),8 but the other two mechanisms
are missing. The Pittsburgh approach, on the other hand, includes individual
single- and double-loop learning (inversion and mutation) and organizational
single-loop learning (crossover), but lacks organizational double-loop learning. In
particular, the lack of the rule exchange mechanism for organizational single-loop
learning in the Michigan approach prevents the solution from improving. This
is because pentominos in the Michigan approach are limited to independently
acquire their own appropriate rules that contribute to finding good solutions.
This means that the explored results of other pentominos is required to over-
come the limitation of the search range of one pentomino. Furthermore, the lack
of the organizational knowledge reuse mechanism for organizational double-loop
learning in both the Michigan and Pittsburgh approaches requires large compu-
tational costs. This is because pentominos in both the Michigan and Pittsburgh
approaches do not originally have an architecture for utilizing pre-learned rules
at an organizational level, which contribute to reducing the computational costs.

From this analysis, the learning mechanisms at the organizational level are
required to overcome limitations in the performance of conventional LCSs in
multiagent environments. This indicates that such learning mechanisms can be
one of the elements to cope with multiagent environments. Here, what we should
point to notice is that the organizational level learning mechanisms can maintain
their effectiveness owing to the individual level learning mechanisms. For exam-
ple, the profit sharing as credit assignment procedures of RL in OCS is generally
useful only in stationary (e.g. single agent) environments, but the rule exchange
mechanism and organizational knowledge reuse mechanism in OCS contribute
to coping with non-stationary (e.g. multiagent) environments by utilizing locally
optimized rules acquired by the profit sharing. It is important to utilize locally
optimized rules rather than optimize rules in multiagent environments.

8 The crossover and mutation in the Michigan approach contribute to creating new
rules but do not work at an organizational level.
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(2) Analysis of Non-Markov Properties

The previous analysis suggests that both organizational single- and double-loop
learning are required to improve the performance in multiagent environments.
However, this implication is derived only from the viewpoint of OL, and we have
not yet understood the relationship between the concept of OL and non-Markov
properties. Therefore, this section investigates this relationship to explore ele-
ments for coping with multiagent environments.

First, organizational single-loop learning has the capability of estimation of
environmental situations at the organizational level. This is because the behavior
selection after others’ rule acquisition through a rule exchange as organizational
single-loop learning can be roughly approximated as behavior selection based on
estimation of environmental situation. This means behavior selection based on
other agents’ internal model (i.e., rule sets in OCS) partly acquired by exchang-
ing rules among agents. Second, organizational double-loop learning, on the other
hand, has the capability of utilization of records of past situations/actions at the
organizational level. This is because rule sets of all pentominos acquired through
organizational double-loop learning can be roughly considered as a condensation
of the records on the past situations/actions.

From these facts, both the estimation of environmental situations and the
utilization of records of past situations/actions at the organizational level have
the great potentials to cope with multiagent environments. Specifically, an inte-
gration of both methods at the organizational level has a capability of handling
the NOMDP environments, while both methods at the individual level cope with
the POMDP environments. This indicates that it is quite important to consider
such methods at the organizational level to improve the performance in multia-
gent environments. Furthermore, the NOMDP environments might be effectively
addressed by combining methods for the POMDP environments. Moreover, we
must not forget that the performance at the organizational level can be improved
just by introducing methods at the organizational level, even though they are
simple and not elaborated one. In OCS, the rule exchange mechanism and orga-
nizational knowledge reuse mechanisms contribute to improving the performance
in multiagent environments, even though they are implemented quite simply.

7 Conclusion

This paper focused on non-Markov properties in LCSs and discussed difficulties
of addressing the properties in multiagent environments. Towards such difficul-
ties, this paper explored elements for coping with non-Markov properties in mul-
tiagent environments by comparing the performance of OCS with those of the
conventional LCSs. Although this exploration does not cover entire non-Markov
properties in multiagent environments, intensive simulations of the pentomino
tiling problem have revealed the following potential implications: (1) OCS finds
good solutions at small computational costs in comparison with conventional
LCSs, namely the Michigan and Pittsburgh approaches; (2) the learning mech-
anisms at the organizational level, which means the organizational single- and
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double-loop learning mechanisms in OL, contribute to improving the perfor-
mance in multiagent environments; (3) an estimation of environmental situa-
tions and utilization of records of past situations/actions must be implemented
at the organizational level to cope with non-Markov properties in multiagent
environments.

Future research will include the following: (a) a theoretical analysis of the
implications found in this paper; (b) a comparison of the performance of OCS
with those of ZCS [Wilson 94], XCS [Wilson 95], and plain GA in multiagent
environments; (c) other elements required in LCSs to cope with non-Markov
properties in multiagent environments; and (d) categorization of non-Markov
properties in multiagent environments.
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Abstract. With over 600 entries, this is by far the most comprehen-
sive bibliography of the machine learning systems introduced by John
Holland.

1 Introduction

In 1999 the authors compiled a Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) bibliography
[343] of 467 entries, the largest of its kind. Since then the bibliography has
grown to 610 entries, largely thanks to many small contributions by numerous
individuals. Further contributions (and corrections) are solicited and can be sent
by email to the first author.

Learning classifier systems have a long and rich history. We hope this bibliog-
raphy will both illustrate this point and prove a useful resource for researchers.
Although the first classifier system, CS-1, was reported in 1978 [293], the devel-
opment of LCS was foreshadowed by some of Holland’s earlier work [277,278,
279] dating back as far as 1971. In the early 80’s much progress was in the form
of PhD theses [512,49,238,461,213] (but see also [588,589]), following which LCS
papers began to appear steadily in conferences. Later landmarks include the
publication of books by Holland in 1986 [291] and Goldberg in 1989 [241], and
the first, second and third International Workshops on LCS (IWLCS), in 1992,
1999 and 2000 respectively.

As the bibliography shows, LCS papers appear in a wide range of conferences
and journals. The following table shows the distribution of entries by type as
of November 7, 2000. (The conference papers category includes 1-page poster
papers.)

P.L. Lanzi, W. Stolzmann, and S.W. Wilson (Eds.): IWLCS 2000, LNAI 1996, pp. 213–249, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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Category Number
Books 15
Book chapters 28
Journal papers 86
Conference proceedings 30
Conference papers 353
Technical reports 40
PhD theses 25
Masters theses 15
Unpublished papers 12
Miscellaneous entries 5

Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Alwyn Barry for the contribution of
his large LCS bibliography to ours, and to the many other individuals who have
contributed.
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Abstract. A concise description of the XCS classifier system’s param-
eters, structures, and algorithms is presented as an aid to research. The
algorithms are written in modularly structured pseudo code with accom-
panying explanations.

1 Introduction

XCS is a recently developed learning classifier system (LCS) that differs in sev-
eral ways from more traditional LCSs. In XCS, classifier fitness is based on the
accuracy of a classifier’s payoff prediction instead of the prediction itself. Second,
the genetic algorithm (GA) takes place in the action sets instead of the popula-
tion as a whole. Finally, unlike the traditional LCS, XCS has no message list and
so is only suitable for learning in Markov environments (XCS extensions using
an internal-state register have shown promise in non-Markov environments).

XCS’s fitness definition and GA locus together result in a strong tendency for
the system to evolve accurate, maximally general classifiers that efficiently cover
the state-action space of the problem and allow the system’s ‘knowledge’ to be
readily seen. As a result of these properties, there has been considerable interest
in further investigation and potential extension of XCS and its principles. We
therefore thought it would be useful to provide a basic algorithmic description
of XCS, both as a core definition of the system and as a common framework
from which new variants and research directions could spring.

We first present XCS’s relation to the problem environment, followed by the
system’s structures and parameters. The rest of the paper consists of a top-down
modular description of the XCS algorithm, written in pseudo-code accompanied
by explanatory notes. We hope the result will be useful, and we encourage re-
searchers to give us feedback regarding potential problems and clarifications.
This document should definitely be read in conjunction with some of the basic
XCS literature, for example [Wil95], [Kov97], and [Wil98]. Additional papers on
XCS and other LCSs, together with a complete LCS bibliography, are found in
[LSW00].
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2 Environment Interaction, Structures, and Parameters

2.1 Interaction with the Environment

In keeping with the typical LCS model, the environment provides as input to the
system a series of sensory situations σ(t) ∈ {0, 1}L, where L is the number of bits
in each situation. In response, the system executes actions α(t) ∈ {a1, ..., an}
upon the environment. Each action results in a scalar reward ρ(t) (possibly
zero). The interaction is divided into problems, which may be either single-step
or multi-step. A flag eop indicates the end of a problem. While σ(t) and α(t)
are interactions with the environment itself, the reward ρ(t) and the flag are
normally provided by another component which, following [DC98], we term the
reinforcement program rp. The reinforcement program determines the reward
according to the current environmental input and the action that was executed.
The separation of environment and reinforcement components is useful and nat-
ural because reinforcement is often not an inherent aspect of the environment,
but may be due, e.g., to a trainer or to the system’s own priorities. Figure 1
illustrates the interaction of the environment and the reinforcement program
with XCS.

XCS
α(t)

(t)σ

ρ(t)

end of
problem?

Reinforcement
Program Environment

Fig. 1. XCS interacts with an environment and a reinforcement program.

In a single-step problem such as the Boolean multiplexer, the successive situ-
ations are not related to each other. After execution of an action the rp provides
the appropriate reward ρ and signals with the flag eop that the problem has
ended. In a multi-step problem such as a maze, the successive situations are
related to each other. Reward is only provided in certain situations (e.g. the
food position(s) in mazes). The point at which a problem ends in a multi-step
environment must be defined by the rp according to the task that is to be solved.

2.2 A Classifier in XCS

XCS keeps a population of classifiers which represent its knowledge about the
problem. Each classifier is a condition–action–prediction rule having the follow-
ing parts:
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– The condition C ∈ {0, 1,#}L specifies the input states (sensory situations)
in which the classifier can be applied (matches).

– The action A ∈ {a1, ..., an} specifies the action (possibly a classification)
that the classifier proposes.

– The prediction p estimates (keeps an average of) the payoff expected if the
classifier matches and its action is taken by the system.

Moreover, each classifier keeps certain additional parameters:

– The prediction error ε estimates the errors made in the predictions.
– The fitness F denotes the classifier’s fitness.
– The experience exp counts the number of times since its creation that the
classifier has belonged to an action set.

– The time stamp ts denotes the time-step of the last occurrence of a GA in
an action set to which this classifier belonged.

– The action set size as estimates the average size of the action sets this
classifier has belonged to.

– The numerosity n reflects the number of micro-classifiers (ordinary classi-
fiers) this classifier – which is technically called amacroclassifier – represents.

To refer to one of the attributes of a classifier cl we use the dot notation cl.x
where x can be any of the above attributes (i.e. x ∈ {C,A, p, ε, F, exp, ts, as, n}).

Important in our notation is the term payoff. Due to the Q-learning-like
reinforcement learning in XCS, payoff does not refer solely to the expected reward
ρ but is a combination of ρ and the payoff prediction of the best possible action
in the next state. However, in the case of a single-step problem payoff reduces
to the reward produced by the proposed action.

Note that ε measures the error of the predictions in units of payoff. The same
is true of the parameter ε0 that is defined in Sect. 2.4.

Classifiers in XCS are macroclassifiers, i.e., each classifier represents n tra-
ditional or micro- classifiers having identical conditions and actions. Algorithms
covering creation, deletion, and adjustment of the numerosity of macroclassi-
fiers are given in Sect. 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12. In XCS, macroclassifiers are always
handled as though they consist of n micro-classifiers.

2.3 The Different Sets

There are four different sets that need to be considered in XCS.

– The population [P ] consists of all classifiers that exist in XCS at any time t.
– The match set [M ] is formed out of the current [P ]. It includes all classifiers
that match the current situation σ(t).

– The action set [A] is formed out of the current [M ]. It includes all classifiers
of [M ] that propose the executed action.

– The previous action set [A]−1 is the action set that was active in the last
execution cycle.
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2.4 Learning Parameters in XCS

In order to control the learning process in XCS the following parameters are
used:

– N specifies the maximum size of the population (in micro-classifiers, i.e., N
is the sum of the classifier numerosities).

– β is the learning rate for p, ε, f, and as.
– α, ε0, and ν are used in calculating the fitness of a classifier.
– γ is the discount factor used – in multi-step problems – in updating classifier
predictions.

– θGA is the GA threshold. The GA is applied in a set when the average time
since the last GA in the set is greater than θGA.

– χ is the probability of applying crossover in the GA.
– μ specifies the probability of mutating an allele in the offspring.
– θdel is the deletion threshold. If the experience of a classifier is greater than
θdel, its fitness may be considered in its probability of deletion.

– δ specifies the fraction of the mean fitness in [P ] below which the fitness of
a classifier may be considered in its probability of deletion.

– θsub is the subsumption threshold. The experience of a classifier must be
greater than θsub in order to be able to subsume another classifier.

– P# is the probability of using a # in one attribute in C when covering.
– pI , εI , and FI are used as initial values in new classifiers.
– pexplr specifies the probability during action selection of choosing the action
uniform randomly.

– θmna specifies the minimal number of actions that must be present in a
match set [M ], or else covering will occur.

– doGASubsumption is a Boolean parameter that specifies if offspring are to
be tested for possible logical subsumption by parents.

– doActionSetSubsumption is a Boolean parameter that specifies if action sets
are to be tested for subsuming classifiers.

2.5 Commonly Used Parameter Settings

For parameter settings, it is best to check the literature for a similar experiment.
In some cases, the following suggestions could be taken as starting points. The
population size, N , should be large enough so that, starting from an empty
population, covering occurs only at the very beginning of a run. The learning
rate, β, could be in the range 0.1-0.2. The parameter α is normally 0.1. The
parameter ε0 is the error below which classifiers are considered to have equal
accuracy; a typical value would be about one percent of the maximum value of
ρ, e.g., 10 if the maximum value is 1000. The power parameter ν is typically
5. The discount factor γ has been 0.71 in many problems in the literature, but
larger or smaller values could certainly work, depending on the environment.
The threshold θGA is often in the range 25-50. Crossover probabilities χ in the
range 0.5-1.0 have been used. Mutation probabilities μ in the range 0.01-0.05
are often used.
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The deletion threshold θdel could be about 20. δ is often taken to be 0.1.
The subsumption threshold θsub could be about 20, though larger values (more
experience) are important in some problems. P# could be around 0.33. Larger
values reduce the need for covering, but may make it harder to evolve accurate
classifiers. The initialization parameters pI , εI , and FI should be taken very
small – essentially zero. The exploration probability pexplr could be 0.5, but this
depends on the type of experiment contemplated. To cause covering to provide
classifiers for every action, choose θmna equal to the number of available actions.

The setting of doGASubsumption and doActionSetSubsumption depends on
the problem. In general, subsumption is used to eliminate classifiers that clearly
add nothing to the system’s decision capability. In the case of GA subsump-
tion, these are offspring classifiers whose conditions are logically subsumed by
a parent’s condition, given that the parent is both accurate and sufficiently
experienced. In the case of action set subsumption, a general, accurate, and
experienced classifier in an action set eliminates classifiers in the set that its
condition logically subsumes. The two subsumption methods are independent
and different in their effects. Broadly, action set subsumption appears to be
‘stronger’: it causes greater ‘condensation’ of the population. Subsumption is
useful in problems where there is a well-defined underlying target function, such
as the Boolean multiplexer.

Note, however, that subsumption is not necessary for XCS to form accurate
maximal generalizations (see [Wil95] for the basic XCS generalization hypoth-
esis). Subsumption tends to result in accurate classifiers that are as formally
general as possible without being contradicted by any actually occurring input.
Without subsumption, the system produces these as well as accurate but more-
specific classifiers that match the same inputs as the general ones do [Wil98]. Sub-
sumption produces smaller final populations, but because the more-specific clas-
sifiers are not present, the system is more vulnerable to environmental changes
– it does not have the more-specific classifiers to “fall back on”.

3 An Algorithmic Description of XCS

This section presents the algorithms used in XCS. The description starts from the
top level. First, the overall execution cycle is described. The following subsections
specify the single parts in more detail. Each specified sub-procedure in this
description is written in capital letters. When referring to a module other than
XCS (e.g. the environment env), a colon is used. However, due to the diverse
modifications and extensions of XCS published during the last several years, we
first clarify to which ’XCS’ we are referring in the subsequent description.

3.1 Which XCS?

Since the introduction of XCS in 1995 several additions and modifications have
been reported. Some of them did not result in a change of the name ’XCS’, but
they were an important step in increasing the robustness of the system. This
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section describes which changes of the basic XCS [Wil95] are included as well as
which ones are omitted herein.

The update of the classifier parameters is modified in several ways from the
original publication. First, the order of the update is changed but can easily
be switched back to the original one. Second, the calculation of the accuracy
measure κ is changed from the original exponential function to a power law
function as used in [Wil00]. Finally, the MAM (“moyenne adaptive modifiée”)
technique is not used in the fitness update of a classifier. This method results in
a stronger robustness against inaccurate classifiers.

Moreover, several changes in the discovery component are considered herein.
First, the covering criterion is changed. While the original criterion had to con-
sider the mean prediction in the population, the approach herein simply assures
that a certain number of actions is present in each match set. The change in-
creases the speed of the program while assuring the original properties of the
mechanism. Second, the GA is applied in the action set and subsumption deletion
is used as published in [Wil98]. However, the subsumption method is further de-
tailed distinguishing between action set subsumption andGA subsumption. Next,
mutation is modified describing a pure niche mutation. While this mutation style
promises a faster convergence later in the run, an unrestricted mutation can help
early in the run to solve harder problems. Finally, the deletion method combines
the two original methods as proposed in [Kov99].

Despite their importance, we decided not to include Lanzi’s modifications
of specify ([Lan97], [Lan99a]) nor the enhancement for stochastic environments
(XCSμ, [Lan99d]). Moreover, no enhancements of the representation of the clas-
sifier conditions are considered, e.g., as published in [Lan99b], introducing a
messy coding, and in [Lan99c], introducing s-expressions. We also did not incor-
porate any sort of memory mechanism as recently investigated in detail (see e.g.
[LW00]).

Thus, the XCS classifier system described herein includes the most important
modifications while staying close to the original work. The modifications are
further discussed in the algorithmic description itself.

3.2 Initialization

When XCS is started, the modules must first of all be initialized. The param-
eters in the environment must be set and, e.g., a maze must be read in. Also,
the reinforcement program rp must be initialized. Finally, XCS itself must be
initialized. Apart from the parameter settings and the start of the time-step
counter referred to as actual time t, the population [P ] needs to be initialized.
The population [P ] can either be left empty or can be filled with the maximal
number of classifiers N , generating each classifier with a random condition and
action and the initial parameters. The two methods differ only slightly in their
effect on performance. Thus the simpler way of leaving the population empty in
the beginning is commonly used. After the initialization, the main loop is called.
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XCS:
1 initialize environment env
2 initialize reinforcement program rp
3 initialize XCS
4 RUN EXPERIMENT

3.3 The Main Loop

In the main loop RUN EXPERIMENT, the current situation is first sensed
(received as input). Second, the match set is formed from all classifiers that
match the situation. Third, the prediction array PA is formed based on the
classifiers in the match set. PA predicts for each possible action ai the resulting
payoff. Based on PA, one action is chosen for execution and the action set [A]
is formed, which includes all classifiers of [M ] that propose the chosen action.
Next, the winning action is executed. Then the previous action set [A]−1 (if this
is a multi-step problem and there is a previous action set) is modified using the
Q-learning-like payoff quantity P which is a combination of the previous reward
ρ−1 and the largest action prediction in the prediction array PA. Moreover, the
GA may be applied to [A]−1. If a problem ends on the current time-step (single-
step problem or last step of a multi-step problem), [A] is modified according
to the current reward ρ and the GA may be applied to [A]. The main loop is
executed as long as the termination criterion is not met. A termination criterion
is, e.g., a certain number of trials or a 100% performance level.

The main loop specifies many sub-procedures essential for learning in XCS.
Some of the procedures are more or less trivial while others are complex and
themselves call other sub-procedures. The following sections describe all proce-
dures specified in the main loop, covering all relevant processes. Each of them
tries to specify the general idea and the overall process and then gives a more
detailed description of single parts in successive paragraphs.

3.4 Formation of the Match Set

The GENERATE MATCH SET procedure gets as input the current population
[P ] and the current situation σ. Although the procedure sounds trivial, it has
within it a covering process. Covering is called when the number of different
actions represented by matching classifiers is less than the parameter θmna. Thus,
GENERATE MATCH SET first looks for the classifiers in [P ] that match σ and
next, checks if covering is required. A classifier generated by covering can be
directly added to the population since it must differ from all current classifiers.
Note that the while loop at step 2 is executed as long as covering is required.

In the following paragraphs we will describe the sub-procedures included in
the GENERATE MATCH SET algorithm. The sub-procedure DELETE FROM
POPULATION however can be found in Sect. 3.11.
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RUN EXPERIMENT():
1 ρ−1 ← 0
2 do{
3 σ ← env: get situation
4 [M ]← GENERATE MATCH SET out of [P ] using σ
5 PA← GENERATE PREDICTION ARRAY out of [M ]
6 act← SELECT ACTION according to PA
7 [A]← GENERATE ACTION SET out of [M ] according to act
8 env: execute action act
9 ρ← rp: get reward

10 if([A]−1 is not empty)
11 P ← ρ−1 + γ * max(PA)
12 UPDATE SET [A]−1 using P possibly deleting in [P ]
13 RUN GA in [A]−1 considering σ−1 inserting and

possibly deleting in [P ]
14 if(rp: eop)
15 P ← ρ
16 UPDATE SET [A] using P possibly deleting in [P ]
17 RUN GA in [A] considering σ inserting and

possibly deleting in [P ]
18 empty [A]−1
19 else
20 [A]−1 ← [A]
21 ρ−1 ← ρ
22 σ−1 ← σ
23 }while(termination criteria are not met)

GENERATE MATCH SET([P ], σ):
1 initialize empty set [M ]
2 while([M ] is empty)
3 for each classifier cl in [P ]
4 if(DOES MATCH classifier cl in situation σ)
5 add classifier cl to set [M ]
6 if(the number of different actions in [M ] < θmna)
7 clc ← GENERATE COVERING CLASSIFIER considering [M ] and σ
8 add classifier clc to set [P ]
9 DELETE FROM POPULATION [P ]
10 empty [M ]
11 return [M ]

Classifier Matching. The matching procedure is that commonly used in LCSs.
A ‘don’t care’-symbol # in C matches any symbol in the corresponding position
of σ. A ‘care’ or non-# symbol only matches with the exact same symbol at
that position. The basic XCS relies on binary coding and thus the care symbols
are ∈ {0, 1}. Recently, Lanzi ([Lan99b], [Lan99c]) introduced an extension of
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the conditions in XCS involving messy coding and Lisp s-expressions. Wilson
[Wil00] introduced the first XCS extension that is able to handle real coded
inputs. However, here we will consider only the basic kind of classifier condition.

The DOES MATCH procedure checks each component in the classifier’s
condition C. If a component is specified (i.e. is not a don’t care symbol), it
is compared with the corresponding attribute in the current situation σ. Only
if all comparisons hold does the classifier match σ and the procedure return true.

DOES MATCH(cl, σ):
1 for each attribute x in cl.C
2 if(x = # and x = the corresponding attribute in σ)
3 return false
4 return true

Covering. Covering occurs if the number of actions present in [M ] is < θmna. A
classifier is created whose condition matches σ(t) and contains don’t cares with
probability P#. The classifier’s action is chosen randomly from among those not
present in [M ].

GENERATE COVERING CLASSIFIER([M ], σ):
1 initialize classifier cl
2 initialize condition cl.C with the length of σ
3 for each attribute x in cl.C
4 if(RandomNumber[0, 1) < P#)
5 x← #
6 else
7 x← the corresponding attribute in σ
8 cl.A← random action not present in [M ]
9 cl.p← pI
10 cl.ε← εI
11 cl.F ← FI
12 cl.exp← 0
13 cl.ts← actual time t
14 cl.as← 1
15 cl.n← 1
16 return cl

3.5 The Prediction Array

Given an input, XCS makes a ”best guess” prediction of the payoff to be ex-
pected for each possible action. These system predictions are stored in an array
called the Prediction Array PA. The system prediction for an action is a fitness-
weighted average of the predictions of all classifiers in [M ] that advocate that
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action. If no classifiers in [M ] advocate a certain action, its system prediction is
not defined, symbolized by null.

The GENERATE PREDICTION ARRAY procedure considers each classi-
fier in [M ] and adds its prediction multiplied by its fitness to the prediction value
total for that action. The total for each action is then divided by the sum of the
fitnesses for that action to yield the system prediction.

GENERATE PREDICTION ARRAY([M ]):
1 initialize prediction array PA to all null
2 initialize fitness sum array FSA to all 0.0
3 for each classifier cl in [M ]
4 if(PA[cl.A] = null)
5 PA[cl.A]← cl.p * cl.F
6 else
7 PA[cl.A]← PA[cl.A] + cl.p * cl.F
8 FSA[cl.A]← FSA[cl.A] + cl.F
9 for each possible action A

10 if(FSA[A] is not zero)
11 PA[A]← PA[A] / FSA[A]
12 return PA

3.6 Choosing an Action

XCS does not prescribe any particular action-selection method, and any of a
great variety can be employed. For example, actions may be selected randomly,
independent of the system predictions, or the selection may be based on those
predictions – using, e.g., roulette-wheel selection or simply picking the action
with the highest system prediction.

In our SELECT ACTION procedure we illustrate a combination of pure ex-
ploration – choosing the action randomly – and pure exploitation – choosing the
best one. Lanzi [Lan99a] published first experiments with so-called biased explo-
ration where pure exploration is chosen with a probability pexplr and otherwise
pure exploitation is chosen. This action selection method is known as ε-greedy
selection in the reinforcement learning literature [SB98] where the ε has identical
meaning to our pexplr parameter. As an aside, it appears better to perform the
GA only on exploration steps, especially if most steps are exploitation.

SELECT ACTION(PA):
1 if(RandomNumber[0, 1) < pexplr)
2 //Do pure exploration here
3 return a randomly chosen action from those not null in PA
4 else
5 //Do pure exploitation here
6 return the best action in PA
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3.7 Formation of the Action Set

After the match set [M ] is formed and an action is chosen for execution, the
GENERATE ACTION SET procedure forms the action set out of the match
set. It includes all classifiers that propose the chosen action for execution.

GENERATE ACTION SET([M ], act):
1 initialize empty set [A]
2 for each classifier cl in [M ]
3 if(cl.A = act)
4 add classifier cl to set [A]

3.8 Updating Classifier Parameters

Although Wilson [Wil95] applied the update procedures as well as the GA orig-
inally in [M ] and only later [Wil98] was this switched to [A], application in [A]
is now commonly used and gives better performance in all cases known to us.
Thus we will use the [A] notation in the following procedures although they are
basically independent of the classifier set involved.

The reinforcement portion of the update procedure follows the pattern of
Q-learning [SB98]. Classifier predictions are updated using the immediate re-
ward and the discounted maximum payoff anticipated on the next time-step.
The difference is that in XCS it is the prediction of a possibly general rule that
is updated, whereas in Q-learning it is the prediction associated with an environ-
mental state-action pair. Updates of classifier parameters other than prediction
are unique to XCS. Note that in single-step problems, the prediction is updated
using the immediate reward alone.

Each time a classifier enters the set [A], its parameters are modified in the
order: exp, p, ε, as, and F . Variations in the order are possible. The principle
one is to exchange the p and ε updates. If prediction comes before error, the
prediction of a classifier in its very first update immediately predicts the correct
payoff and consequently the prediction error is set to zero. This can lead to faster
learning in simpler problems but can be misleading in more complex ones. A more
conservative strategy which puts the error update first, seems to work better on
harder problems. The update of the action set size estimate is independent from
the other updates and consequently can be executed at any point in time. While
the updates of exp, p, ε, and as are straightforward, the update of F is more
complex and requires more computational steps. Thus, we refer to another sub-
procedure. Finally, if the program is using action set subsumption, the procedure
calls the DO ACTION SET SUBSUMPTION procedure. This procedure is very
powerful and is able to eliminate a large number of classifiers in the action set
in one step. Section 3.12 describes the procedure in detail.

Fitness Update. The fitness of a classifier in XCS is based on the accuracy of its
predictions. The UPDATE FITNESS procedure first calculates the classifier’s
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UPDATE SET([A], P, [P ]):
1 for each classifier cl in [A]
2 cl.exp++
3 //update prediction cl.p
4 if(cl.exp < 1/β)
5 cl.p ← cl.p + (P - cl.p) / cl.exp
6 else
7 cl.p ← cl.p + β * (P - cl.p)
8 //update prediction error cl.ε
9 if(cl.exp < 1/β)

10 cl.ε ← cl.ε + (|P - cl.p| - cl.ε) / cl.exp
11 else
12 cl.ε ← cl.ε + β * (|P - cl.p| - cl.ε)
13 //update action set size estimate cl.as
14 if(cl.exp < 1/β)
15 cl.as ← cl.as + (

∑
c∈[A] c.n - cl.as) / cl.exp

16 else
17 cl.as ← cl.as + β * (

∑
c∈[A] c.n - cl.as)

18 UPDATE FITNESS in set [A]
19 if(doActionSetSubsumption)
20 DO ACTION SET SUBSUMPTION in [A] updating [P ]

accuracy κ using the classifier’s prediction error ε. Then the classifier’s fitness is
updated using the normalized accuracy computed in lines 8-10.

UPDATE FITNESS([A]):
1 accuracySum← 0
2 initialize accuracy vector κ
3 for each classifier cl in [A]
4 if(cl.ε < ε0)
5 κ(cl)← 1
6 else
7 κ(cl)← α * (cl.ε / ε0)−ν

8 accuracySum← accuracySum + κ(cl) * cl.n
9 for each classifier cl in [A]

10 cl.F ← cl.F + β * (κ(cl) * cl.n / accuracySum - cl.F)

3.9 The Genetic Algorithm in XCS

The final sub-procedure in the main loop, RUN GA, is also the most complex.
First of all, the action set is checked to see if the GA should be applied at all. In
order to apply a GA the average time period since the last GA application in the
set must be greater than the threshold θGA. Next, two classifiers (i.e. the par-
ents) are selected by roulette wheel selection based on fitness and the offspring
are created out of them. After that, the offspring are possibly crossed and mu-
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tated. If the offspring are crossed, their prediction, error, and fitness values are
set to the average of the parents’ values. Finally, the offspring are inserted in the
population, followed by corresponding deletions. However, if GA subsumption is
being used, each offspring is first tested to see if it is subsumed by either of its
parents; if so, that offspring is not inserted in the population, and the subsuming
parent’s numerosity is increased. (Besides checking if an offspring is subsumed
by a parent, one could also check if it is subsumed by other classifiers in the
action set, or even the population as a whole.)

RUN GA([A], σ, [P ]):
1 if(actual time t -

∑
cl∈[A] cl.ts ∗ cl.n /

∑
cl∈[A] cl.n > θGA)

2 for each classifier cl in [A]
3 cl.ts← actual time t
4 parent1 ← SELECT OFFSPRING in [A]
5 parent2 ← SELECT OFFSPRING in [A]
6 child1 ← copy classifier parent1
7 child2 ← copy classifier parent2
8 child1.n = child2.n← 1
9 child1.exp = child2.exp← 0
10 if(RandomNumber[0, 1) < χ)
11 APPLY CROSSOVER on child1 and child2
12 child1.p← (parent1.p + parent2.p) / 2
13 child1.ε← (parent1.ε + parent2.ε) / 2
14 child1.F ← (parent1.F + parent2.F) / 2
15 child2.p← child1.p
16 child2.ε← child1.ε
17 child2.F ← child1.F
18 child1.F ← child1.F * 0.1
19 child2.F ← child2.F * 0.1
20 for both children child
21 APPLY MUTATION on child according to σ
22 if(doGASubsumption)
23 if(DOES SUBSUME parent1, child)
24 parent1.n++
25 else if(DOES SUBSUME parent2, child)
26 parent2.n++
27 else
28 INSERT child IN POPULATION [P ]
29 else
30 INSERT child IN POPULATION [P ]
31 DELETE FROM POPULATION [P ]

While the sub-procedures INSERT IN POPULATION and DELETE FROM
POPULATION are defined in Sects. 3.10 and 3.11, respectively, the others are
described in the following paragraphs.
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Roulette-Wheel Selection. The Roulette-Wheel Selection chooses a classifier for
reproduction proportional to the fitness of the classifiers in set [A]. First, the
sum of all the fitnesses in the set [A] is computed. Next, the roulette-wheel is
spun. Finally, the classifier is chosen according to the roulette-wheel result.

SELECT OFFSPRING([A]):
1 fitnessSum← 0
2 for each classifier cl in [A]
3 fitnessSum← fitnessSum + cl.F
4 choicePoint← RandomNumber[0, 1) * fitnessSum
5 fitnessSum← 0
6 for each classifier cl in [A]
7 fitnessSum← fitnessSum + cl.F
8 if(fitnessSum > choicePoint)
9 return cl

Crossover. The crossover procedure is similar to the standard crossover proce-
dure in GAs. Implementations of XCS with one point and two point crossover
were tested and resulted in approximately identical results. In theAPPLY CROSS-
OVER procedure we show two-point crossover. The actions are not affected by
crossover.

APPLY CROSSOVER(cl1, cl2):
1 x← RandomNumber[0, 1) * (length of cl1.C +1)
2 y ← RandomNumber[0, 1) * (length of cl1.C +1)
3 if(x > y)
4 switch x and y
5 i← 0
6 do{
7 if(x ≤ i and i < y)
8 switch cl1.C[i] and cl2.C[i]
9 i++
10 }while(i < y)

A more sophisticated crossover could include assurance that x and y are
different. However, even without such special checks the algorithm serves its
purpose.

Mutation. While crossover does not affect the action, mutation takes place in
both the condition and the action. A mutation in the condition flips the attribute
to one of the other possibilities. Mutation in the action changes it equiprobable
to one of the other actions. Though more time-efficient methods are possible,
we present here the simple one in which a die is flipped for each attribute. Since
in XCS most of the time is spent in processes that operate on the whole popu-
lation such as matching and deletion, the type of algorithm used for mutation
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only slightly affects efficiency. Note that our mutation is somewhat restricted.
Rather than allowing an attribute of the condition to change to any other at-
tribute, we only allow changes either to # or to the specific value that matches
the corresponding component of σ(t). Thus the resulting condition still matches
the current input. The effect (if the action is unchanged) is to search the cur-
rent action set niche along the axis of specificity vs. generality. Less restricted
mutation schemes are of course possible.

APPLY MUTATION(cl, σ):
1 i← 0
2 do{
3 if(RandomNumber[0, 1) < μ)
4 if(cl.C[i] = #)
5 cl.C[i]← σ[i]
6 else
7 cl.C[i]← #
8 i++
9 }while(i < length of cl.C)

10 if(RandomNumber[0, 1) < μ)
11 cl.A← a randomly chosen other possible action

3.10 Insertion in the Population

The INSERT IN POPULATION procedure checks to see if the classifier to be
inserted is identical in condition and action with a classifier already in the pop-
ulation. If so, the latter’s numerosity is incremented; if not, the new classifier is
added to the population.

INSERT IN POPULATION(cl, [P ]):
1 for all c in [P ]
2 if(c is equal to cl in condition and action)
3 c.n++
4 return
5 add cl to set [P ]

3.11 Deletion from the Population

The deletion procedure realizes two ideas at the same time: (1) it assures an
approximately equal number of classifiers in each action set, or environmental
‘niche’; (2) it removes low-fitness individuals from the population. The following
paragraphs describe the DELETE FROM POPULATION procedure and the
DELETION VOTE sub-procedure.
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Roulette-Wheel Deletion. Like the selection procedure, the deletion procedure
DELETE FROM POPULATION chooses individuals (for deletion) by roulette-
wheel selection. But first, the procedure checks to see if the sum of classifier
numerosities in [P ] is less than or equal to N . If so, the procedure exits, as dele-
tion is unnecessary. Otherwise, the sum of all deletion votes is calculated, and a
classifier is chosen for deletion. If the classifier is a macroclassifier and currently
represents more than one classifier, then its numerosity is merely decreased by
one. Otherwise, the classifier is completely removed from the population.

DELETE FROM POPULATION([P ]):
1 if(

∑
c∈[P ] c.n ≤ N)

2 return
3 avF itnessInPopulation← ∑

c∈[P ] c.F /
∑
c∈[P ] c.n

4 voteSum← 0
5 for each classifier c in [P ]
6 voteSum← voteSum + DELETION VOTE of c

with avF itnessInPopulation
7 choicePoint← RandomNumber[0, 1) * voteSum
8 voteSum← 0
9 for each classifier c in [P ]

10 voteSum← voteSum + DELETION VOTE of c
with avF itnessInPopulation

11 if(voteSum > choicePoint)
12 if(c.n > 1)
13 c.n--
14 else
15 remove classifier c from set [P ]
16 return

The Deletion Vote. As mentioned above, the deletion vote realizes niching as
well as removal of the lowest fitness classifiers. The deletion vote of each classifier
is based on the action set size estimate as. Moreover, if the classifier has suffi-
cient experience and its fitness is significantly lower than the average fitness in
the population, the vote is increased in inverse proportion to the fitness. In this
calculation, since we are deleting one micro-classifier at a time, we need to use
as fitness the (macro)classifier’s fitness divided by its numerosity. The following
DELETION VOTE procedure realizes all this.

DELETION VOTE(cl, avF itnessInPopulation):
1 vote← cl.as * cl.n
2 if(cl.exp > θdel and cl.F / cl.n < δ * avF itnessInPopulation)
3 vote← vote * avF itnessInPopulation / ( cl.F / cl.n)
4 return vote
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3.12 Subsumption

Two subsumption procedures were introduced into XCS in [Wil98]. The first,
‘GA subsumption’, checks an offspring classifier to see if its condition is logically
subsumed by the condition of an accurate and sufficiently experienced parent.
If so, the offspring is not added to the population, but the parent’s numerosity
is incremented. The idea is that such an offspring cannot improve the system’s
performance, since everything it accomplishes is accomplished just as well by
the subsuming parent. GA subsumption, if enabled, occurs within the proce-
dure RUN GA. It is detailed within that procedure, and is not called as a sub-
procedure (though it could be). However, the sub-procedure DOES SUBSUME
is called, and is described in this section.

The second subsumption procedure, ‘action set subsumption’, if enabled,
takes place in every action set. It has a purpose similar to GA subsumption but
is different and independent of it. The action set is searched for the most general
classifier that is both accurate and sufficiently experienced. Then all other clas-
sifiers in the set are tested against the general one to see if it subsumes them.
Any classifiers that are subsumed are eliminated from the population.

DO ACTION SET SUBSUMPTION([A], [P ]):
1 initialize cl
2 for each classifier c in [A]
3 if(c COULD SUBSUME)
4 if(cl empty or number of # in c.C > number of # in cl.C

or (number of # in c.C = number of # in cl.C and
RandomNumber[0, 1) < 0.5))

5 cl← c
6 if(cl is not empty)
7 for each classifier c in [A]
8 if(cl IS MORE GENERAL than c)
9 cl.n← cl.n + c.n
10 remove classifier c from set [A]
11 remove classifier c from set [P ]

Subsumption of a Classifier. For a classifier to subsume another classifier, it
must first be sufficiently accurate and sufficiently experienced. This is tested by
the COULD SUBSUME function. Then, if a classifier could be a subsumer, it
must be tested to see if it has the same action and is really more general than the
classifier that is to be subsumed. This is the case if the set of situations matched
by the condition of the potentially subsumed classifier form a proper subset of
the situations matched by the potential subsumer. The IS MORE GENERAL
procedure accomplishes this. The DOES SUBSUME procedure combines all the
requirements.
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COULD SUBSUME(cl):
1 if(cl.exp > θsub)
2 if(cl.ε < ε0)
3 return true
4 return false

IS MORE GENERAL(clgen, clspec):
1 if (the number of # in clgen.C ≤ the number of # in clspec.C)
2 return false
3 i ← 0
4 do{
5 if(clgen.C[i] �= # and clgen.C[i] �= clspec.C[i])
6 return false
7 i++
8 }while(i < length of clgen.C)
9 return true

DOES SUBSUME(clsub, cltos):
1 if(clsub.A = cltos.A)
2 if(clsub COULD SUBSUME)
3 if(clsub IS MORE GENERAL than cltos)
4 return true
5 return false

4 Summary

This paper has revealed the processes inside XCS as well as the problem interac-
tion. We hope that presentation of the algorithm in pseudo code with explana-
tions will lead to deeper understanding of XCS and simplify research. Moreover,
the modular structure should enable the reader to program the system in any
programming language quite easily. However, our description only includes the
basic framework of XCS. Starting from this baseline, we encourage modification
as well as enhancement of the system, and welcome feedback on progress and
results.
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